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COMPANY OVERVIEW
Panoro Energy ASA is an independent exploration and production
(E&P) company headquartered in London and listed on the Oslo
Stock Exchange with ticker PEN. The Company holds production,
development, and exploration assets in North and West Africa.
The North African portfolio comprises a participating interest in five
producing oil field concessions, the Sfax Offshore Exploration Permit
(SOEP), and the Ras El Besh concession, all in the region of the city
of Sfax, Tunisia. The operations in West Africa include the Dussafu
License offshore southern Gabon and OML 113 offshore western
Nigeria (which is classified as held for sale).
In addition to discovered hydrocarbon reserves and resources, the
assets also hold significant exploration potential.
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FINANCIAL AND OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS
2019

2018

Oil Revenue

42,968

2,616

Underlying operating profit/(loss) before tax

14,698

(3,746)

EBITDA

24,611

(3,806)

EBIT

24,722

(4,423)

5,368

(5,163)

691,044

45,853

2,069

957

2P Reserves (MMbbls) net

9.6

6.9

2C Contingent Resources (MMbbls) net

3.0

4.8

Financial highlights - continuing operations (in USD 000)

Net Profit/(Loss)
Operational metrics - continuing operations
Oil sales (bbls) net
Average production - working interest (bopd)

OPERATIONAL AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT HIGHLIGHTS
Transformational exploration discovery
at Hibiscus in Gabon

DTM-4H and DTM-5H wells successfully
drilled and completed at Tortue field

Workover operations underway in
Tunisia to achieve 5,000 bopd gross
production

Rig secured to drill well on Guebiba
field, to be followed by Salloum West
exploration well (pending cessation of
macro crisis)

Agreement reached to divest OML 113
signed in 4Q 2019 for USD 10 million
plus up to USD 25 million of contingent
consideration

Farm-in agreement signed on 25 February
2020 for 12.5% Working Interest in Block
2B, offshore South Africa
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COMPANY OVERVIEW
ASSETS

Tunisia:
Oslo (Norway)

London (UK)
Tunisia

Interest in TPS assets,
current production stable
at circa. 1,200 bopd net to
Panoro

29.4%

Interest in the Sfax Offshore
Exploration Permit (“SOEP”)
– Operator

52.5%

Non-operated interest in
the Hammamet Offshore
Exploration Permit (under
relinquishment)

27.6%

Gabon:
Interest in Dussafu Marin
permit, offshore

7.4997%

Nigeria:
Nigeria
Gabon

Participating interest
(12.1913% revenue interest
and 16.255% paying
interest) in OML 113
Aje field, offshore Nigeria

6.502%

Detailed information on all the assets
is included in the Operations section
of the Directors report on page 7.

PANORO OFFICES
The Company maintains its registered
address in Oslo with offices in London
(Headquarter) and Tunis.
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CEO LETTER
Dear Fellow Shareholders:
2019 proved to be another exceptional year for Panoro Energy,
following on from 2018 which had itself been transformational.
Financial and production results in 2019 were extremely strong,
with many metrics being a record for the Company since the
2014/2015 board and management reshuffle. The substantial
Hibiscus oil discovery in Gabon is also the largest exploration
success to date for the Company. The acquisitions in Tunisia made
in late 2018 have further strengthened and diversified the
reserves and production of the Company.
The recent unprecedented COVID-19 pandemic and oil price
collapse have significantly impacted the energy industry and
many of the near-term targets and business objectives that
Panoro envisaged achieving. However, proactive and decisive
actions taken both prior to and during the ongoing crisis have put
Panoro in a stable position to weather the current health, oil
price, and logistical challenges we face.
In this period of extreme economic uncertainty, Panoro remains
focused on taking all necessary steps to preserve cash and
liquidity. The reduction in capital spending and delays to
development activities represent a prudent deferment, not a loss
of the inherent value of our assets and business.
Along with our resilient business model, we are firmly committed
to embracing our social and environmental responsibilities. We
believe that this is the right approach for all our stakeholders,
including but not limited to host countries, local communities, our
shareholders and business partners.

Financials and Corporate Activity
Many of the 2019 headline numbers speak for themselves.
Panoro achieved a 13-fold increase in revenues, an 80% increase
in production, and generated USD 24.6 million in EBITDA from
continuing operations, compared to a negative EBITDA in 2018. In
2019, 2P net Reserves in our continuing operations grew by 2.71
million barrels, and with a net production of 0.56 million barrels, a
reserve replacement ratio of approximately 480% was achieved.
Corporate activity was also extremely high. Panoro announced
the conditional sale of its interests in Nigeria, launched an equity
private placement to strengthen its balance sheet in October, and
recently signed a farm in agreement for a modest financial
exposure to an exciting exploration well in South Africa.

Operations
Our Dussafu asset offshore Gabon continued to deliver growth in
2019 with production from the Tortue field at an average gross
rate of 11,779 bopd for the year. Oil was lifted 6 times during the
year, with BP Oil International Limited selected to offtake Panoro
production entitlement for 2020. The Phase 2 of development at
the Tortue field progressed with the drilling and completion of
two additional wells in the Gamba reservoir, encountering long
horizontal sections of good quality oil saturated sands. These two
wells were brought on stream in March 2020. A third production
well has been drilled and completed in the Dentale D6 reservoir,
and awaits hook up in the coming months.

On the exploration front, the results of drilling at Hibiscus
significantly exceeded expectations. Both the original wellbore
and sidetrack encountered oil columns with excellent reservoir
properties, with gross 2P reserves of 45 million barrels exceeding
the pre-drill estimate by almost four times. The Hibiscus area is
now the cornerstone of the next development phase at Dussafu.
The JV partners have also completed the reprocessing of the 3D
seismic data covering Dussafu which is already yielding very
promising exploration prospects and leads.
In Tunisia, 2019 was focussed on transitioning the ownership
from OMV, strengthening the in-country team, prioritising
operational activity, and developing a strategy to increase
production. Considerable progress was also made towards drilling
the commitment well at the Sfax Offshore Exploration Permit
while waiting for government consents. Panoro and its partner,
ETAP, were successful in first maintaining and then growing oil
production from the TPS assets. Current production rate at the
time of writing is around 4,000 bopd gross, with a 2019 average
rate of 3,696 bopd and fourth quarter average production rate of
3,473 bopd gross. Once the logistical constraints imposed due to
COVID-19 have passed, a number of workovers are expected to
complete on key wells across the fields, with the goal of achieving
our targeted production rate of 5,000 bopd. Further production
growth beyond these levels remains a short-term objective for
the Company.
In line with our stated strategy, the non-core Aje field in Nigeria
has been conditionally sold to PetroNor E&P Limited (“PetroNor”)
and is now classified as a discontinued operation. The completion
of this transaction is subject to consent of the Minister in Nigeria
and the completion of a separate transaction between PetroNor
and YFP, our operating partner.
Panoro also farmed into the exciting Block 2B, offshore South
Africa. Completion of the transaction is subject to government
consent and the completion of Azinam’s concurrent farm in. We
look forward to drilling this well as soon as practically possible
following completion, noting the uncertainties that COVID-19
brings to oil operations.

Actions Taken in Response to Covid-19 Pandemic
and Lower Oil Prices
Panoro has proactively responded and adapted to the
unprecedented and challenging conditions affecting our industry,
partners and business. Our top priority remains the health and
well-being of employees, partners, clients, suppliers and all
stakeholders, whilst maintaining operating capability.
Panoro has always been committed to maintaining a prudent
financial profile.
During 2019, Panoro took several steps to ensure its financial
robustness. Panoro hedged approximately 25% of its anticipated
2020 and 2021 oil production at a minimum Dated Brent price of
USD 55 per barrel. In addition, an equity private placement of
approximately USD 16 million was undertaken in October with the
valued support and meaningful subscription by our largest
shareholders. We had also already taken prudent steps to reduce
overheads.
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Panoro has also always targeted low cost operations, and
operating costs at our core assets in Gabon and Tunisia remain
modest and breakeven prices including all taxes are less than USD
25 per barrel.
As the crisis unfolded, coordinated actions were taken to respond
to government directives in Gabon, the UK and Tunisia to ensure
preventative measures are taken whilst production is maintained,
and ongoing well operations completed where possible. Stringent
health protocols are in place across all our operations and where
possible we have transitioned quickly to remote working until the
pandemic subsides.
In response to the concurrent collapse in oil prices, a deferment
of activities is underway in Gabon and to a lesser extent Tunisia,
resulting in a projected 40% reduction in capital expenditures for
2020 and a modest downward adjustment in guided production.
It is expected that any processes requiring government consents
will likely experience administrative delays.
Several initiatives are being undertaken to further reduce
operating and corporate costs.
These decisive actions have further strengthened our balance
sheet. Our focus is on protecting our highly valuable reserves and
resources whilst preserving cash until the dislocated macro
environment improves. Though managing our balance sheet and
prudently conserving cash are the unambiguous and necessary
steps for the time being, we also need to position the company to
emerge from this crisis with a resilient and competitive business
model. Management and the Board of Directors will continue to
ensure we are positioned to grow in due course.

High standards of Environmental Stewardship, Safety
and Governance
As an established oil and gas exploration and production company
and Operator, we are mindful of the impact of our activities and
we are firmly committed to embracing our social and
environmental responsibilities. We believe that this is the right
approach for all our stakeholders, including but not limited to
host countries, local communities, our shareholders and business
partners.
We recognise that climate change is a significant and complex
global issue and acknowledge the impact that greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions have on global climate and air quality. With this
in mind, we are devoted to working towards identifying and
assessing our emissions footprint in order to fully appreciate and
mitigate the environmental impact of our activities.
We are committed to working with our employees, partners and
other stakeholders to achieve the highest industry safety
standards and to reduce operating risks across our operated and
non-operated portfolio. We continue to focus on enhancing our
systems to support our safety ambitions as we grow our operated
portfolio and we have established mandatory HSSE commitments
and standards in order to drive consistency across the group.
We are dedicated to ensuring that the company’s presence has a
positive impact on every stakeholder. We will continue to work in
partnership with our local communities in Tunisia where we are
the operator, as we believe this is the best way to achieve longlasting and sustainable positive change. The year 2020 will be our
baseline year for all HSSE data and additional reporting systems
are being established to ensure that we can effectively manage
and improve our performance over each aspect of ESG going

forward. While fossil fuels are expected to continue to make a
significant contribution to meeting the world’s growing energy
needs during this time, the overall decarbonisation of the global
economy presents oil exploration and production companies with
some fundamental new challenges. Our host countries are key
stakeholders and we recognise the need to maximise the value of
their natural, human and financial resources, whilst building
the foundation for a lower-carbon future. We believe that the
development of natural resources can be a route to helping them
strengthen their economies and improve the welfare of their
people.

Outlook
Despite the current macro challenges and the
uncertainty as to the long- term impacts of
COVID-19 and low oil prices, Panoro remains a
diversified, full cycle oil company. Together with a
fully aligned Board of Directors, balance sheet
strength, a professional management team, and
strategic focus, Panoro is well placed to thrive
once macro conditions improve.
Finally, we would like to wholeheartedly thank
our existing and new shareholders, our strategic
partners, our dedicated staff and more generally
all our stakeholders for their invaluable support
during this challenging time.
John Hamilton
CEO, Panoro Energy ASA
30 April 2020
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DIRECTORS’ REPORT 2019
ABOUT PANORO
Panoro Energy ASA is an independent exploration and production
(E&P) company headquartered in London and listed on the Oslo
Stock Exchange with ticker PEN. The Company holds production,
development, and exploration assets in North and West Africa.

OPERATIONS
Operations in Gabon

encountering good quality hydrocarbon saturated reservoir
sands. The first two of these wells, DTM-4H and DTM-5H, came
online in March 2020 and the remaining well, DTM-6H, is due to
be hooked up later this year. The final production well for this
phase of Tortue, DTM-7H, has been postponed. Current gross
production at Tortue from the four active wells is around 20,000
bopd.
As part of the Tortue field development well drilling campaign, an
exploration well, DHIBM-1, and sidetrack DHIBM-1-ST1, were
drilled at the Hibiscus Updip prospect. Analysis of the drilling and
logging results at the well and sidetrack showed a significant oil
discovery in the Gamba reservoir. The Hibiscus field has now been
assigned 2P reserves of 45.4 million barrels.
In late 2019, following the Hibiscus discovery, a decision was
taken to commence the third phase of the development in the
Dussafu license. This phase, known as Ruche phase 1, will consist
of four production wells at the Hibiscus field and two wells at the
Ruche field, all to be drilled in the Gamba formation from a 12slot wellhead platform and tied back to the Adolo FPSO via a
20km pipeline. Ruche Phase 2 development will target additional
discovered resources through up to 7 further production wells,
with the objective to maintain the production plateau. It is
estimated by the operator that the FPSO nameplate capacity of
40,000 bopd will be reached and exceeded once Ruche phase 1
comes fully online.
In December 2019, Tullow completed a 10% back-in into the
license and as a result Panoro’s equity in Dussafu reduced to
7.4997%.

Panoro Energy are partners in the Dussafu license, a production
and development license in southern Gabon, operated by BW
Energy Gabon. Panoro’s current interest in the license is 7.4997%.
The Dussafu license, and the associated Ruche Exclusive
Exploitation Area (Ruche EEA), covers 850km2 offshore southern
Gabon in an average water depth of 116 metres. The area
contains a producing field and multiple discoveries and undrilled
structures lying within a proven oil and gas play fairway within the
Southern Gabon Basin.
There are six oil fields within the EEA: Moubenga, Walt Whitman,
Ruche, Ruche North East, Tortue and Hibiscus. The latter four
fields were discovered by Panoro and JV partners in the last 8
years.
The first field to be developed in the EEA is the Tortue field where
first oil was achieved in September 2018. Oil is produced at
Tortue through subsea wells tied back to a leased FPSO, the BW
Adolo. Oil is processed, stored and offloaded from the FPSO to a
crude tanker and transported by sea. Typical lifting parcels are
about 650,000 barrels.
The Tortue field produced from two wells throughout 2019 and
cumulative gross oil produced from the Tortue field amounted to
4.3 million barrels during the year, at an average gross rate of
11,779 bopd.
The second phase of drilling at the Tortue field started in October
2019 and concluded in March 2020 with three additional
production wells successfully drilled and completed, all

In November 2019, Netherland, Sewell and Associates, Inc. (NSAI),
the reserves auditors for the project, updated their estimates for
recoverable reserves in the Dussafu license. As of the end of
December 2019, and taking into account the production since the
effective date of the report, the Dussafu license contained gross
1P Proved Reserves of 75.9 MMbbls in the Tortue, Ruche, Ruche
NorthEast and Hibiscus fields. Gross 2P Proved plus Probable
Reserves amounted to 111.4 MMbbls in the same fields. Gross 3P
Proved plus Probable plus Possible Reserves in these fields
amounted to 141.6 MMbbls.
At year end Panoro’s net entitlement fraction of the gross
Dussafu license reserves, after deduction of Government share of
production and royalties, was 2P Proved plus Probable Reserves
of 5.3 MMbbls with additional 2C Contingent Resources of 1.7
MMbbls. This is an increase in 2P reserves of 3.2 MMBOE
compared to year-end 2018.
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Operations in Tunisia

are targeting a production rate of 5,000 bopd for the TPS assets
during 2020.
In February 2020, GCA (3rd party) certified gross reserves and
resources from the fields at year end 2019 amounting to 1P
Proved Reserves of 10.8 MMbbls, 2P Proved plus Probable
Reserves of 17.0 MMbbls and 3P Proved plus Probable plus
Possible reserves of 22.8 MMbbls. Panoro’s net entitlement 1P
Proved reserves are 2.8 MMbbls, 2P Proved plus Probable are 4.3
MMbbls and 3P Proved plus Probable plus Possible are 5.6
MMbbls.
In addition to these reserves, GCA also certified gross 1C
Contingent Resources of 1.4 MMbbls, 2C Contingent Resources of
5.0 MMbbls and 3C Contingent Resources of 9.8 MMbbls, all
assigned to the Cercina oil field. Panoro’s net entitlement 1C
Contingent Resource is 0.4 MMbbls, net entitlement 2C
Contingent Resource is 1.3 MMbbls and net entitlement 3C
Contingent Resource is 2.6 MMbbls.

Sfax Offshore Exploration Permit
Tunisia is an established oil and gas producing country with
production since 1966. The country benefits from a low OPEX
environment with significant presence from oil service providers
in the region. Panoro has interests in two contiguous areas
onshore and offshore the city of Sfax in the northern part of the
Gulf of Gabes. These two areas are the Sfax Offshore Exploration
Permit and the TPS Assets which are a collection of five producing
fields.

TPS Assets
The TPS Assets comprise five oil field concessions in the region of
the city of Sfax, onshore and shallow water offshore Tunisia. The
concessions are Cercina, Cercina Sud, Rhemoura, El Ain/Gremda
and El Hajeb/Guebiba.
The oil fields were discovered in the 1980’s and early 1990’s and
have produced a total of around 55 million barrels of oil to date.
The current gross production is stable at around 4,000 barrels of
oil per day. Approximately 50 wells have been drilled in the TPS
fields to date, whilst some of these wells have been abandoned,
14 remain on production with 5 wells currently shut-in awaiting
workovers or reactivation. Two wells are used for disposal of
produced water. Production facilities consist of the various
wellhead installations, connected via intra-field pipelines to
processing, storage and transportation systems. Crude is
transported to a storage and export terminal about 70 km south
of the Assets at La Skhira.
The Group, through its subsidiary, Panoro Tunisia Production AS
(“PTP”), indirectly owns a 49% interest in the fields and a 50%
interest in the TPS operating company. The remaining interests
are held by the Tunisian State Oil Company, ETAP. Panoro’s net
interest in TPS operations is 29.4%.
Production from the TPS assets for the year averaged 3,696 bopd
gross (net: 1,087 bopd). A number well workovers for ESP
replacement and well clean-up were performed during 2019. The
most recent activity, in January 2020, was at the RHE-01 well.
Following a successful stimulation workover, the RHE-01 well
produced at 500-600 bopd, a fourfold productivity increase and a
much higher rate than originally anticipated. Further wells have
been identified as targets for stimulation workovers in 2020. We

Panoro is the Operator of the Sfax Offshore Exploration Permit
(“SOEP”), an exploration license offshore Tunisia in the northern
part of the Gulf of Gabes. Panoro’s current interest in the license
is 52.5%. SOEP lies in the prolific oil and gas Cretaceous and
Eocene carbonate platforms of the Pelagian Basin offshore
Tunisia. In the vicinity of the Permit area are numerous existing
producing fields with infrastructure and spare capacity in
pipelines and facilities. There are three oil discoveries on the
permit, Salloum, Ras El Besh, and Jawahra. In addition to these
discoveries there is considerable exploration potential in the
Permit, with unrisked gross estimates of 250 million barrels of
prospective resources. Panoro also has a 52.5% interest in the Ras
El Besh Concession which is within the area of the SOEP and
contains the undeveloped Ras El Besh field.
The SOEP remains in the 1st renewal period where Panoro has
agreed to fulfil an outstanding drilling obligation in 2020. Currently
Panoro is proposing to drill the Salloum West-1 well (“SMW-1”) in
order to fully satisfy the commitment well. Panoro has now
formalised the drilling plans for SMW-1 including well planning,
location and approvals for drilling.
The primary target of the SMW-1 well is the Bireno formation which
produces from the neighbouring El Ain and Guebiba fields in the
TPS assets. The well is planned to test the Bireno at approximately
3,200 metres vertical depth, where Panoro has identified, on 2D
and 3D seismic data, what it believes to be an independent block
located west of the discovered Salloum structure.
The objective of the SMW-1 well is to prove up additional resources
in the vicinity of the Salloum-1 well and to aggregate them in order
to fast-track the development of Salloum through a tie-in to existing
adjacent TPS oil infrastructure.

Hammamet Offshore Exploration Permit
The Hammamet Offshore Exploration Permit expired in September
2018 and is in the process of being formally relinquished with
anticipated associated costs of approximately USD 2 million (USD
1.2 million net to Panoro). The Group has a 27.6% working interest
in this permit.
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Operations in Nigeria (Held for sale)

Nigerian Minister of Petroleum Resources. Panoro’s intention is to
declare a special dividend and distribute the Share Consideration,
to the extent received in shares, to its shareholders.

Legacy operations in Brazil (Discontinued)
In Brazil, as previously updated, termination agreements for the
surrender of Coral and Cavalho Marinho licenses have been
signed between the JV partners and Brazilian Regulator ANP. The
next steps involve various regulatory clearances before
dissolution of JV operations. The Company’s formal exit from its
historical Brazilian business is still ongoing with slow progress
towards the approval of abandonment by the Brazilian regulators
and resolution of pending historical corporate items including
taxes. Management is working actively with advisors and where
relevant, the operator Petrobras to bring matters to a close and
to ensure that the ongoing costs are kept to a minimum.
However, the timing and eventual costs of such conclusion is
uncertain at this stage.

FINANCIAL REVIEW
Covering an area of 840 km2, OML 113 is operated by Yinka
Folawiyo Petroleum Limited and is located in the western part of
offshore Nigeria, adjacent to the Benin border. The license
contains the producing Aje field as well as a number of
exploration prospects. The Aje field was discovered in 1996 in
water depths ranging from 100-1,000 metres. Unlike the majority
of Nigerian Fields which are productive from Tertiary age
sandstones, Aje has multiple oil, gas and gas condensate
reservoirs in the Turonian, Cenomanian and Albian age
sandstones.
Production at the Aje field started in 2016 and the field currently
has 2 wells on production, Aje-4 and Aje-5. Oil is processed,
stored and exported at the Front Puffin FPSO via a subsea
production system. These two wells comprise the first phase of
the Aje field development project. During 2019 the Aje field
produced a total of 110,000 barrels net to Panoro at an average
rate of approximately 300 bopd net.
Throughout the year the partners continued to progress the plans
for the next phase at Aje involving the development of the gas
resources in the Turonian reservoir.
At year-end 2019, 2P Reserves net to Panoro’s interest related to
OML 113, after deduction of royalties and other adjustments,
stood at 21.8 MMBOE and 2C Contingent Resources stood at 1.1
MMBOE.
Panoro announced in October 2019 that it had entered into a sale
and purchase agreement with PetroNor E&P Limited
(“PetroNor”), an exploration & production oil and gas company
listed on the Oslo Axess, to divest all outstanding shares in its fully
owned subsidiaries Pan-Petroleum Services Holding BV and PanPetroleum Nigeria Holding BV (together referred to as “Divested
Subsidiaries”) for an upfront consideration consisting of the
allotment and issue of new PetroNor shares with a fixed value of
USD 10 million (the “Share Consideration”) plus a contingent
consideration of up to USD 25 million based on future gas
production volumes. PetroNor has an option to pay a portion of
the Share Consideration in cash. The sale transaction is
conditional upon execution and completion of the agreements
between PetroNor and YFP, the authorisation of the Nigerian
Department of Petroleum Resources and the consent of the

The Accounts
The Board of Directors confirms that the annual financial
statements have been prepared pursuant to the going concern
assumption, in accordance with §3-3a of the Norwegian
Accounting Act, and that this assumption was realistic as at the
balance sheet date. The going concern assumption is based upon
the financial position of the Company and the development plans
currently in place. In the Board of Directors’ view, the annual
accounts give a true and fair view of the group’s assets and
liabilities, financial position and results. Panoro Energy ASA is the
parent company of the Panoro Group. Its financial statements
have been prepared on the assumption that Panoro Energy will
continue as a going concern and realization of assets and
settlement of debt in normal operations.
Panoro’s participation in its Tunisian assets is structured through
a shareholder agreement with Beender Petroleum Tunisia Limited
(“Beender”), whereby Panoro and Beender jointly own and
control 60% and 40% respectively of Sfax Petroleum Corporation
AS (“Sfax Corp”). Sfax Corp, through its subsidiaries, holds 100%
shares of Panoro Tunisia Production AS (“PTP”) and Panoro
Tunisia Exploration AS (“PTE”). As such, all numbers and volume
information relating to the Company’s Tunisian operations and
transactions represents the Company’s 60% interest, unless
otherwise stated. 2019 represents the first full year of inclusion of
Tunisian operations in the consolidated financial statements.
In October 2019, the Company entered into an agreement to
divest all its operations in Nigeria to PetroNor, thereby resulting in
changes to presentation of the results, operations and assets and
liabilities of the disposal group comprising of the Divested
Subsidiaries. The results and operations of the Divested
Subsidiaries have met the criteria of Discontinued Operations
under IFRS 5 and have therefore been isolated and removed from
“Continuing activities” and re-classified and presented as a
separate line item “Discontinued Operations” in the statement of
comprehensive income. Group comparatives for the periods
presented, pertaining to Discontinued Operations, have also been
re-classified in accordance with the accounting standards.
Furthermore, assets and liabilities pertaining to the Divested
Subsidiaries have also been isolated and presented in separate
line items in the statement of financial position as of the year
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ended 31 December 2019. Details of assets and liabilities held for
sale and the Discontinued Operations can be referred to in Note
13 to these financial statements.
On 22 October 2019, the Company successfully completed a
private placement of approximately NOK 149 million of new
equity (equivalent to approximately 10% of the issued share
capital) with the support of new and existing shareholders. The
net proceeds of USD 16 million from this private placement will
be mainly used to fund Panoro’s share of exploration and Phase 3
expenditure of the future work program on the Dussafu permit
("Dussafu"), offshore Gabon, as well as for new exploration
ventures identified and for general corporate purposes.
As of 31 December 2019, the Group had USD 30.4 million in cash
and bank balances, including USD 10 million held for the SOEP
guarantee, and debt of USD 25.4 million. Panoro Energy ASA
prepares its financial statements in accordance with the
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), as provided for
by the EU and the Norwegian Accounting Act. The consolidated
accounts are presented in US dollars. The below analysis
compares 2019 with 2018 figures:

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE AND ACTIVITIES
Underlying profit/(loss) before tax from
continuing operations
Since start of the year 2019, the Group has enhanced its
disclosures and introduced the reporting of “underlying operating
profit/(loss) before tax”, a Non-GAAP Financial Measure.
Underlying operating profit/(loss) before tax is considered by the
Group to be a useful additional measure to help understand
underlying operational performance. The foregoing analysis has
also been performed including, on an adjusted basis, the
underlying operating profit/(loss) before tax from continuing
operations of the Group. A reconciliation with adjustments to
arrive at the underlying operating profit/(loss) before tax from
continuing operations is included in the table below:
USD 000
Net income/(loss) before tax
- continuing operations
Share based payments
Non-recurring costs
Loss/(gain) on disposal of oil and gas
assets
Impairment / (reversal) of impairment
for Oil and gas assets
Unrealised (gain)/loss on commodity
hedges

Underlying operating profit/(loss)
before tax

2019

2018

18,845

(4,286)

767

331

1,106

965

288

-

(8,145)

-

1,837

14,698

(756)

(3,746)

Underlying operating profit/(loss) before tax is a
supplemental non-GAAP financial measures used by
management and external users of the Company's
consolidated financial statements, such as industry analysts,
investors, lenders and rating agencies. The Company
defines underlying operating profit/(loss) before tax as Net
income (loss) from continuing operations before tax
adjusted for (i) Share based payment charges, (ii)
unrealised (gain) loss on commodity hedges, (iii) (gain) loss
on sale of oil and gas properties, (iv) impairments writeoff’s and reversals, and (v) similar other material items
which management believes affect the comparability of
operating results. We believe that underlying operating
profit/(loss) before tax and other similar measures are
useful to investors because they are frequently used by
securities analysts, investors and other interested parties in
the evaluation of companies in the oil and gas sector and
will provide investors with a useful tool for assessing the
comparability between periods, among securities analysts,
as well as company by company. Because EBITDA and
underlying operating profit/(loss) before tax excludes some,
but not all, items that affect net income, these measures as
presented by us may not be comparable to similarly titled
measures of other companies.

Condensed Consolidated Income Statement
USD 000

2019

2018

CONTINUING OPERATIONS
Oil revenue

42,968

2,616

Other revenue

3,810

877

Total revenues

46,778

3,493

(15,381)

(1,018)

170

-

Expenses
Operating costs
(Overlift)/underlift
Exploration related costs and operator
G&A
Non-recurring costs

(134)

(661)

(1,106)

(965)

General and administrative costs

(5,716)

(4,655)

EBITDA

24,611

(3,806)

Depreciation, depletion and amortisation
(Impairment) / reversal of impairment for
Oil and gas assets
(Loss)/gain on disposal

(6,979)

(286)

8,145

-

(288)

-

(767)

(331)

EBIT

24,722

(4,423)

Net financial items

(5,877)

137

Profit / (loss) before income taxes

18,845

(4,286)

(13,477)

(877)

5,368

(5,163)

4,822

(1,944)

10,190

(7,107)

Share based payments

Income tax expense
Net profit/(loss) from continuing
operations
Net income/(loss) from discontinued
operations
Net profit/(loss) for the year
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From a financial statements’ perspective, the sale of the
Group’s asset in Nigeria, OML 113 Aje, is classified as
“discontinued operations” and as such has been reported
separately from the “continuing business activities” for
both years presented.

Income statement
The discussion and analysis below represent the results from the
Group’s continuing operations in Tunisia and Gabon. 2018
comparatives have been restated to exclude all revenue and costs
for Aje (“Discontinued Operations”) in line with IFRS
requirements.
Panoro Energy reported an EBITDA of USD 24.6 million from
continuing operations for the year ended 31 December 2019,
compared to negative USD 3.8 million from continuing operations
for the same period in 2018.
EBITDA includes revenue from sale of oil of USD 43 million from
continuing operations for 2019 comprising six liftings from
Dussafu totalling USD 22.9 million (352,789 bbls); coupled with
USD 20.1 million (338,255 bbls) from the Group’s Tunisian
portfolio comprising three international liftings and six smaller
domestic liftings. This compares to one lifting of USD 2.7 million
(45,853 bbls) for Dussafu in 2018.
Under the terms of the Dussafu PSC, State profit oil is shown as
revenue and amounted to USD 3.8 million (year ended 31
December 2018: USD 0.9 million). This is reflected in other
revenue, with a corresponding amount shown as income tax
(Note 6).
Panoro Energy reported a net income of USD 5.4 million from
continuing operations for the year ended 31 December 2019,
compared to a net loss from continuing operations of USD 5.2
million in the year ended 31 December 2018.
Exploration related costs for 2019 are USD 0.1 million compared
to USD 0.7 million in 2018, all related to the Group’s continuing
operations. Qualifying costs in relation to SOEP have been
capitalised as licence and exploration assets during the year
resulting in lower expense in the current period.
G&A costs relating to continuing operations increased from USD
4.7 million in 2018 to USD 5.7 million for 2019. The increase in
2019 is in line with previous guidance and reflects the
consolidation of the Tunisian operations and addition of new staff
members in the Group to cater for the increase in operations.
Depreciation, depletion and amortisation charge for the year for
continuing operations amounted to USD 7 million compared to
USD 0.3 million in 2018. Prior year charge related to Dussafu,
following first oil in September 2018, whereas the depreciation
charge for 2019 comprises USD 3.5 million for the Group’s
Tunisian oil and gas assets and USD 3.1 million for Dussafu, with
the remainder USD 0.4 million relating to other assets for the
London and Tunis offices.
An impairment reversal of USD 8.1 million was recognised during
the year relating to the Group's interest in the Dussafu permit,
offshore Gabon. The impairment reversal followed a positive
revision in economic evaluations. These include an independent
reserves upgrade, which attributed higher recoverable amounts
on both 1P and 2P profiles and the sanction of Phase II of the
development.

Loss on disposal of assets during the year ended 31 December
2019 amounted to USD 0.3 compared to USD Nil in the year to 31
December 2018. This resulted from a dilution of Panoro’s share in
the Dussafu permit following Tullow Oil Gabon SA exercising their
right to back-in to the permit during December 2019.
EBIT from continuing operations for 2019 was thus a positive of
USD 24.7 million compared to negative USD 4.4 million for 2018.
Net financial items from continuing operations amount to an
expense of USD 5.9 million for 2019 compared to a positive USD
137 thousand for 2018. Net financial items comprise interest on
the Senior Secured loan facility of USD 1.5 million (2018: USD 67
thousand); interest on BW Energy Non-Recourse loan USD 1
million (2018: USD Nil); unrealised losses on commodity hedges
USD 1.9 million (2018: gain of USD 0.8 million); realised loss on
commodity hedges of USD 1 million (2018: USD Nil); and foreign
exchange gain of USD 0.2 million (2018: loss of USD 0.5 million).
The remaining financial items in 2019 represented the interest on
unwinding of decommissioning provision and unwinding of the
discount on right of use asset under IFRS 16 (see Note 21).
Profit before tax from continuing operations for 2019 was USD
18.8 million compared to a pre-tax loss of USD 4.3 million for
2018.
Income taxes of USD 13.5 million in 2019 compared to USD 0.9
million 2018. The tax charge for 2019 includes an estimated USD
3.8 million representing State profit oil under the terms of the
Dussafu PSC and USD 9.7 million for taxes on profits for the
Group’s Tunisian Operations. The tax charge also includes USD 2
million of deferred tax liability recognised for the first time in
2019. The charge in the prior year related entirely to the state
profit oil gross up for Dussafu PSC.
Net profit after tax from continuing operations for 2019 was
therefore USD 5.4 million, compared to a net loss after tax of USD
5.2 million for 2018.

Statement of financial position
Non-current assets amount to USD 86.6 million at 31 December
2019, a decrease of 2.7 million from USD 89.3 million at 31
December 2018. The movements in non-current assets are mainly
the transfer USD 19.6 million of non-current assets related to Aje
following its classification as held for sale, which includes USD 8
million reversal of previously recognised impairment, see Note 13.
Remaining movements are a result of a combination of
capitalisation of assets of approximately USD 12.9 million, offset
by depreciation charge for the year of USD 7 million for
continuing operations and disposal of USD 2.2 million as a result
of Tullow Oil Gabon SA exercising their right to back-in to the
Dussafu permit during December 2019.
In addition, there is the impact of an impairment reversal of USD
8.1 million during the year relating to the Group's interest in the
Dussafu permit, offshore Gabon. The impairment reversal
followed a positive revision in economic evaluations. These
include an independent reserves upgrade, which attributed
higher recoverable amounts on both 1P and 2P profiles and the
sanction of Phase II of the development.
Current assets amount to USD 45 million as of 31 December 2019,
compared to USD 35.7 million at 31 December 2018. Crude
inventory decreased from USD 2.3 million at 31 December 2018
to USD 358 thousand at 31 December 2019. Materials inventory
was USD 4.8 million at 31 December 2019, compared to USD 4.1
million at 31 December 2018.
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Trade and other receivables at 31 December 2019 are USD 9.4
million, an increase of USD 3.8 million from USD 5.6 million at 31
December 2018. The increase reflects uncollected proceeds from
a lifting from Dussafu in December of USD 4.2 million and USD 1.7
million receivable from Tullow Oil Gabon SA following completion
of their back-in to the Dussafu permit. USD 1.8 million relates to
Tunisian domestic oil sales receivable at the end of the current
year. Trade receivables at 31 December 2018 comprised primarily
of USD 2.6 million receivable from BW Energy from the first lifting
at Dussafu and USD 2 million of receivables acquired from OMV
as part of the acquisition in December 2018.
At 31 December 2019, the fair value of commodity hedges was a
negative and included in current and non-current liabilities based
on maturity. The related current asset at 31 December 2018 was
USD 0.4 million.
The Group is committed to an obligation of drilling one well on
SOEP in Tunisia. In support of this obligation, the Group has
issued a bank guarantee against which a deposit of USD 10 million
(net to Panoro) was placed in January 2019 and is included within
current assets at 31 December 2019.
Consequently, cash and cash equivalents stood at USD 20.5
million, compared to USD 23.4 million at 31 December 2018. The
key inflows of cash and cash equivalents during the year include
additional funding from Mercuria in June, USD 2.5 million and
proceeds of NOK 149 million (USD 16 million) from a private
placement in October 2019. The most significant outflows include
investments in the Group’s oil and gas assets of USD 11.6 million
(year ended 31 December 2018: USD 17.7 million, driven by the
Tunisian acquisitions) and cash outflow relating to financing
activities including interest on loans and borrowings of USD 2.1
million (year ended 31 December 2018: inflow of USD 53.7
million).
Equity as at 31 December 2019 amounts to USD 72.7 million
compared to USD 46.3 million at the end of December 2018.
Total non-current liabilities are USD 43.9 million as at 31
December 2019 compared to USD 55.9 million at 31 December
2018.
The classification of Aje related non-current liabilities of USD 11.1
million as held for sale, included USD 3.2 million of
decommissioning liability and non-current payables due to the Aje
joint venture of USD 7.8 million. See Note 13. The remaining
decommissioning liability at 31 December 2019 of USD 18.9
million related to Dussafu and TPS assets. See Note 14 for more
details.
Non-current portion of the Mercuria Senior Secured facility
decreased from USD 13.2 million at 31 December 2018 to USD
13.1 million at 31 December 2019. This movement is a result of
two repayments of principal during the year amounting to USD
1.7 million offset by additional funding of USD 2.5 million net to
the Group, and the accumulation of interest. Refer to Note 5 for
further details.
On an overall basis, BW Energy non-recourse loan balance
reduced from USD 13.1 million at 31 December 2018 to USD 8.1
million at 31 December 2019. The non-current portion of the loan
reduced by USD 6 million during the current year, from USD 9.4
million to USD 3.4 million. The change in maturity profile at 31
December 2019 is a result of anticipated acceleration in
repayments, following commissioning of Phase 2 Tortue
development in 2020.

Total licence obligations and estimated contingent consideration
was unchanged between the two balance sheet dates presented
at USD 5.9 million, of which USD 4.7 is deemed non-current and
USD 1.2 million as current. The licence obligations and deferred
consideration were acquired by the Group as part of the
acquisition of SOEP from DNO in July 2018. See Note 12 for
details.
Other non-current liabilities were USD 1.7 million at 31 December
2019 compared to USD 7.9 million at 31 December 2018. The
balance at 31 December 2018 comprised USD 6.8 million
associated with historical cash calls on Aje. The corresponding
balance of Aje historical cash calls classified as non-current at 31
December 2019 was USD 7.8 million, which is now classified as
held for sale, see Note 13. Non-current liabilities at 31 December
2019 comprise USD 1.2 million of provision for long term
employment benefits for TPS employees (31 December 2018:
USD 1 million) and USD 0.5 million of lease liability recognised on
first time adoption of IFRS 16 in 2019, see Note 21.
Non-current liabilities at 31 December 2019 also include USD 2
million of deferred tax liabilities relating the Group’s Tunisian
assets (31 December 2018: Nil). The remaining non-current
liabilities at 31 December 2019 included the non-current portion
of fair value of hedge instruments amounting to USD 0.1 million
(31 December 2018: nil).
Current liabilities amounted to USD 19.5 million at 31 December
2019 compared to USD 22.8 million at 31 December 2018, a
decrease of USD 3.3 million.
USD 4.7 million reflects the current portion of the BW Energy
non-recourse loan including accrued interest (31 December 2018:
USD 3.8 million), USD 3.8 million is the current portion of the
Mercuria Senior Loan facility (31 December 2018: USD 2.6 million)
and USD 5 million of corporation tax liabilities in Tunisia (31
December 2018: USD 5.8 million).
Accruals and other payable amounted to USD 1.6 million at 31
December 2019, a decrease of USD 6 million from the 31
December 2018 balance of USD 7.6 million. The decrease is
primarily due to USD 5.3 million of current liabilities related to Aje
now being classified as held for sale. See Note 13.
Other current liabilities were USD 2.3 million at 31 December
2019, compared to USD 1.9 million at 31 December 2018. USD 1
million represents overlift liability for Dussafu; USD 1.2 million
represents the Groups share of anticipated costs associated with
relinquishment of the Hammamet licence; and USD 0.1 million
represents the current portion of lease liabilities (Note 21).

Cash flows
Net cash inflow from operating activities amounted to USD 12.3
million in 2019, compared to an outflow of USD 5.3 million in
2018. The increase is primarily driven by inclusion of full year
operations for the Group’s Tunisian production assets and full
year production and sales volumes for Dussafu.
Net cash flow from investing activities was an outflow of USD 13.4
million compared to an outflow of USD 31.3 million in 2018. This
comprised USD 12.9 million of investment in oil and gas assets
during the year and USD 0.5 million related to certain completion
costs for the 2018 Tunisian acquisitions. In 2018, the outflow on
acquisitions amounted to USD 33.6 million whilst cash of USD 9
million was acquired as part of these acquisitions, partially offset
by increase in non-recourse loan by USD 10.9 million.
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Net cash flow from financing activities during 2019 was an
outflow of USD 1.7 million, represented by a cash inflow of USD
16.2 million of gross proceeds from equity placement and USD 2.5
million of proceeds from loans and borrowings. This was offset by
a cash outflow USD 7.4 million relating to debt repayment and
USD 10 million deposited against a bank guarantee in support of
the Group’s obligation to drill one well on SOEP in Tunisia. This
compared to a cash inflow of USD 53.7 million during 2018,
predominantly comprising gross proceeds from equity
placements of USD 38.4 million and net proceeds of USD 15.7
million from loans and borrowings.

("Dussafu"), offshore Gabon, as well as for new exploration
ventures identified and for general corporate purposes.

Cash and cash equivalents were therefore USD 20.5 million,
excluding USD 10 million held for the SOEP guarantee compared
to USD 23.4 million at 31 December 2018.

The Group’s, results of operations, cash flow and
financial condition depend significantly on the level of
oil and gas prices and market expectations to these,
and may be adversely affected by volatile oil and gas
prices and by the general global economic and financial
market situation.

ALLOCATION OF PROFITS AND LOSSES
Parent company financial information
USD 000

2019

2018
-

-

General and administrative costs

(720)

(1,203)

Impairment of investment in subsidiary

(190)

(100)

-

(11,520)

Total operating expenses

(910)

(12,823)

Earnings before interest and tax (EBIT)

(910)

(12,823)

10.375

9,037

9,465

(3,786)

-

-

9,465

(3,786)

Total revenues
Operating expenses

Provision for doubtful receivables*

Net interest and financial items
Profit/(loss) before taxes
Income tax benefit / (expense)
Net profit/(loss) attributable to equity
holders

*Provision for doubtful receivables owed from loans provided to
subsidiaries. See Note 7 in the Parent Company Financial
Statements.

Distributable equity and coverage of profit/(loss) in
Panoro Energy ASA
The Board of Directors proposes that the profit for the year of
USD 9.5 million in the parent company be transferred to other
equity.

FUNDING
The Company on a consolidated basis, closed the year with a cash
position of USD 30.4 million, including USD 10 million held for the
SOEP guarantee, and debt of USD 25.4 million.
On 22 October 2019, the Company successfully completed a
private placement of approximately NOK 149 million of new
equity (equivalent to approximately 10% of the issued share
capital) with the support of new and existing shareholders. The
net proceeds of USD 16 million from this private placement will
be mainly used to fund Panoro’s share of exploration and Phase 3
expenditure of the future work program on the Dussafu permit

Looking ahead, the Company through its group companies, is
committed to a drilling obligation of one well on SOEP in Tunisia,
in addition to the Dussafu Capex.

PRINCIPAL RISKS AND UNCERTAINITIES
Risks relating to the oil and gas industry

The Group’s profitability is determined, in large part, by the
difference between the income received from the oil and gas
produced and the operational costs, taxation costs relating to
recovery (which are assessable irrespective of sales), as well as
costs incurred in transporting and selling the oil and gas. Lower
prices for oil and gas may thus reduce the amount of oil and gas
that the Group is able to produce economically. This may also
reduce the economic viability of the production levels of specific
wells or of projects planned or in development to the extent that
production costs exceed anticipated revenue from such
production.
The economics of producing from some wells and assets may also
result in a reduction in the volumes of the Group’s reserves. The
Group might also elect not to produce from certain wells at lower
prices. These factors could result in a material decrease in net
production revenue, causing a reduction in oil and gas acquisition
and development activities. In addition, certain development
projects could become unprofitable because of a decline in price
and could result in the Group having to postpone or cancel a
planned project, or if it is not possible to cancel the project, carry
out the project with negative economic impact.
In addition, a prolonged material decline in prices from historical
average prices could reduce the Group’s ability to refinance its
outstanding credit facilities and could result in a reduced
borrowing base under credit facilities available to the Group,
including the Senior Secured loan facility in place. Changes in the
oil and gas prices may thus adversely affect the Group’s business,
results of operations, cash flow, financial condition and prospects.
The Company is operating a commodity hedging program to
strategically hedge a portion of its 2P oil reserves to protect
against a fall in oil prices and consequently, to protect the Group’s
ability to service its debt obligations and to fund operations
including planned capital expenditure. The hedging program
continues to be closely monitored and adjusted according to the
Group’s risk management policies and cashflow requirements.
The Group continues to monitor and optimise its hedging
programme on an on-going basis. Also see Note 18, Financial
instruments.
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Exploration, development and production operations
involve numerous safety and environmental risks and
hazards that may result in material losses or additional
expenditures
Developing oil and gas resources and reserves into commercial
production involves risk. The Group’s exploration operations are
subject to all the risks common in the oil and gas industry. These
risks include, but are not limited to, encountering unusual or
unexpected rock formations or geological pressures, geological
uncertainties, seismic shifts, blowouts, oil spills, uncontrollable
flows of oil, natural gas or well fluids, explosions, fires, improper
installation or operation of equipment and equipment damage or
failure. Given the nature of offshore operations, the Group’s
exploration, operating and drilling facilities are also subject to the
hazards inherent in marine operations, such as capsizing, sinking,
grounding and damage from severe storms or other severe
weather conditions, as well as loss of containment, fires or
explosions.

The market in which the Group operates is highly
competitive
The oil and gas industry is very competitive. Competition is
particularly intense in the acquisition of (prospective) oil and gas
licenses. The Group’s competitive position depends on its
geological, geophysical and engineering expertise, financial
resources, the ability to develop its assets and the ability to select,
acquire, and develop proven reserves.

Risks relating to the business of the Group
Covid-19 pandemic has affected demand for, and
supply of, oil and gas and the level of commodity prices
and could severely affect the Group’s ability to operate
its facilities effectively
Recently, the Covid-19 pandemic has been declared a global
emergency by the World Health Organisation (WHO), and has
made countries and organisations, including the Group, take
measures to mitigate risk for communities, employees and
business operations. The pandemic continues to progress and
evolve, and at this juncture it is challenging to predict the full
extent and duration of resulting operational and economic impact
for the Group. Continued development of the pandemic and
mitigating actions implemented by health authorities create
uncertainty related to commodity prices and demand for and
supply of oil and gas, as well as uncertainty related to the key
assumptions applied in the valuation or our assets, all of which
could have a material negative impact on the Group’s financial
position. Mitigating actions and the consequences of the spread
of the virus might also affect the Group’s ability to operate its
facilities effectively and to maintain production at planned levels,
in addition to creating a risk in respect of the execution of Group’s
production development projects portfolio.

Risk associated with delay and completion of OML 113
Aje Transaction
Panoro announced the sale of its interest in OML 113 to PetroNor
in October 2019 (the “Aje Transaction”). Completion of Aje
Transaction is subject to regulatory approvals in Nigeria which
may be delayed following disruptions caused by the current
macro environment. Furthermore, like any other transaction,
there is an implicit risk around when or if the Aje Transaction
would complete. In the event that the Aje Transaction is not
completed, it may result in a risk of reassessment of recoverable
amount of the OML 113 assets and re-evaluation of the

designation of the related assets and liabilities as held-for-sale
and the results and operations as discontinued items

Developing a hydrocarbon production field requires
significant investment
The Group currently plans to be involved in developments in its
oil and gas licences. Developing a hydrocarbon production field
requires significant investment over a long period of time, to build
the requisite operating facilities, drilling of production wells along
with implementation of advanced technologies for the extraction
and exploitation of hydrocarbons with complex properties.
Making these investments and implementing these technologies,
normally under difficult conditions, can result in uncertainties
about the amount of investment necessary, operating costs and
additional expenses incurred as compared with the initial budget,
thereby negatively affecting the business, prospects, financial
condition and results of operations of the Group. Further, with
respect to contingent resources, the amount of investment
needed may be prohibitive, such that conversion of resources into
reserves may not be commercially viable. The Group may be
unable to obtain needed capital or financing on satisfactory
terms. If the Group’s revenues decrease, it may have limited
ability to obtain the capital necessary to sustain operations at
current levels. If the Group’s available cash is not sufficient to
fund its committed or planned investments, a curtailment of its
operations relating to development of its business prospects
could occur, which in turn could lead to a decline in its oil and
natural gas production and reserves, or if it is not possible to
cancel or stop a project, be legally obliged to carry out the project
contrary to its desire or with negative economic impact. Further,
the Group may inter alia fail to make required cash calls and thus
breach license obligations, which again could lead to adverse
consequences. All of the above may have a material adverse
effect on the Group and its financial position.

There are risks and uncertainties relating to extension
of existing licenses and permits, including whether any
extensions will be subject to onerous conditions
The Group’s license interests for the exploration and exploitation
of hydrocarbons will be subject to fixed terms, some of which will
expire before the economic life of the asset is over. For example,
the licences relating to the interest in five oil production
concessions in Tunisia may expire prior to the end of their
economic life, and uncertainty surrounding the renewal of SOEP
which requires an exploration well to be drilled prior to entering
into the next operation phase.
The Group plans to extend any permit or license where such
extension is in the best interest of the Group. However, the
process for obtaining such extensions is not certain and no
assurances can be given that an extension in fact will be possible.
Even if an extension is granted, such extension may only be given
on conditions which are onerous or not acceptable to the Group.
If any of the licenses expire, the Group may lose its investments
into the license, charged penalties relating to unfulfilled work
program obligations (such as at Hammamet in Tunisia) and forego
the opportunity to take part in any successful development of,
and future production from, the relevant license area, which
could have a material adverse effect on the Group’s financial
position and future prospects.
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Local authorities may impose additional financial or
work commitments beyond those currently
contemplated
The Group’s license interests for the exploration and exploitation
of hydrocarbons will typically be subject to certain financial
obligations or work commitments as imposed by local authorities.
The existence and content of such obligations and commitments
may affect the economic and commercial attractiveness for such
license interest. No assurance can be given that local authorities
do not unilaterally amend current and known obligations and
commitments. If such amendments are made in the future, the
value and commercial and economic viability of such interest
could be materially reduced or even lost, in which case the
Group’s financial position and future prospects could also be
materially weakened.

Oil and gas production could vary significantly from
reported reserves and resources
The Group’s reserve evaluations have been prepared in
accordance with existing guidelines. These evaluations include
many assumptions relating to factors such as initial production
rates, recovery rates, production decline rates, ultimate recovery
of reserves, timing and amount of capital expenditures,
marketability of production, future prices of oil and gas, operating
costs, and royalties and other government levies that may be
imposed over the producing life of the reserves and resources.
Actual production and cash flows will vary from these evaluations,
and such variations could be material. Hence, although the Group
understands the life expectancy of each of its assets, the life of an
asset may be shorter than anticipated. Among other things,
evaluations are based, in part, on the assumed success of
exploration activities intended to be undertaken in future years.
The reserves, resources and estimated cash flows to be derived
therefrom contained in such evaluations will be reduced to the
extent that such exploration activities do not achieve the level of
success assumed in the evaluations, and such reductions may
have a material adverse effect on the Group’s business, results of
operations, cash flow and financial condition.

The Company faces risks related to decommissioning
activities and related costs
Several of the Group’s license interests concern fields which have
been in operation for years and which, consequently, will have
equipment which from time to time will have to be
decommissioned. In addition, the Group plans and expects to take
part in developments and investments on existing and new fields,
which will increase the Group’s future decommissioning liabilities.
There are significant uncertainties relating to the estimated
liabilities, costs and time for decommissioning of the Group’s
current and future licenses. Such liabilities are derived from
legislative and regulatory requirements and require the Group to
make provisions for such liabilities.
Therefore, it is difficult to forecast accurately the costs that the
Group will incur in satisfying decommissioning liabilities. No
assurance can be given that the anticipated cost and timing of
removal are correct and any deviation from current estimates or
significant increase in decommissioning costs relating to the
Group’s previous, current or future licenses, may have a material
adverse effect on the Group.

The Group may be subject to liability under
environmental laws and regulations
All phases of oil and gas activities present environmental risks and
hazards and are subject to environmental regulation pursuant to
a variety of international conventions and national laws and
regulations. Environmental legislation provides for, among other
things, restrictions and prohibitions on spills, and releases or
emissions of various substances. The legislation also requires that
wells and facility sites are operated, maintained and abandoned
to the satisfaction of applicable regulatory authorities.
Compliance with such legislation can require significant
expenditures and a breach may result in the imposition of fines
and penalties in addition to loss of reputation. Any pollution may
give rise to material liabilities and may require the Group to incur
material costs to remedy such discharge. No assurance can be
given that current or future environmental laws and regulations
will not result in a curtailment or shut down of production or a
material increase in the costs of production, development or
exploration activities or otherwise have a material adverse effect
on the Group.

The Group’s business and financial condition could be
adversely affected if tax regulations for the petroleum
industry are amended
There is no assurance that future political conditions will not
result in the host governments adopting different policies for
petroleum taxation. In the event there are changes to such tax
regimes, it could lead to new investments being less attractive,
increase costs for the Group and prevent the Group from further
growth. In addition, taxing authorities could review and question
the Group’s historical tax returns leading to additional taxes and
tax penalties which could be material.

The Group faces the risk of litigation or other
proceedings in relation to its business
The Group faces the risk of litigation and other proceedings in
relation to its business. The outcome of any litigation may expose
the Group to unexpected costs and losses, reputational and other
non-financial consequences and diverting management attention
away from operational matters, all of which could have a material
adverse effect on the Group’s business and financial position.

The Group will have guarantee and indemnity
obligations
The Group will in its ordinary course of business provide
guarantees and indemnities to governmental agencies, joint
venture partners or third-party contractors in respect of activities
relating to its subsidiaries, inter alia for such subsidiaries working
and abandonment obligations under licences or obligations under
the relevant terms of agreements with third party contractors.
Should any guarantees or indemnities given by the Company be
called upon, this may have a material adverse effect on the
Group’s financial position.

Financial risks
Financial risk is managed by the finance department in line with
the policies approved by the Board of Directors. The overall risk
management program seeks to minimize the potential adverse
effects of unpredictable fluctuations in financial and commodity
markets on financial performance, i.e., risks associated with
currency and interest rate exposures, debt servicing and oil and
gas prices. Financial instruments such as derivatives, forward
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contracts and currency and commodity swaps are continuously
being evaluated for the hedging of such risk exposures.

Existing debt is restrictive on the Group and the Group
may have difficulties servicing debt in the future
The Group has incurred and may in the future incur debt or other
financial obligations which could have important consequences to
its business including, but not limited to:
•
•

•

•

•

•

making it difficult to satisfy the Group’s obligations with
respect to the such indebtedness;
increasing the Group’s vulnerability to, and reducing its
flexibility to respond to, general adverse economic and
industry conditions;
requiring the dedication of a substantial portion of the
Group’s cash flow from operations to the repayment of the
principal of its indebtedness and interest on such
indebtedness, thereby reducing the availability of such cash
flow;
limiting the Group’s ability to obtain additional financing to
fund working capital, capital investments, acquisitions, debt
service requirements, business ventures, or other general
corporate purposes;
limiting the Group’s flexibility in planning for, or reacting to,
changes in its business and the competitive environment and
the industry in which the Group does business; and
adversely affecting the Group’s competitive position if its debt
burden is higher than that of its competitors.

The Group will require a significant amount of cash to
service current and future debt and sustain its
operations, and its ability to generate sufficient cash
depends on many factors beyond its control
The Group’s ability to make payments on, or repay or refinance,
any debt and to fund working capital and capital investments, will
depend on its future operating performance and ability to
generate sufficient cash. This depends on the success of its
business strategy and on general economic, financial,
competitive, market, legislative, regulatory, technical and other
factors as well as the risks discussed in these “Risk Factors”, many
of which are beyond the Group’s control. The Group cannot
assure that its business will generate sufficient cash flow from
operations or that future debt and equity financings will be
available to it in an amount sufficient to enable it to pay its debt,
or to fund its other liquidity needs. The Group cannot give
assurance that it will be able to refinance any debt on
commercially reasonable terms or at all. Any failure by the Group
to make payments on debt on a timely basis would likely result in
a reduction of its credit rating, which could also harm its ability to
incur additional indebtedness. There can be no assurance that
any assets that the Group may elect to sell can be sold or that, if
sold, the timing of such sale will be acceptable and the amount of
proceeds realized will be sufficient to satisfy its debt service and
other liquidity needs.
If the Group is unsuccessful in any of these efforts, it may not
have sufficient cash to meet its obligations, which could cause an
event of default under any debt arrangements and could result in
the debt being accelerated, lending reserves and certain bank
accounts being frozen, triggering of cross-default provisions,
enforcement of security and the companies of the Group,
including the Group being forced into bankruptcy or liquidation.

The Group is exposed to interest rate and liquidity risk
associated with its borrowing portfolio and fluctuations
in underlying interest rates
The Group’s long-term debt is primarily based on floating interest
rates. An increase in interest rates can therefore materially
adversely affect the Group’s cash flows, operating results and
financial condition and make it difficult to service its financial
obligations. The Group has, and will in the future have, covenants
related to its financial commitments. Failure to comply with
financial obligations, financial covenants and other covenants may
entail several material adverse consequences, including the need
to refinance, restructure, or dispose of certain parts of, the
Group’s businesses in order to fulfil the financial obligations and
there can be no assurances that the Group in such event will be
able to fulfil its financial obligations.

Changes in foreign exchange rates may affect the
company’s results of operations and financial position
Due to the international nature of its operations, the Group is
exposed market fluctuations in foreign exchange rates due to the
fact that the Group repots profit and loss and the balance sheet in
US Dollars (USD). The risks arising from currency exposure are
primarily with respect to USD, the Norwegian Kroner (NOK), the
Tunisian Dinar (TND), the Pound Sterling (GBP) and, to a lesser
extent, Brazilian Reals (BRL).

The company is exposed to risk of counterparties being
unable to fulfil their financial obligations
A general downturn in financial markets and economic activity
may result in a higher volume of late payments and outstanding
receivables, which may in turn adversely affect the company’s
business, operating results, cash flows and financial condition.
For risk factors pertaining to the Company and its operations,
reference is also made to the prospectus dated December 14,
2018 which is available on the Group’s website
www.panoroenergy.com.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Panoro’s corporate governance policy is based on the
recommendations of the Norwegian Code of Practice for
Corporate Governance. The main objective for Panoro Energy
ASA’s Corporate Governance is to develop a strong, sustainable,
competitive and a successful E&P company acting in the best
interest of all the stakeholders, within the laws and regulations of
the respective countries. The Board and management aim for a
controlled and profitable development and long-term creation of
growth through well-founded governance principles and risk
management.
Panoro Energy acknowledges that successful value-added
business is profoundly dependent upon transparency and internal
and external confidence and trust. Panoro Energy believes that
this is achieved by building a solid reputation based on our
financial performance, our values and by fulfilling our
commitments. Thus, good corporate governance practices
combined with Panoro Energy’s Code of Conduct is an important
tool in assisting the Board to ensure that we properly discharge
our duty.
The composition of the Board ensures that the Board represents
the common interests of all shareholders and meets the
Company’s need for expertise, experience, capacity and diversity.
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The members of the Board represent a broad range of experience
including oil and gas, energy, banking and investment. The
composition of the Board ensures that it can operate
independently of any special interests. Members of the Board are
elected for a maximum period of two years. However, in the last
election, the Board was appointed for one year. Recruitment of
members of the Board may be phased so that the entire Board is
not replaced at the same time. The Chairman of the Board of
Directors is elected by the General Meeting.
The Board may be given power of attorney by the General
Meeting to acquire the Company’s own shares. Any acquisition of
shares will be carried out through a regulated marketplace at
market price, and the Company will not deviate from the principle
of equal treatment of all shareholders. If there is limited liquidity
in the Company’s share at the time of such transaction, the
Company will consider other ways to ensure equal treatment of
all shareholders. The Company currently holds shareholder
authorisation approved in the 2019 Annual General Meeting to
acquire its own shares to a maximum of 6,238,760 shares, each
with a Nominal value of NOK 0.05. From the current year’s
authorisation, which is due to expire prior to the 2020 Annual
General Meeting, the Company has not purchased any shares.
The Board may also be given a power of attorney by the General
Meeting to issue new shares for specific purposes. Any decision to
deviate from the principle of equal treatment by waiving the preemption rights of existing shareholders to subscribe for shares in
the event of an increase in share capital will be justified and
disclosed in the stock exchange announcement of the increase in
share capital. Such deviation will be made only if it is in the
common interest of the shareholders and the Company.
The Company has not granted any loans or guarantees to anyone
in the management or any of the directors.
The Board acknowledges the Norwegian Code of Practice for
Corporate Governance and the principle of comply or explain.
Panoro Energy has implemented this Code and uses its guidelines
as the basis for the Board’s governance duties. A report on the
corporate governance policy is incorporated in a separate section
of this report and is also posted on the Company’s website at
www.panoroenergy.com.
The Company has implemented a policy for Ethical Code of
Conduct and work diligently to comply with these guidelines. The
full policy is enclosed in this annual report (see section Ethical
Code of Conduct).

DIRECTORS AND SHAREHOLDERS
According to its articles of association, the Company shall have a
minimum of three and a maximum of eight directors on its Board.
The number of Board members was five at year end 2018 and
2019, all non-executive directors. The members have various
backgrounds and experience, offering the Company valuable
perspectives on industrial, operational and financial issues. Two of
the five Board members as at year end 2019 are female. The
Board held 9 meetings during the year which includes meetings
held through circulation of documents and by phone calls (year
ended 31 December 2018: 10 meetings).

ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE
(ESG) REVIEW
Panoro’s mission is to responsibly deliver superior returns to our
shareholders by finding and producing oil and gas at low cost and
an acceptable level of risk with a focus on Africa.
The Company, bound by its Ethical Code of Conduct, is committed
to acting in an ethical and transparent manner and expect the
same of our host governments, partners, employees, contractors,
and customers. We treat stakeholders fairly and respectfully by
adhering to high standards of governance, business conduct and
corporate responsibility.
The information included within this Environmental, Social and
Governance (ESG) review is the result of the company’s ongoing
engagement with internal and external stakeholders and is
informed by the reporting guidelines of the Global Reporting
Initiative, IPIECA, and Euronext.

Stakeholder Engagement and Issues Management
Panoro is committed to operating responsibly and to engaging
with its stakeholders to manage the social, environmental and
ethical impact of its activities in the different markets in which we
operate.
Panoro has conducted a desktop issues assessment in conjunction
with speaking to its stakeholders through the course of its
operating activities and refined its scope to the following
priorities during 2019 and for 2020. Panoro addresses the
management of these priorities throughout the ESG Review.
Stakeholders

Priorities
•
•

Employees

•
•
•
•

Shareholders

•
•
•
•

Local Communities

•
•
•

Joint Venture Partners

•
•

Suppliers
Media
Capital Markets Advisors

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Government and
Regulatory Agencies

•
•
•

Workplace Health and Safety
Training and Development
Remuneration
Job Security
Equal opportunities employer
Governance
Climate Change
Financial Performance
ESG Performance
Social Investments
Community Health
Environmental Management
Technical Expertise
Governance
Ethical Business Practices
Governance
Funding
Climate Change
Governance
Regulatory Compliance
Governance
Regulatory Compliance
Taxes and Royalties
Environmental Management
Socio-economic Contribution
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Climate Change
Panoro is supportive of the Paris Agreement objectives and
accepts the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
assessment of climate change science.
Panoro recognizes its role within this context and is committed to
reducing its greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions through the efficient
operation of our existing equipment and infrastructure. This
includes minimising flaring and energy use where possible.
The Company is working towards enhancing its emissions
management and data capture over its entire portfolio. It plans to
identify, understand and assess its emissions footprint to develop
plans that mitigate its impact and outline opportunities to reduce
emissions from established baselines.
In assessing any assets for disposal, Panoro works with its JV
partners to ensure that the acquiring business has a robust
carbon management programme in place.

Joint Venture Partner Management
Effective collaboration is key to the delivery of any joint venture
project. Panoro works in a joint venture with recognised
independent and national operators on each of the assets within
its portfolio and, where it is not the operator with direct control,
seeks to exert a positive influence over our partners and to offer
our support. During acquisition and venture due diligence, Panoro
conducts a thorough screening of any interested party which
includes analysis of the ESG risks.
BW Energy is the operator of our Dussafu Marine Permit in Gabon
and holds a quarterly meeting with Panoro and the other joint
venture partners. The Panoro team has a long history of working
with this licence area and contributes significant technical
expertise to influence developmental work. It is also the
responsibility of the team to question, challenge and test the
capabilities of the operator to ensure that the highest standards
are being met, and regularly analyse the operating, safety and
environmental performance of the joint venture.
Panoro holds two assets in Tunisia, one exploration and one
production, which are overseen by one general manager. The
Thyna Petroleum Services (TPS) asset is managed with JointVenture partner, ETAP at 50/50. The main decision process is
conducted through an Operating Committee Meeting (OCM)
where we prepare the budget for the year and discuss the work
program with both sides being represented by an OCM
representative.
In addition, Panoro also holds an asset in Nigeria, OML 113, which
has been classified as held for sale. We have therefore not
covered or analysed this asset in the foregoing analysis.

Environmental Management and Process Safety
Panoro takes environmental management very seriously and is
committed to understanding, managing and reducing the
environmental impact of its activities.
As an oil and gas exploration and production company, Panoro
has an important role to play in environmental management
specifically in relation to the impact of its seismic, drilling and
production activities on the environment.
The Company manages its operations to reduce any potential
negative impacts upon the environment and natural resources
where its assets are located. As a partner in the TPS operated

assets and operator for the Sfax Offshore Exploration Permit, the
Company places great emphasis on conducting its business
activities to the highest environmental standards in order to
deliver upon its business objectives.
In full compliance with Tunisian regulations, Panoro conducted
comprehensive Environmental Impact Studies for its own
exploration campaign and in collaboration with TPS for the
sidetrack drilling programme of Guebiba#10. Both studies
received approval from the Tunisian National Agency of
Environmental Protection, the latter being approved in early
2020. The studies seek to determine Panoro and TPS’ respective
use of natural resources and possible impact upon the
environment of the proposed activities. During this systematic
process, the companies assessed the impacts of its proposed
activities and considered how each can be reduced to a level as
low as reasonably practical.
The Company also reviewed its policies and procedures across the
operating businesses that were acquired in 2018. The assessment,
which remains ongoing, will prove invaluable as the Company
seeks to establish a companywide environment management
policy.
During 2020, Panoro will continue with the development of its
systems and seeks to establish a longer-term, emissions target
based on industry standards that will allow stakeholders to gauge
year-over-year performance. Panoro have had no ‘controlled’
recordable incidents during 2018 and 2019 and thus have a TRIR
of 0 for both years. This performance encompasses Panoro
controlled operated businesses only.
Process safety involves making sure facilities are well designed,
safely operated and appropriately maintained to prevent leaks of
hazardous materials. During the year, Panoro supported TPS with
the delivery of an extensive third-party audit of its operations
identifying certain safety considerations, as well as the
introduction of a Process Management System.

Contractor Management
Working with partners and engaging the services of industry
contractors forms an important aspect of project development.
During 2019, the Company embarked upon a rigorous screening
exercise in order to identify a suitable drilling partner to deliver
the Sfax exploration campaign. Upon identifying a well-regarded
partner, Panoro commenced a comprehensive onboarding
programme to set expectations and align the high operating
standards commensurate with such activity, which included but
not limited to setting ethical, safety, environmental and security
standards.

People
The management of the Company is led by CEO John Hamilton,
who has ultimate responsibility for all of Panoro’s HSSE and
sustainability activities. John has considerable experience from
various positions in the international oil and gas industry. The CEO
is supported by CFO, Qazi Qadeer, Technical Director, Richard
Morton, and Nigel McKim Projects Director.
The composition of the Board ensures that the Board represents
the common interests of all shareholders and meets the
Company’s need for expertise, capacity, and diversity. The
members of the Board represent a wide range of experience
including offshore, energy, banking, and investment.
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The Company and its management have long emphasised the
importance of maintaining a good working environment in order
to achieve Company goals and objectives. As the Company
continues to evolve from non-operator to operator the focus has
naturally expanded and strengthened, and there are now 23
Panoro employees, not including TPS joint-operated staff.
Sickness absence in the years 2019 and 2018 was less than 1%.
The majority of Panoro’s workforce comprises skilled office-based
roles, and have earned college or university level educations, or
obtained industry-recognized skills and qualifications specific to
their job requirements. Employees are remunerated exclusively
based upon skill level, performance and, position.

Diversity and Inclusion
Panoro is an equal opportunity employer and has enshrined this
within its human resources policies. The Company embraces a
diversified working environment, and the Company’s personnel
policies promote equal opportunities and rights and prevent
discrimination based on gender, ethnicity, colour, language,
religion or belief. Panoro’s Ethical Code of Conduct (ECOC)
ensures uniformity in behaviour across a workforce representing
multiple nationalities and cultures.
Panoro had 23 permanent employees at the end of 2019 of which
68% were male and 32% were female, compared with 31 at the
end of 2018, of which 81% were male and 19% were female.
These statistics exclude employments at a joint venture level
where assets are jointly controlled and Panoro is not the
operator.

Ethical Behaviour
The Company introduced its first anti-bribery and corruption
policy during the course of the year, which drew alignment to
Panoro’s ECOC and clarified the Company’s zero-tolerance
approach to unethical conduct. The operated businesses, prior to
the acquisition, had well-established frameworks and behaviours
already adopted, but the new policy has helped raise standards
further and its introduction was accompanied by a training
programme for the entire Tunisian workforce.
The Company has also established safe and independently
managed grievance mechanisms for use by its employees and
those stakeholders located near to its operations in Tunisia in
order to lodge complaints, feedback or concerns. There is also a
Group-wide Whistleblowing procedure available to all employees
and contractors. There were no grievances raised during 2019.

Community
We believe that working in partnership with communities over a
sustained period of time is the most effective way to achieve real
results and lasting change. Our approach is to engage with our
neighbours, community leaders, non-governmental organisations
and charities with respect and dignity to understand the
implications of our activities and changes in the industry and
wider society.
Panoro is currently assessing its existing engagement practices, as
the Company plans to enter its active Sfax drilling programme in
2020 and has engaged the expertise of a third-party consultant to
support the formalisation of a community engagement plan,
which considers a broad array of local stakeholder groups.
Many in the communities view the oil and gas industry and new
projects as strong recruitment opportunities. Given that Tunisia is

host to a relatively mature oil and gas industry, it brings with it
the benefits of a highly skilled talent pool from which to recruit.

Working with Host Governments
We engage with governments on many fronts and aim to
maintain dialogue at every stage of our presence in a country.
Panoro Energy’s activities within the extractive industries as an
Operator are located in Tunisia. We strive to remain transparent
and drive the Company efficiently to preserve and increase the
value of the company and the assets in Tunisia while ensuring we
are always in compliance with regulation. For example, at our
Salloum well operations, we are under the direct supervision of
the Parliament Representatives of the region and the local
authorities in Sfax and have developed an engagement
programme.
Payments to Governments are based on three main aspects,
royalties on production, tax and the Domestic Market Obligation
(DMO) discount. Contractually, these payments may be made in
cash or in barrels of oil. Other payments are related to services
and dependent on the activity.
Within Tunisia, we comply with strict labour and social security
laws, which includes a maximum of 48 working hours per week.
We maintain an ongoing dialogue between the Company and the
unions.
Panoro Energy has prepared a report of payments to
governments in accordance with the Norwegian Accounting Act §
3-3d and Securities Trading Act § 5-5a. It states that the
companies engaged in the activities within the extractive
industries shall annually prepare and publish a report containing
information about their payments to governments at country and
project level. This report is provided on page 92 of this Annual
Report and on the Company’s website on
www.panoroenergy.com.

OUTLOOK
The outlook for our industry has changed dramatically in
the past two months. Panoro remains a diversified, full
cycle oil company with a committed Board of Directors,
balance sheet strength, and its strategy will ensure that the
Company is well placed once macro conditions improve.
The Board wishes to thank the staff and shareholders for
their continued commitment to the Company.
30 April 2020
The Board of Directors
Panoro Energy ASA
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ANNUAL STATEMENT OF RESERVES 2019
INTRODUCTION
Panoro’s classification of reserves and resources complies with
the guidelines established by the Oslo Stock Exchange and are
based on the definitions set by the Petroleum Resources
Management System (PRMS), sponsored by the Society of
Petroleum Engineers/ World Petroleum Council/ American
Association of Petroleum Geologists/ Society of Petroleum
Evaluation Engineers (SPE/WPC/AAPG/SPEE) as issued in June
2018.
Reserves are the volume of hydrocarbons that are expected to be
produced from known accumulations:
•
•
•

On Production
Approved for Development
Justified for Development

Reserves are also classified according to the associated risks and
probability that the reserves will be actually produced.
1P – Proved reserves represent volumes that will be
recovered with 90% probability
2P – Proved + Probable represent volumes that will be
recovered with 50% probability
3P – Proved + Probable + Possible volumes that will be
recovered with 10% probability.
Contingent Resources are the volumes of hydrocarbons expected
to be produced from known accumulations:
•
•
•
•

In planning phase
Where development is likely
Where development is unlikely with present basic
assumptions
Under evaluation

Contingent Resources are reported as 1C, 2C, and 3C, reflecting
similar probabilities as reserves

DISCLAIMER
The information provided in this report reflects reservoir
assessments, which in general must be recognized as subjective
processes of estimating hydrocarbon volumes that cannot be
measured in an exact way.
It should also be recognized that results of recent and future
drilling, testing, production and new technology applications may
justify revisions that could be material.
Certain assumptions on the future beyond Panoro’s control have
been made. These include assumptions made regarding market
variations affecting both product prices and investment levels. As
a result, actual developments may deviate materially from what is
stated in this report.
The estimates in this report are based on third party assessments
prepared by Netherland Sewell and Associates Inc. (NSAI) in
November 2019 for Dussafu, by Gaffney Cline & Associates
Limited (GCA) in February 2020 for the TPS assets and by TRACS
International Ltd. (TRACS) in March 2019 for Aje.

PANORO ASSETS PORTFOLIO
As of year-end 2019, Panoro had two assets with continuing
operations with reserves and contingent resources, the
Dussafu Permit and the TPS Assets. The Aje field is held for
sale and is also included in this report. A summary
description of these assets with status as of year-end 2019
is included below. For additional background information
on the assets refer to the company’s website. Unless
otherwise specified, all reserves figures quoted in this
report are net to Panoro’s interest.

DUSSAFU:
Offshore Gabon
Operator:

BW Energy, Panoro 7.4997%
Dussafu is a development and exploitation license covering an
area containing several oil fields, the most recent discovery being
the Hibiscus field. In 2014 an Exclusive Exploitation Authorization
(EEA) for an 850.5 km2 area within the Dussafu PSC was awarded.
A Field Development Plan for the EEA area was subsequently
approved and a final decision to start developing the license was
taken in 2017. The first field in the EEA area, Tortue, started oil
production in 2018.
Production from the Tortue field during 2019 amounted to 4.3
MMbbls gross, which is approximately 0.23 MMbbls net to
Panoro.
In September 2019 NSAI certified (3rd party) reserves and
resources for the Dussafu license. As of the end of December
2019, and taking into account the production since September
2019, the Dussafu license contained gross 1P Proved Reserves of
75.9 MMbbls in the Tortue, Ruche, Ruche NorthEast and Hibiscus
fields. Gross 2P Proved plus Probable Reserves amounted to
111.4 MMbbls in the same fields. Gross 3P Proved plus Probable
plus Possible Reserves in these fields amounted to 141.6 MMbbls.
In addition to these Reserves NSAI also certified gross 1C
Contingent Resources of 15.1 MMbbls, gross 2C Contingent
Resources of 35.7 MMbbls, and gross 3C Contingent Resources of
63.6 MMbbls in the Dussafu license area.
These evaluations yield 1P Proved Reserves net to Panoro of 3.92
MMbbls, 2P Proved plus Probable Reserves net to Panoro of 5.30
MMbbls and 3P Proved plus Probable plus Possible Reserves net
to Panoro of 6.36 MMbbls. Additional Contingent Resources net
to Panoro are approximately 0.72 MMbbls 1C, 1.70 MMbbls 2C
and 3.03 MMbbls 3C. These Reserves and Contingent Resources
are Panoro’s net volumes after deductions for royalties and other
taxes, reflecting the production and cost sharing agreements that
govern the asset.
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TPS ASSETS:
Onshore and Offshore Tunisia
Operator:

TPS, Panoro 29.4%
The TPS Assets comprise five oil field concessions in the region of
the city of Sfax, onshore and shallow water offshore Tunisia. The
concessions are Cercina, Cercina Sud, Rhemoura, El Ain/Gremda
and El Hajeb/Guebiba.
The oil fields were discovered in the 1980’s and early 1990’s and
have produced a total of around 55 million barrels of oil to date.
The current production is stable at around 4,000 barrels of oil per
day gross.
Production from the TPS assets amounted to 1.35 MMbbls gross,
which is approximately 0.34 MMbbls net to Panoro.
In February 2020 GCA certified (3rd party) reserves and resources
from the fields as of end December 2019. These reserves amount
to 1P Proved Reserves of 10.8 MMbbls, 2P Proved plus Probable
Reserves of 17.0 MMbbls and 3P Proved plus Probable plus
Possible reserves of 22.8 MMbbls. Panoro’s net entitlement 1P
Proved reserves are 2.8 MMbbls, 2P Proved plus Probable are 4.3
MMbbls and 3P Proved plus Probable plus Possible are 5.6
MMbbls.
In addition to these reserves, GCA also certified gross 1C
Contingent Resources of 1.4 MMbbls, 2C Contingent Resources of
5.0 MMbbls and 3C Contingent Resources of 9.8 MMbbls, all
assigned to the Cercina oil field. Panoro’s net entitlement 1C
Contingent Resource is 0.4 MMbbls, net entitlement 2C
Contingent Resource is 1.3 MMbbls and net entitlement 3C
Contingent Resource is 2.6 MMbbls.

OML 113 AJE:
Offshore Nigeria
Operator:

Yinka Folawiyo Petroleum (YFP),
Panoro 12.1913%
The OML 113 license, close to the border with Benin, contains the
Aje field which is predominantly a Turonian age gas discovery with
significant condensate and an oil rim but also contains a separate
Cenomanian age oil leg. The Cenomanian oil has been on
production since 2016, and the Turonian oil rim since 2017.
Production during 2019 from the Aje field amounted to 0.9
MMbbls gross which equates to approximately 0.1 MMbbls net to
Panoro.
In March 2019 TRACS certified (3rd party) reserves and resources
for the OML 113 license. As of the end of December 2019, and
taking into account the production since March 2019, the Aje field
contained gross total 1P Proved Reserves of 81.5 MMBOE in the
Aje field. Gross 2P Proved and Probable reserves for the field
amounted to 137.2 MMBOE. Gross 3P Proved, Probable and
Possible reserves for the field amounted to 219.9 MMBOE.
Panoro’s net entitlement 1P Proved Reserves was 12.7 MMBOE,
net entitlement 2P Proved and Probable Reserves was 21.8

MMBOE and net entitlement 3P Proved, Probable and Possible
Reserves was 31.1 MMBOE.
AGR TRACS further sub-categorized these reserves as Developed
Producing (reserves from existing wells in the field) and Justified
for Development.
In addition to these reserves AGR TRACS also certified gross 1C
Contingent Resources of 4 MMBOE, 2C Contingent Resources of 9
MMBOE and 3C Contingent Resources of 17.5 MMBOE. Panoro’s
net entitlement 1C Contingent Resources is 0.5 MMBOE, net
entitlement 2C Contingent Resources is 1.1 MMBOE and net
entitlement 3C Contingent Resources is 2.1 MMBOE.

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
Panoro uses the services of NSAI, GCA and TRACS for 3rd party
verifications of its reserves and resources.
All evaluations are based on standard industry practice and
methodology for production decline analysis and reservoir
modelling based on geological and geophysical analysis. The
following discussions are a comparison of the volumes reported in
previous reports, along with a discussion of the consequences for
the year-end 2019 ASR:
Dussafu: In 2019, the Tortue field continued production from two
wells as phase 1 of the project. An additional three production
wells were drilled in the field in 2019 and early 2020, as phase 2
of the project. The final well in phase 2 has been postponed for
operational reasons. The discovery of the Hibiscus field was also
made in 2019. A revised field development plan for the next
development phase (Ruche phase 1) was made incorporating the
Hibiscus field. The September 2019 NSAI reserves report takes
this field development plan into account and assumes production
from the phase 1 and phase 2 wells, for a total of 6 development
wells in Tortue, and assumes production from Ruche phase 1 and
phase 2, for a total of 13 wells in Hibiscus, Ruche and Ruche North
East. The Tortue field performed better than expected in 2019
and an additional 0.7 MMbbls of net 2P reserves have been
added to the field. The newly discovered resources at Hibiscus
along with the contingent resources attributed to Ruche and
Ruche NE in the 2018 report have also added a further 3.2
MMbbls of net 2P reserves. In December 2019, 10% of Panoro’s
interest was sold to Tullow via a back-in right and this transaction
represents a reduction in net 2P reserves of 0.6 MMbbls.
The remaining fields in Dussafu (Walt Whitman and Moubenga)
and extensions to the other fields are classified as Contingent
Resources. A decision to develop these fields will trigger a reassignment of these resources as reserves and a possible redetermination of their volumes.
TPS: Minor modifications were made to TPS reserves based on
2019 well performance. El Ain 1P reserves are now classified due
to the new Gremda/El Ain license whereas last year they were not
included. There are Contingent Resources associated with the
Cercina field in the TPS assets. These resources may be reassigned as reserves if a development decision is taken to drill
certain un-drilled compartments within the Cercina field.
Aje: No modifications were made to the 2018 reported numbers
apart from 2019 production. This asset is classified as held for
sale.
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ASSUMPTIONS:
The commerciality and economic tests for the Dussafu
reserves volumes were based on an average oil price over
the field life of USD84/Bbl.
The commerciality and economic tests for the TPS assets
reserves volumes were based on an average oil price over
the life of the field of USD76/Bbl.
The commerciality and economic tests for the Aje reserves
volumes were based on an oil and condensate price of
USD60/Bbl, a LPG price of USD 39/Bbl, and a gas price of
USD 4/MMBtu.

2019 – 2P DEVELOPMENT (ASSUMING AJE SOLD)
2P Reserves Development

(MMBOE)

Balance (previous ASR –31 December 2018)

28.8

Production 2019

(0.6)

Acquisitions/disposals since previous ASR

(22.5)

Extensions and discoveries since previous ASR

2.1

New developments since previous ASR

1.1

Revisions of previous estimates

0.7

Balance (revised ASR) as of 31 December 2019

9.6

Excluding the Aje field, Panoro’s total 1P reserves at end of 2019
amount to 6.7 MMBOE. Panoro’s 2P reserves amount to 9.6
MMBOE and Panoro’s 3P reserves amount to 12.0 MMBOE. This
reflects the September 2019 reserve report for the Dussafu
field, conducted by NSAI and the February 2020 reserve report
for the TPS assets conducted by GCA.
Panoro’s Contingent Resource base includes discoveries of varying
degrees of maturity towards development decisions. By end of
2019, and excluding the Aje field, Panoro’s assets contain a total 2C
volume of approximately 3.0 MMBOE.
Excluding the Aje field Panoro produced 0.57 MMBOE in 2019
compared to an addition of net 2.74 MMBOE 2P reserves. This
represents a reserves replacement ratio of 480%.
30 April 2020
John Hamilton
CEO
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ANNEX RESERVES STATEMENT
AS OF 31 DECEMBER 2019

1P (Low Estimate)

2P (Base Estimate)

3P (High Estimate)

Interest

Liquids

Gas

Total

Net

Liquids

Gas

Total

Net

Liquids

Gas

Total

Net

%

MMbbl

Bcf

MMBOE

MMBOE

MMbbl

Bcf

MMBOE

MMBOE

MMbbl

Bcf

MMBOE

MMBOE

Aje Field

12.1913

1.15

-

1.15

0.14

1.35

-

1.35

0.16

1.53

-

1.53

0.19

Tortue Field

7.4997

31.54

-

31.54

1.63

44.39

-

44.39

2.11

51.89

-

51.89

2.33

Cercina Field

29.4

4.46

-

4.46

1.14

6.60

-

6.60

1.68

8.59

-

8.59

2.16

El Hajeb /
Guebiba Field

29.4

4,53

-

4.53

1.14

7.79

-

7.79

1.92

10.71

-

10.71

2.64

Gremda /
El Ain Field

29.4

1.30

-

1.30

0.36

2.03

-

2.03

0.54

2.69

-

2.69

0.66

Rhemoura Field

29.4

0.48

-

0.48

0.12

0.60

-

0.60

0.18

0.77

-

0.77

0.18

Total

43.46

-

43.46

4.53

62.76

-

62.76

6.60

76.17

-

76.17

8.16

Total
Excluding Aje

42.31

-

42.31

4.39

61.41

-

61.41

6.43

74.64

-

74.64

7.97

ON PRODUCTION

APPROVED FOR DEVELOPMENT
Hibiscus Field

7.4997

29.57

-

29.57

1.53

43.65

-

43.65

2.08

56.17

-

56.17

2.52

Ruche Field

7.4997

11.16

-

11.16

0.58

17.82

-

17.82

0.85

25.33

-

25.33

1.14

Ruche NE Field

7.4997

3.67

-

3.67

0.19

5.54

-

5.54

0.26

8.23

-

8.23

0.37

44.40

-

44.40

2.29

67.00

-

67.00

3.19

89.74

-

89.74

4.03

Total

JUSTIFIED FOR DEVELOPMENT
Aje Field Oil

12.1913

1.11

-

1.11

0.17

2.48

-

2.48

0.38

4.17

-

4.17

0.61

Aje Field Cond.

12.1913

10.32

-

10.32

1.58

17.41

-

17.41

2.73

27.87

-

27.87

4.05

Aje Field LPG

12.1913

20.11

-

20.11

3.14

33.86

-

33.86

5.38

54.39

-

54.39

7.66

Aje Field Gas

12.1913

-

292.70

48.78

7.62

-

492.80

82.13

13.12

-

791.90

131.98

18.58

31.54

292.70

80.32

12.51

53.75

492.80

135.88

21.61

86.43

791.90

218.41

30.90

Total Reserves

119.40

292.70

168.18

19.33

183.51

492.80

265.64

31.40

252.34

791.90

384.32

43.08

Total Reserves
Excluding Aje

86.71

-

86.71

6.68

128.41

-

128.41

9.62

164.38

-

164.38

12.00

Total

TOTALS
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RESERVES DEVELOPMENT
(ASSUMING AJE IS SOLD):
2P Reserves Development

(MMBOE)

Balance (previous ASR – 31 December 2018)

28.8

Production 20191

(0.6)

Acquisitions/disposals since previous ASR2
Extensions and discoveries since previous

(22.5)

ASR3

2.1

New developments since previous ASR4
Revisions of previous

1.1

estimates5

0.7

Balance (revised ASR) as of 31 December 2019

9.6

1. Represents TPS and Tortue field production in 2019
2. Disposal of Aje and 10% of Dussafu in 2019
3. Discovery of Hibiscus field
4. Addition of Ruche and Ruche NorthEast reserve estimates
5. Revision to Tortue reserves estimate

CONTINGENT RESOURCES SUMMARY
(EXCLUDING AJE):
Asset

2C MMBOE

(as of YE2018)

2C MMBOE

(as of this report)

Aje

1.1

-

Dussafu

3.3

1.7

Cercina

1.5

1.3

Totals

5.9

3.0
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

JULIEN BALKANY

Julien Balkany is a French citizen and a resident in London, who since 2014 has been
Chairman of the Norwegian oil & gas exploration and production company Panoro Energy
ASA. Alongside this, since 2008, Julian also serves as a Managing Partner of Nanes Balkany
Partners, a group of investment funds that focuses on the oil & gas industry. Concomitantly,
he is also Non-Executive Director of Amromco Energy, the largest privately held independent
gas producer in Romania as well as of two private mining companies, Sarmin Bauxite Ltd, and
Pan-African Diamonds Limited. Julien was previously a Non-Executive Director of several
publicly listed oil & gas companies including Norwegian Energy Company (Noreco), Gasfrac
Energy Services, and Toreador Resources). Julien started his career as an oil and gas
investment banker and studied at the Institute of Political Studies (Strasbourg) and at UC
Berkeley.

Chairman of the Board

TORSTEIN SANNESS

Deputy Chairman of the Board

Mr. Torstein Sanness is a Norwegian Citizen residing in Norway. He has extensive experience
and technical expertise in the oil and gas industry. Mr. Sanness became the Chairman of
Lundin Petroleum Norway in April 2015. Prior to this position Mr. Sanness was Managing
Director of Lundin Petroleum Norway from 2004 to April 2015. Under his leadership Lundin
Norway has turned into one of the most successful players on the NCS and added net
discovered resources of close to a billion boe to its portfolio through the discoveries of
among others E. Grieg and Johan Sverdrup. Before joining Lundin Norway Mr. Sanness was
Managing Director of Det Norske Oljeselskap AS (wholly owned by DNO at the time) and was
instrumental in the discoveries of Alvheim, Volund and others. From 1975 to 2000, Mr.
Sanness was at Saga Petroleum until its sale to Norsk Hydro and Statoil, where he held
several executive positions in Norway as well as in the US, including being responsible for
Saga’s international operations and entry into Libya, Angola, Namibia, and Indonesia.
Currently, Mr. Sanness is serving as Board member of International Petroleum Corp. (a
Lundin Group E&P company with a portfolio of assets in Canada, Europe and South East
Asia), Magnora ASA (a company managing certain royalty rights and licence arrangements)
and TGS (the world’s largest geoscience data company). Mr. Sanness is a graduate of the
Norwegian Institute of Technology in Trondheim where he obtained a Master of Engineering
(geology, geophysics and mining engineering). Mr. Sanness is also the Chairman of the Board
of Magnora ASA.
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ALEXANDRA HERGER

Non-Executive Director

GARRETT SODEN

Ms. Alexandra (Alex) Herger, a US citizen based in Maine, has extensive senior leadership and
board experience in worldwide exploration and production for international oil and gas
companies. Ms. Herger has 40 years of global experience in the energy industry, currently
serving as an Independent director for Tortoise Capital Advisors, CEFs, based in Leawood,
Kansas, Tethys Oil based in Stockholm, Sweden, as well as Panoro Energy. Her most recent
leadership experience was as interim Vice President for Marathon Oil Company until her
retirement in July 2014. Prior to this position, Ms. Herger was Director of International
Exploration and New Ventures for Marathon Oil Company from 2008 - 2014, where she led
five new country entries and was responsible for adding net discovered resources of over 500
million boe to the Marathon portfolio. Ms. Herger was at Shell International and Shell USA
from 2002- 2008, holding positions as Exploration Manager for the Gulf of Mexico, Manager
of Technical Assurance for the Western Hemisphere, and Global E & P Technical Assurance
Consultant. Prior to the Shell / Enterprise Oil acquisition in 2002, Ms. Herger was Vice
President of Exploration for the Gulf of Mexico for Enterprise Oil, responsible for the addition
of multiple giant deep water discoveries. Earlier, Ms. Herger held positions of increasing
responsibility in oil and gas exploration and production, operations, and planning with Hess
Corporation and Exxonmobil Corporation. Ms. Herger holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Geology
from Ohio Wesleyan University and post-graduate studies in Geology from the University of
Houston. Ms. Herger is a member of Leadership Texas, the foundation for women’s
resources, and was on the advisory board of the Women’s Global Leadership Conference in
Houston, Texas from 2010 to 2013. Ms. Herger will be serving on the nomination committee
for PGS (based in Norway) effective May 2019.

Garrett Soden has worked with the Lundin Group for more than a decade and has extensive
experience as a senior executive and board member of various public companies in the
natural resources sector. Mr. Soden is currently President and CEO of Africa Energy Corp., a
Canadian oil and gas company with exploration assets in Africa. He is also a Non-Executive
Director of Etrion Corporation and Noble Group Holdings Limited. Previously, he was
Chairman and CEO of RusForest AB, CFO of Etrion and PetroFalcon Corporation and a NonExecutive Director of Gulf Keystone Petroleum Ltd., PA Resources AB, Petropavlovsk plc and
Phoenix Global Resources plc. Prior to joining the Lundin Group, Mr. Soden worked at
Lehman Brothers in equity research and at Salomon Brothers in mergers and acquisitions. He
also previously served as Senior Policy Advisor to the U.S. Secretary of Energy. Mr. Soden
holds a BSc honours degree from the London School of Economics and an MBA from
Columbia Business School.

Non-Executive Director

HILDE ÅDLAND

Non-Executive Director

Mrs. Hilde Ådland, a Norwegian citizen, and has extensive technical experience in the oil and
gas industry. She has leadership experience in field development, engineering,
commissioning, and field operations. Mrs. Ådland currently works as Maintenance & Logistics
Manager for Vår Energi and has held several senior positions previously in Gas de France/GDF
SUEZ/ENGIE/Neptune including Head of Operation and Asset manager for the operated Gjøa
field. She also spent 11 years with Statoil (now Equinor) in a number of senior engineering
and operational roles, including Offshore Installation Manager at the Kristin field, and 6 years
with Kvaerner. She has been active in the Norwegian Oil and Gas association and have in the
period from autumn 2015 to spring 2019 also been the chairman of the Operation
Committee. She has a Bachelor’s degree in chemical engineering and a Master’s degree in
process engineering. She is also board member of Magnora ASA.
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT

JOHN HAMILTON

Chief Executive Officer

John Hamilton has considerable experience from various positions in the international oil and gas industry.
Most recently, John was Chief Executive Officer of UK AIM listed President Energy PLC, a Latin American
focused exploration company, which opened up a new onshore basin in Paraguay. Before joining President,
John was Managing Director of Levine Capital Management, an oil and gas investment fund. He was also
Chief Financial Officer of UK FTSE 250 listed Imperial Energy PLC, until its sale for over USD 2 billion in 2008.
John also spent 15 years with ABN AMRO Bank in Europe, Africa, and the Middle East. The majority of his
time with ABN AMRO was spent in the energy group, with a principal focus on financing upstream oil and
gas. John is also a member of the Board of Magnora ASA. John has a BA from Hamilton College in New York,
and an MBA from the Rotterdam School of Management and New York University. He is a British citizen and
resides in London, UK.

QAZI QADEER

Chief Financial Officer

Qazi Qadeer is a Chartered Accountant with a Fellow membership of Institute of Chartered Accountants of
Pakistan. Qazi joined Panoro at its inception in 2010 as Group Finance Controller. Previously he has worked
for PriceWaterhouseCoopers in Karachi, Pakistan and briefly served as Internal audit manager in Pak-Arab
Refinery before relocating to London, where he has spent more than five years with Ernst & Young’s energy
and extractive industry assurance practice; working on various projects for large and small oil & gas and
mining companies. He has worked on several high profile projects including the divestment of BP plc’s
chemicals business in 2005 and IPO of Gem Diamonds Limited in 2006. He is a British citizen and resides in
London, UK.

RICHARD MORTON

Technical Director

Richard Morton has 25 years of experience in exploration, production, development and management in
the oil and gas industry. Originally a highly qualified geophysicist, he has expanded his portfolio of skills
progressively into operational and asset management. He has worked in a number of challenging
contracting and operating environments, including as Centrica Energy’s Exploration Manager for Nigeria. He
has been with Panoro Energy since 2008 with responsibilities for project and technical management of
Panoro’s African exploration and development assets. Richard obtained a B.Sc. in Physics from Essex
University in 1989 and went on to complete a M.Sc. in Applied Geophysics from the University of
Birmingham the following year. He is a British citizen and resides in London, UK.

NIGEL MCKIM

Projects Director

Nigel McKim has over 30 years of experience in field development planning and production in the oil and gas
industry. His most recent roles were as Chief Operations Officer for UK AIM listed MX Oil and, prior to that, the
privately held Nobel Upstream. In both companies he was responsible for the technical capabilities and
management of assets in Nigeria and Mexico in the former case and Texas, the UK and Azerbaijan in the latter.
Prior to Nobel Upstream, he held the position of Director Pre-Developments for Hess, based in London and with
global responsibilities for appraisal and early field development planning in Hess’ conventional oil and gas
business. Previously he was employed as West Africa Asset Manager at Vitol, Subsurface Manager for Business
Development activities and the Liverpool Bay Project at BHP Billiton and started in the industry working as a
Reservoir Engineer for Shell International in Oman and The Netherlands and as an Operations Engineer in Gabon.
Nigel holds a BSc (Hons) in Civil Engineering from Bristol University and an MSc in Petroleum Engineering from
Imperial College London, he is a Chartered Engineer.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER

Amounts in USD 000, unless otherwise stated

Note

2019

2018

CONTINUING OPERATIONS
Oil revenue

3

42,968

2,616

Other revenue

3

3,810

877

46,778

3,493

(15,381)

(1,018)

Total revenues

Operating expenses
Operating costs
(Overlift)/underlift
Exploration related costs and operator G&A

170

-

(134)

(661)

General and administrative costs

4

(5,716)

(4,655)

(Impairment) / reversal of impairment for Oil and gas assets

9

8,145

-

Depreciation, depletion and amortisation

9

(6,979)

(286)

Non-recurring costs

4

(1,106)

(965)

Share based payments

17

Total operating expenses
Operating profit / (loss)

(767)

(331)

(21,768)

(7,916)

25,010

(4,423)

215

(547)

Unrealised gain/(loss) on commodity hedges

5

(1,837)

756

Realised gain/(loss) on commodity hedges

5

(980)

-

(Loss)/gain on disposal

8

(288)

-

Interest costs net of income

5

(2,496)

(26)

Other financial costs net of income

5

(779)

(46)

18,845

(4,286)

Net foreign exchange gain / (loss)

Profit / (loss) before income taxes
Income tax expense

6

Net profit/(loss) from continuing operations

(13,477)

(877)

5,368

(5,163)

4,822

(1,944)

10,190

(7,107)

Exchange differences arising from translation of foreign operations

-

(3)

Other comprehensive income/(loss) for the year (net of tax)

-

(3)

10,190

(7,110)

10,190

(7,107)

10,190

(7,110)

Net income/(loss) from discontinued operations

13

Net profit/(loss) for the year

Total comprehensive income/(loss)

NET INCOME /(LOSS) FOR THE PERIOD ATTRIBUTABLE TO:
Equity holders of the parent

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME / (LOSS) FOR THE PERIOD ATTRIBUTABLE TO:
Equity holders of the parent

EARNINGS PER SHARE
Basic and diluted EPS on profit/(loss) for the period attributable to equity holders of the parent
(USD) - Total

7

0.16

(0.16)

Basic and diluted EPS on profit/(loss) for the period attributable to equity holders of the parent
(USD) - Continuing operations

7

0.08

(0.11)

The annexed notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AS AT 31 DECEMBER

USD 000

Note

2019

2018

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Intangible assets
Production rights

8

28,876

31,082

Licenses and exploration assets

8

19,760

15,197

Fair value of commodity hedges

18

-

392

26

38

48,662

46,709

Investment in associates and joint ventures
Total intangible assets

Tangible assets
Production assets and equipment

9

30,979

41,612

Development assets

8

5,915

632

Property, furniture, fixtures and office equipment

9

948

134

131

245

Total tangible assets

37,973

42,623

Total Non-current assets

86,635

89,332

Crude Oil Inventory

358

2,255

Materials Inventory

4,773

4,086

Other non-current assets

Current assets

Trade and other receivables

10

9,372

5,577

Fair value of commodity hedges - current portion

18

-

364

Cash and cash equivalents

11

20,493

23,367

Cash held for Bank guarantee

11

9,960

-

-

76

44,956

35,725

20,925

-

152,516

125,057

Restricted cash
Total current assets
Assets classified as held for sale
Total Assets

13
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF
FINANCIAL POSITION - continued
AS AT 31 DECEMBER
USD 000

Note

2019

2018

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Share capital

15

458

423

Share premium

15

349,193

333,090

-

-

Treasury Shares
Additional paid-in capital

122,131

122,078

Total paid-in equity

471,782

455,591

(43,408)

(43,405)

(355,683)

(365,874)

72,691

46,312

Other reserves

15

Retained earnings
Total equity attributable to shareholders of the parent

Non-current liabilities
Decommissioning liability

14

18,911

20,739

Senior Secured Loan

5

13,091

13,191

Non-Recourse Loan

5

3,380

9,392

Licence Obligations

12.2

4,726

4,726

Fair value of commodity hedges

18

106

-

Other non-current liabilities

16

1,708

7,877

Deferred tax liabilities

6

2,024

-

43,946

55,925

Total Non-current liabilities
Accounts payable, accruals and other liabilities

16

1,555

7,551

Senior Secured Loan - current portion

5

3,797

2,539

Non-Recourse Loan - current portion

5

4,729

3,751

Licence Obligations - current portion

12.2

1,166

1,166

Fair value of commodity hedges - current portion

18

974

-

Other current liabilities

16

2,292

1,943

-

66

4,991

5,804

19,504

22,820

16,375

-

152,516

125,057

Other current financial liabilities
Corporation tax liability

6

Total current liabilities
Liabilities directly associated with assets classified as held for sale
Total Equity and Liabilities

The annexed notes form an integral part of these financial statements.

13
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER

Attributable to equity holders of the parent
Issued
capital

Share
premium

Treasury
shares

Additional
paid-in
capital

Retained
earnings

Other
reserves

Currency
translation
reserve

Total

At 1 January 2019
Net income/(loss) for the period
- continuing operations
Net income/(loss) for the period
- discontinued operations
Other comprehensive income/(loss)

423

333,090

-

122,079

(365,873)

(37,647)

(5,761)

46,311

-

-

-

-

5,368

-

-

5,368

-

-

-

-

4,822

-

-

4,822

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total comprehensive income/(loss)

-

-

-

-

10,190

-

-

10,190

USD 000

Share issue for cash - private placement

34

16,205

-

-

-

-

-

16,239

Transaction costs on share issue

-

(435)

-

-

-

-

-

(435)

Share issue under RSU plan

1

333

-

-

-

-

-

334

Employee share options charge/(benefit)

-

-

-

767

-

-

-

767

-

-

-

(715)

-

-

-

(715)

458

349,193

-

122,131

(355,683)

(37,647)

(5,761)

72,691

Settlement of RSUs
At 31 December 2019

Attributable to equity holders of the parent
Issued
capital

Share
premium

Treasury
shares

Additional
paid-in
capital

Retained
earnings

Other
reserves

Currency
translation
reserve

Total

299

297,490

(503)

122,206

(358,766)

(37,647)

(5,758)

17,321

Net income/(loss) for the period
- continuing operations

-

-

-

-

(5,020)

-

-

(5,020)

Net income/(loss) for the period
- discontinued operations

-

-

-

-

(2,087)

-

-

(2,087)

Other comprehensive income/(loss)

-

-

-

-

-

-

(3)

(3)

Total comprehensive income/(loss)

-

-

-

-

(7,107)

-

(3)

(7,110)

Sale of own shares

-

(503)

503

-

-

-

-

-

124

37,783

-

-

-

-

-

37,907

Transaction costs on share issue

-

(1,680)

-

-

-

-

-

(1,680)

Share buyback

-

-

240

-

-

-

-

240

Share re-issue (Mercuria loan fee)

-

-

(240)

-

-

-

-

(240)

Employee share options charge/(benefit)

-

-

-

331

-

-

-

331

Settlement of RSUs

-

-

-

(458)

-

-

-

(458)

423

333,090

-

122,079

(365,873)

(37,647)

(5,761)

46,311

USD 000
At 1 January 2018

Share issue for cash

At 31 December 2018

The annexed notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOW STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER
USD 000

Note

2019

2018

18,845

(6,087)

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net (loss)/income for the period before tax - continuing operations
Net (loss)/income for the period before tax - discontinued operations
Net (loss)/income for the period before tax

4,822

(102)

23,667

(6,189)

9,990

3,568

134

661

ADJUSTED FOR:
Depreciation

4

Exploration related costs and Operator G&A
Impairment and asset write-off/(impairment reversal)

9.4

(16,145)

-

Loss/(gain) on commodity hedges

18

2,817

(756)

3,820

488

Net finance costs

767

331

Foreign exchange loss/(gain)

(215)

547

Increase/(decrease) in trade and other payables

1,810

121

(1,986)

(2,854)

(84)

(318)

(3,810)

(877)

Share-based payments

17

(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables
(Increase)/decrease in inventories
State share of profit oil

3

Taxes paid

(8,456)

(59)

Net cash (out)/inflow from operations

12,309

(5,337)

(510)

(33,601)

CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Cash outflow related to acquisition(s)

12

-

9,067

(12,880)

(17,727)

-

10,946

(13,390)

(31,315)

2,460

16,200

Repayment of non-recourse loan

(5,752)

-

Repayment of Senior Secured loan

(1,680)

-

(981)

-

Net cash acquired at acquisition(s)
Investment in exploration, production and other assets
Increase/(decrease) in non-recourse loan
Net cash (out)/inflow from investing activities

CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Gross proceeds from loans and borrowings

Realised gain/(loss) on commodity hedges

5

18

(1,079)

(471)

16,239

38,410

(436)

(1,680)

(381)

-

(252)

-

Share buyback

-

(240)

Financial income, net of charges paid

-

(14)

(9,960)

-

Borrowing costs, including arrangement fees
Gross proceeds from Equity Private Placement and Treasury shares

15

Cost of Equity Private Placement and Treasury shares issued
Cash cost of equity issue on settlement of RSUs
Lease liability payments

Cash held for Bank Guarantee

21

11

Movement in restricted cash balance
Net cash (out)/inflow from financing activities
Effect of foreign currency translation adjustment on cash balances
Change in cash and cash equivalents during the period

76

1,500

(1,746)

53,705

-

(3)

(2,827)

17,050

(47)

-

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period

23,367

6,317

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period

20,493

23,367

Cash and cash equivalents – assets held for sale

The annexed notes form an integral part of these financial statements.

13
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
NOTE 1: CORPORATE INFORMATION
The parent company, Panoro Energy ASA (“the
Company”), was incorporated on 28 April 2009 as a
public limited company under the Norwegian Public
Limited Companies Act. The registered organization
number of the Company is 994 051 067 and its
registered office is c/o Advokatfirma Schjødt,
Ruseløkkveien 14, P.O. box 1444 Solli, 0201 Oslo,
Norway.
The Company and its subsidiaries (“Panoro” or the “Group”) are
engaged in the exploration and production of oil and gas
resources in North and West Africa. The consolidated financial
statements of the Group for the year ended 31 December 2019
were authorised for issue by the Board of Directors on 30 April
2020.
The Board of Directors confirms that the annual financial
statements have been prepared pursuant to the going concern
assumption, in accordance with §3-3a of the Norwegian
Accounting Act, and that this assumption was realistic as at the
balance sheet date. The going concern assumption is based upon
the financial position of the Company and the development plans
currently in place. In the Board of Directors’ view, the annual
accounts give a true and fair view of the group’s assets and
liabilities, financial position and results. Panoro Energy ASA is the
parent company of the Panoro Group. Its financial statements
have been prepared on the assumption that Panoro Energy will
continue as a going concern.
As of 31 December 2019, the Group had USD 30.4 million in cash
and bank balances, including USD 10 million held for the SOEP
guarantee, and debt of USD 25.4 million. In addition to Dussafu
capital expenditure, the Company is committed to a drilling
obligation of one well on SOEP in Tunisia. In support of this
obligation, Panoro Tunisia Exploration AS issued a bank guarantee
of USD 16.6 million (Panoro’s net share is USD 10 million)
subsequent to the balance sheet date in January 2019. Although
the Company is well funded to undertake upcoming capital
expenditure, there is risk that additional funding may be required
to conclude such activities. Should additional funding be required
in the future for additional capital expenditure for new
development phases or working capital requirements, the
Company has various alternatives available which it can explore to
fulfil such additional requirements. Options include, amongst
others, offtake prepayment structures, utilization of undrawn
financing facility and the issuance of shares. As a result, these
financial statements have been prepared under the assumption of
going concern and realization of assets and settlement of debt in
normal operations.
The Company’s shares are traded on the Oslo Stock Exchange
under the ticker symbol PEN.

NOTE 2: BASIS OF PREPARATION
The consolidated financial statements of the Group have been
prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) as adopted by the European Union (“EU”). The
consolidated financial statements are prepared on a historical
cost basis, except for certain financial instruments which have
been measured at fair value.
The principal accounting policies applied in the preparation of
these consolidated financial statements are set out below. These
policies have been consistently applied to all years presented,
unless otherwise stated.
The consolidated financial statements are presented in USD,
which is the functional currency of Panoro Energy ASA. The
amounts in these financial statements have been rounded to the
nearest USD thousand unless otherwise stated.
Effective 1 January 2019, the Group has reassessed the financial
statement disclosures for its discontinued operations in Brazil,
which have become immaterial. As a result, from 1 January 2019,
the results of Brazilian operations are included within General and
Administrative (G&A) costs within continuing operations.
Consequently, the relevant costs reclassified to G&A for the year
ended 31 December 2019 were USD 124 thousand. For clarity and
comparability of the financial statements, the comparative
periods presented have also been reclassified. Consequently, the
amounts reclassified to G&A costs for the year ended 31
December 2018 was USD 143 thousand.

Note 2.1: Changes in significant accounting policies
in the current period
IFRS 16 Leases
Panoro implemented IFRS 16 with effect from 1 January 2019.
Refer to Note 21 Leases for further information about the
standard, the policy and implementation choices made by
Panoro, and the IFRS 16 implementation impact.

Note 2.2: Basis of consolidation
The consolidated financial statements include Panoro Energy ASA
and its subsidiaries as of December 31 for each year.
Subsidiaries are fully consolidated from the date of acquisition,
being the date on which the Group obtains control, and continue
to be consolidated until the date that such control ceases.
The financial statements of the subsidiaries are prepared for the
same reporting period as the parent company, using consistent
accounting policies.
All intra-group balances, transactions and unrealised gains and
losses resulting from intra-group transactions and dividends are
eliminated in full.
Non-controlling interests in subsidiaries are identified separately
from the Group’s equity therein. Total comprehensive income is
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attributed to non-controlling interests even if this results in the
non-controlling interests having a deficit balance.
A change in the ownership interest of a subsidiary, without a loss
of control, is accounted for as an equity transaction. If the Group
loses control over a subsidiary, it:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

derecognises the assets (including goodwill) and liabilities of
the subsidiary
derecognises the carrying amount of any NCI
derecognises the cumulative translation differences
recognised in equity
recognises the fair value of the consideration received
recognises the fair value of any investment retained
recognises any surplus or deficit in profit or loss
reclassifies the parent’s share of components previously
recognised in other comprehensive income to profit or loss or
retained earnings, as appropriate.

The purchase method of accounting is applied for business
combinations. The cost of the acquisition is measured as the
aggregate of the fair values, at the date of exchange, of assets
given, liabilities incurred or assumed, and equity instruments
issued by the acquirer, in exchange for control of the acquirer.
If the initial accounting for a business combination can only be
determined provisionally, then provisional values are used.
However, these provisional values may be adjusted within 12
months from the date of the combination.
On December 11, 2018, the Company entered into a joint
arrangement through a shareholder agreement with Beender
Petroleum Tunisia Limited (“Beender”), whereby Panoro and
Beender jointly own and control 60% and 40% respectively of Sfax
Petroleum Corporation AS (“Sfax Corp”). Sfax Corp, through its
subsidiaries holds 100% shares of Panoro Tunisia Production AS
(“PTP”) and Panoro Tunisia Exploration AS (“PTE”). As such, all
numbers and volume information relating to the Company’s
Tunisian operations and transactions represents the Group’s 60%
interest, unless otherwise stated.

Note 2.3: Significant accounting judgments,
estimates and assumptions
2.3.1. Estimates and assumptions
The preparation of the financial statements in conformity with
IFRS as adopted by the EU requires management to make
estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of
assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities at the date of the
consolidated financial statements and reported amounts of
revenues and expenses during the reporting period. Estimates
and judgments are continuously evaluated and are based on
management’s experience and other factors, including
expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable
under the circumstances. However, actual outcomes can differ
from these estimates.
In particular, significant areas of estimation uncertainty
considered by management in preparing the consolidated
financial statements are as follows:

COVID 19 virus pandemic
The coronavirus (Covid-19) pandemic has been declared a global
emergency by the World Health Organisation (WHO), and has
made countries and organisations, including the Group, to take

measures to mitigate risk for communities, employees and
business operations. The pandemic continues to progress and
evolve, and at this juncture it is challenging to predict the full
extent and duration of resulting operational and economic impact
for the Company and the Group. Continued development of the
pandemic and mitigating actions enforced by health authorities
create uncertainty related to key assumptions applied in the
valuation of our assets and measurement of our liabilities. These
key assumptions include commodity prices, changes to demand
for and supply of oil and gas, and the discount rate to be applied.

Hydrocarbon reserve and resource estimates
Hydrocarbon reserves are estimates of the amounts of
hydrocarbons that can be economically and legally extracted from
the Group’s oil and gas properties. The Group estimates its
commercial reserves and resources based on information
compiled by appropriately qualified persons relating to the
geological and technical data on the size, depth, shape and grade
of the hydrocarbon body and suitable production techniques and
recovery rates. Commercial reserves are determined using
estimates of oil and gas in place, recovery factors and future
commodity prices, the latter having an impact on the total
amount of recoverable reserves and the proportion of the gross
reserves which are attributable to the host government under the
terms of the Production-Sharing Agreements. Future
development costs are estimated using assumptions as to the
number of wells required to produce the commercial reserves,
the cost of such wells and associated production facilities, and
other capital costs.
The Group estimates and reports hydrocarbon reserves in line
with the principles contained in the SPE Petroleum Resources
Management Reporting System (PRMS) framework and generally
obtains independent evaluations for each asset whenever new
information becomes available that materially influences the
reported results. As the economic assumptions used may change
and as additional geological information is obtained during the
operation of a field, estimates of recoverable reserves may
change. Such changes may impact the Group’s reported financial
position and results, which include:
•

•

•

•

The carrying value of exploration and evaluation assets; oil
and gas properties; property, plant and equipment; and
goodwill may be affected due to changes in estimated future
cash flows
Depreciation and amortisation charges in the statement of
profit or loss and other comprehensive income may change
where such charges are determined using the UOP method, or
where the useful life of the related assets change
Provisions for decommissioning may change — where
changes to the reserve estimates affect expectations about
when such activities will occur and the associated cost of
these activities
The recognition and carrying value of deferred tax assets may
change due to changes in the judgements regarding the
existence of such assets and in estimates of the likely recovery
of such assets

Exploration and evaluation expenditures
The application of the Group’s accounting policy for exploration
and evaluation expenditure requires judgement to determine
whether future economic benefits are likely, from future either
exploitation or sale, or whether activities have not reached a
stage which permits a reasonable assessment of the existence of
reserves. The determination of reserves and resources is itself an
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estimation process that requires varying degrees of uncertainty
depending on how the resources are classified. These estimates
directly impact when the Group defers exploration and evaluation
expenditure. The deferral policy requires management to make
certain estimates and assumptions about future events and
circumstances, in particular, whether an economically viable
extraction operation can be established. Any such estimates and
assumptions may change as new information becomes available.
If, after expenditure is capitalised, information becomes available
suggesting that the recovery of the expenditure is unlikely, the
relevant capitalised amount is written off in the statement of
profit or loss and other comprehensive income in the period
when the new information becomes available.

new development activities. Risks include, but are not limited to,
cost overruns, production disruptions as well as delays compared
to initial plans laid out by the operator. Some of the most
important risk factors are related to the determination of
reserves, the recoverability of reserves, and the planning of a cost
efficient and suitable production method. There are also technical
risks present in the production phase that may cause cost
overruns, failed investment and destruction of wells and
reservoirs.

Income taxes

Asset retirement obligations

The Group recognises the net future tax benefit related to
deferred income tax assets to the extent that it is probable that
the deductible temporary differences will reverse in the
foreseeable future. Assessing the recoverability of deferred
income tax assets requires the Group to make significant
estimates related to expectations of future taxable income.
Estimates of future taxable income are based on forecast cash
flows from operations and the application of existing tax laws in
each jurisdiction, to the extent that future cash flows and taxable
income differ significantly from estimates. The ability of the
Group to realise the net deferred tax assets recorded at the date
of the statement of financial position could be impacted.
In addition, future changes in tax laws in the jurisdictions in which
the Group operates could limit the ability of the Group to obtain
tax deductions in future periods.
The Group is also subject to taxes under profit sharing contracts
which are paid in kind as State share of profit oil. The value
assigned to such taxes is subject to estimation, which may be
different to the Company’s realised oil prices for revenue
recognition.

2.2.2. Judgments
In the process of applying the Group’s accounting policies, the
directors have made the following judgments, apart from those
involving estimates, which have the most significant effect on the
amounts recognised in the consolidated financial statements:

Judgements have been made after taking into account
information available to management and factors in unknown
uncertainties as of the date of the balance sheet.

Asset retirement costs will be incurred by the Group at the end of
the operating life of some of the Group’s facilities and properties.
The Group assesses its retirement obligation at each reporting
date. The ultimate asset retirement costs are uncertain and cost
estimates can vary in response to many factors, including changes
to relevant legal requirements, the emergence of new restoration
techniques or experience at other production sites. The expected
timing, extent and amount of expenditure can also change, for
example in response to changes in reserves or changes in laws
and regulations or their interpretation. Therefore, significant
estimates and assumptions are made in determining the provision
for asset retirement obligation. As a result, there could be
significant adjustments to the provisions established which would
affect future financial results. The provision at reporting date
represents management’s best estimate of the present value of
the future asset retirement costs required.

Contingencies
By their nature, contingencies will only be resolved when one or
more future events occur or fail to occur. The assessment of
contingencies inherently involves the exercise of significant
judgment and estimates of the outcome of future events.

Note 2.4: Summary of significant accounting policies
2.4.1 Interests in associated companies and joint
arrangements

The Group assesses each cash-generating unit annually to
determine whether an indication of impairment exists. When an
indication of impairment exists, a formal estimate of the
recoverable amount is made.

A joint arrangement is an arrangement over which two or more
parties have joint control. Joint control is the contractually agreed
sharing of control of an arrangement, which exists only when
decisions about the relevant activities (being those that
significantly affect the returns of the arrangement) require
unanimous consent of the parties sharing control.

The recoverable amounts of cash-generating units and individual
assets have been determined based on the higher of value-in-use
calculations and fair values less costs to sell, or if relevant, a
combination of these two models. These calculations require the
use of estimates and assumptions. It is reasonably possible that
the oil price assumption may change which may then impact the
estimated life of the field and may then require a material
adjustment to the carrying value of tangible assets. The Group
monitors internal and external indicators of impairment relating
to its tangible and intangible assets.

Associated companies are those entities in which the Group has
significant influence, but not control or joint control over the
financial and operating policies. Joint arrangements, which are
arrangements of which the Group has joint control together with
one or more parties, are classified into joint ventures and joint
operations. Joint ventures are joint arrangements in which the
parties that share control have rights to the net assets of the
arrangement. Joint operations are joint arrangements in which
the parties that share joint control have rights to the assets, and
obligations for the liabilities, relating to the arrangement.

Impairment indicators

Technical risk in development of oil and gas fields
The development of the oil and gas fields, in which the Group has
an ownership, is associated with significant technical risk and
uncertainty with regards to timing of additional production from

For joint operations, the Group’s share of all assets, liabilities,
income and expenses is included in the consolidated financial
statements. Acquisitions of interests in a joint operation, in which
the activity of the joint operation constitutes a business, are
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accounted for according to the relevant IFRS 3 principles of
accounting for business combinations.

Joint operations
A joint operation is a type of joint arrangement whereby the
parties that have joint control of the arrangement have rights to
the assets and obligations for the liabilities, relating to the
arrangement.
In relation to its interests in joint operations, the Group
recognises its:
•
•
•
•

Assets, including its share of any assets held jointly
Liabilities, including its share of any liabilities incurred jointly
Revenue from the sale of its share of the output arising from
the joint operation
Expenses, including its share of any expenses incurred jointly

Joint ventures
A joint venture is a type of joint arrangement whereby the parties
that have joint control of the arrangement have rights to the net
assets of the joint arrangement. The Group’s investment in its
joint venture is accounted for using the equity method.
Under the equity method, the investment in the joint venture is
initially recognised at cost. The carrying amount of the investment
is adjusted to recognise changes in the Group’s share of net
assets of the joint venture since the acquisition date. Goodwill
relating to the joint venture is included in the carrying amount of
the investment and is not individually tested for impairment.
The statement of profit or loss reflects the Group’s share of the
results of operations of the joint venture. Unrealised gains and
losses resulting from transactions between the Group and the
joint venture are eliminated to the extent of the interest in the
joint venture.
The aggregate of the Group’s share of profit or loss of the joint
venture is shown on the face of the statement of profit or loss
and other comprehensive income as part of operating profit and
represents profit or loss after tax and NCI in the subsidiaries of
the joint venture.

Reimbursement of costs of the operator of the joint
arrangement
When the Group, acting as an operator or manager of a joint
arrangement, receives reimbursement of direct costs recharged
to the joint arrangement, such recharges represent
reimbursements of costs that the operator incurred as an agent
for the joint arrangement and therefore have no effect on profit
or loss.
When the Group charges a management fee (based on a fixed
percentage of total costs incurred for the year) to cover other
general costs incurred in carrying out the activities on behalf of
the joint arrangement, it is not acting as an agent. Therefore, the
general overhead expenses and the management fee are
recognised in the statement of profit or loss and other
comprehensive income as an expense and income, respectively.

2.4.2 Foreign Currency translation
Items included in the financial statements of each of the Group’s
entities are measured using the currency of the primary economic
environment in which the entity operates (‘the functional
currency’).
The functional currency of the Group’s subsidiaries and jointly
controlled companies incorporated in Gabon, Nigeria, Cyprus,
Netherlands, Norway, Austria and the Cayman Islands is the US
dollar (‘USD’). The functional currency of the Group’s Brazilian
subsidiary is Reais (‘BRL’) and for the British subsidiaries is the
Pound Sterling (‘GBP’).
In the consolidated financial statements, the assets and liabilities
of non-USD functional currency subsidiaries are translated into
USD at the rate of exchange ruling at the balance sheet date. The
results and cash flows of non-USD functional currency subsidiaries
are translated into USD using applicable average rates as an
approximation for the exchange rates prevailing at the dates of
the different transactions. Foreign exchange adjustments arising
when the opening net assets and the profits for the year retained
by non-USD functional currency subsidiaries are translated into
USD are taken to a separate component of equity.
The foreign exchange rates applied were:

The financial statements of the joint venture are prepared for the
same reporting period as the Group. When necessary,
adjustments are made to bring the accounting policies in line with
those of the Group.
At each reporting date, the Group determines whether there is
objective evidence that the investment in the joint venture is
impaired. If there is such evidence, the Group calculates the
amount of impairment as the difference between the recoverable
amount of the joint venture and its carrying value, and then
recognises the loss as ‘Share of profit of a joint venture’ in the
statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income.
On loss of joint control over the joint venture, the Group
measures and recognises any retained investment at its fair value.
Any difference between the carrying amount of the joint venture
upon loss of joint control and the fair value of the retained
investment and proceeds from disposal is recognised in the
statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income.

2019

2018

Average
rate

Reporting
date rate

Average
rate

Reporting
date rate

Norwegian
Kroner/USD

8.8032

8.7865

8.1373

8.6788

USD/British Pound
Sterling

1.2765

1.3210

1.3353

1.2769

USD/Tunisian Dinar

2.9337

2.8067

2.6468

2.9944

Transactions in foreign currencies are initially recorded at the
functional currency spot rate ruling at the date of the transaction.
Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies
are retranslated at the functional currency spot rate of exchange
ruling at the reporting date. All differences are taken to the
income statement. Non-monetary items that are measured in
terms of historical cost in foreign currency are translated using
the spot exchange rates as at the dates of the initial transactions.
Non-monetary items measured at fair value in a foreign currency
are translated using the exchange rates at the date when the fair
value was determined.
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2.4.3 Business combinations and goodwill
In order to consider an acquisition as a business combination, the
acquired asset or groups of assets must constitute a business (an
integrated set of operations and assets conducted and managed
for the purpose of providing a return to the investors). The
combination consists of inputs and processes applied to these
inputs that have the ability to create output. Acquired businesses
are included in the financial statements from the transaction
date. The transaction date is defined as the date on which the
Group achieves control over the financial and operating assets.
This date may differ from the actual date on which the assets are
transferred. Comparative figures are not adjusted for acquired,
sold or liquidated businesses. On acquisition of a licence that
involves the right to explore for and produce petroleum
resources, it is considered in each case whether the acquisition
should be treated as a business combination or an asset purchase.
Generally, purchases of licences in a development or production
phase will be regarded as a business combination. Business
combinations are accounted for using the acquisition method.
The cost of an acquisition is measured as the aggregate of the
consideration transferred, measured at acquisition date fair value
and the amount of any non-controlling interest (NCI) in the
acquiree. For each business combination, the Group elects
whether to measure NCI in the acquiree at fair value or at the
proportionate share of the acquiree’s identifiable net assets.
Acquisition related costs are expensed as incurred and included in
administrative expenses.
When the Group acquires a business, it assesses the assets and
liabilities assumed for appropriate classification and designation
in accordance with the contractual terms, economic
circumstances and pertinent conditions as at the acquisition date.
This includes the separation of embedded derivatives in host
contracts by the acquiree. Those acquired petroleum reserves
and resources that can be reliably measured are recognised
separately in the assessment of fair values on acquisition. Other
potential reserves, resources and rights, for which fair values
cannot be reliably measured, are not recognised separately, but
instead are subsumed in goodwill.
Any contingent consideration to be transferred by the acquirer
will be recognised at fair value at the acquisition date. Contingent
consideration classified as an asset or liability that is a financial
instrument and within the scope of IFRS 9 Financial Instruments is
measured at fair value, with changes in fair value recognised
either in the statement of profit or loss or as a change to other
comprehensive income. If the contingent consideration is not
within the scope of IFRS 9, it is measured in accordance with the
appropriate IFRS. Contingent consideration that is classified as
equity is not re-measured, and subsequent settlement is
accounted for within equity.
Goodwill is initially measured at cost, being the excess of the
aggregate of the consideration transferred and the amount
recognised for NCI over the fair value of the identifiable net assets
acquired and liabilities assumed. If the fair value of the
identifiable net assets acquired is in excess of the aggregate
consideration transferred (bargain purchase), before recognising
a gain, the Group reassesses whether it has correctly identified all
of the assets acquired and all of the liabilities assumed and
reviews the procedures used to measure the amounts to be
recognised at the acquisition date. If the reassessment still results
in an excess of the fair value of net assets acquired over the
aggregate consideration transferred, then the gain is recognised
in the statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive
income.

After initial recognition, goodwill is measured at cost less any
accumulated impairment losses. For the purpose of impairment
testing, goodwill acquired in a business combination is, from the
acquisition date, allocated to each of the Group’s cash generating
units (CGUs) that are expected to benefit from the combination,
irrespective of whether other assets or liabilities of the acquiree
are assigned to those units.
Where goodwill forms part of a CGU and part of the operation in
that unit is disposed of, the goodwill associated with the disposed
operation is included in the carrying amount of the operation
when determining the gain or loss on disposal. Goodwill disposed
of in these circumstances is measured based on the relative
values of the disposed operation and the portion of the CGU
retained.

2.4.4 License interests, exploration and evaluation assets,
and field investments, and depreciation
The Group applies the ‘successful efforts’ method of accounting
for Exploration and Evaluation (‘E&E’) costs, in accordance with
IFRS 6 ‘Exploration for and Evaluation of Mineral Resources’. E&E
expenditure is capitalised when it is considered probable that
future economic benefits will be recoverable. Costs that are
known at the time of incurrence to fail to meet this criterion are
generally charged to expense in the period they are incurred.
E&E expenditure capitalised as intangible assets includes license
acquisition costs, and exploration drilling, geological and
geophysical costs and any other directly attributable costs.
E&E expenditure, which is not sufficiently related to a specific
mineral resource to support capitalization, is expensed as
incurred.
E&E assets are carried forward, until the existence, or otherwise,
of commercial reserves have been determined subject to certain
limitations including review for indications of impairment. If no
reserves are found the costs to drill exploratory wells, including
exploratory geological and geophysical costs and costs of carrying
and retaining unproved properties, are written off.
Once commercial reserves have been discovered, the carrying
value after any impairment loss of the relevant E&E assets is
transferred to development tangible and intangible assets. No
depreciation and/or amortisation are charged during the
exploration and development phase. If however, commercial
reserves have not been discovered, the capitalised costs are
charged to expense after the conclusion of appraisal activities.

Development tangible and intangible assets
Expenditure on the construction, installation or completion of
infrastructure facilities such as platforms, pipelines and the
drilling of commercially proven development wells, is capitalised
within property, plant and equipment and intangible assets
according to nature. When development is completed on a
specific field, it is transferred to production assets. No
depreciation or amortisation is charged during the Exploration
and Evaluation phase.

Farm-outs – in the exploration and evaluation phase
The Group does not record any expenditure made by the farmee
on its account. It also does not recognise any gain or loss on its
exploration and evaluation farm-out arrangements, but
redesignates any costs previously capitalised in relation to the
whole interest as relating to the partial interest retained. Any cash
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consideration received directly from the farmee is credited
against costs previously capitalised in relation to the whole
interest with any excess accounted for by the farmor as a gain on
disposal.

time value of money and the risk specific to the asset. Fair value
less costs to sell is generally computed by reference to the
present value of the future cash flows expected to be derived
from production of proved and probable reserves.

Development costs

Impairment – proved oil and gas production properties and
intangible assets

Expenditure on the construction, installation or completion of
infrastructure facilities such as platforms, pipelines and the
drilling of development wells, including unsuccessful development
or delineation wells, is capitalised within oil and gas properties.

Oil & gas production assets
Development and production assets are accumulated on a cashgenerating unit basis and represent the cost of developing the
commercial reserves discovered and bringing them into
production together with E&E expenditures incurred in finding
commercial reserves transferred from intangible E&E assets as
outlined in accounting policy above.
The cost of development and production assets also includes the
cost of acquisitions and purchases of such assets, directly
attributable overheads and the cost of recognising provisions for
future restoration and decommissioning.
Where major and identifiable parts of the production assets have
different useful lives, they are accounted for as separate items of
property, plant and equipment. Costs of minor repairs and
maintenance are expensed as incurred.

Depreciation/amortisation
Oil and gas properties are not depleted until production
commences. Costs relating to each single field cost centre are
depleted on a unit of production method based on the
commercial proved and probable reserves for that cost centre.
The depletion calculation takes account of the estimated future
costs of development of management’s assessment of proved
and probable reserves, reflecting risks applicable to the specific
assets. Changes in reserve quantities and cost estimates are
recognised prospectively from the last reporting date.
Field infrastructure exceeding beyond the life of the field is
depreciated over the useful life of the infrastructure using a
straight- line method.
Depreciation/amortisation on assets held for sale is ceased from
the date of such classification.

Impairment – exploration and evaluation assets
E&E assets are assessed for impairment when facts and
circumstances suggest that the carrying amount exceeds the
recoverable amount and when they are reclassified to PP&E
assets. For the purpose of impairment testing, E&E assets are
grouped by concession or field with other E&E and PP&E assets
belonging to the same CGU. The impairment loss will be
calculated as the excess of the carrying value over recoverable
amount of the E&E impairment grouping and any resulting
impairment loss is recognized in profit or loss. The recoverable
amount of a CGU is the greater of its value in use and its fair value
less costs to sell. In assessing value in use, the estimated future
cash flows are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax
discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the
time value of money and the risks specific to the asset. In
assessing fair value less costs to sell, the estimated future cash
flows are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax
discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the

Proven oil and gas properties and intangible assets are reviewed
annually for impairment whenever events or changes in
circumstances indicate that the carrying amount may not be
recoverable. An impairment loss is recognised for the amount by
which the asset’s carrying amount exceeds its recoverable
amount. The carrying value is compared against the expected
recoverable amount of the asset, generally by net present value
of the future net cash flows, expected to be derived from
production of commercial reserves or consideration expected to
be achieved through the sale of its interest in an arms-length
transaction, less any associated costs to sell. The cash generating
unit applied for impairment test purposes is generally the field,
except that a number of field interests may be grouped together
where there are common facilities.

2.4.5 Non-current assets held for sale or for distribution to
equity holders of the parent and discontinued operations
The Group classifies non-current assets and disposal groups as
held for sale or for distribution to equity holders of the parent if
their carrying amounts will be recovered principally through a sale
or distribution rather than through continuing use. Such noncurrent assets and disposal groups classified as held for sale or as
held for distribution are measured at the lower of their carrying
amount and fair value less costs to sell or to distribute. Costs to
distribute are the incremental costs directly attributable to the
distribution, excluding the finance costs and income tax expense.
The criteria for held for distribution classification is regarded as
met only when the distribution is highly probable and the asset or
disposal group is available for immediate distribution in its
present condition. Actions required to complete the distribution
should indicate that it is unlikely that significant changes to the
distribution will be made or that the distribution with be
withdrawn. Management must be committed to the distribution
expected within one year from the date of the classification.
Similar considerations apply to assets or a disposal group held for
sale.
Production assets, property, plant and equipment and intangible
assets are not depreciated or amortised once classified as held for
sale or as held for distribution.
Assets and liabilities classified as held for sale or for distribution
are presented separately as current items in the statement of
financial position.
A disposal group qualifies as discontinued operation if it is:
• a component of the Group that is a CGU or a group of CGUs
• classified as held for sale or distribution or already disposed in
such a way, or
• a major line of business or major geographical area.
Discontinued operations are excluded from the results of
continuing operations and are presented as a single amount as
profit or loss after tax from discontinued operations in the
statement of profit or loss.
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2.4.6 Financial instruments

Cash equivalents

2.4.6.1 Derivative financial instruments and hedge accounting

Cash equivalents are short-term highly liquid investments that are
readily convertible to known amounts of cash, are subject to
insignificant risk of changes in value and generally have a maturity
of three months or less from the date of acquisition. Cash
equivalents are classified as financial assets measured at
amortised cost.

The Group enters into derivative financial instruments to manage
its exposure to volatility in the commodity prices realised for a
proportion of its crude oil production. All derivative financial
instruments are initially recognised at fair value on the date a
derivative contract is entered into and are subsequently remeasured at their fair value at each period end. Apart from those
derivatives designated as qualifying cash flow hedging
instruments, all changes in fair value are recorded as financial
income or expense in the year in which they arise, otherwise they
are recognised in other comprehensive income.
For derivatives not designed as qualifying for cash flow hedging,
the fair value at balance sheet date is based on fair value provided
by the counterparties with whom the trades have been entered
into. The derivatives are valued using a Black-Scholes based
methodology. The inputs to these valuations include price of oil
and its volatility. Fair value is the amount for which a financial
asset, liability or instrument could be exchanged between
knowledgeable and willing parties in an arm’s length transaction.
It is determined by reference to quoted market prices adjusted
for estimated transaction costs that would be incurred in an
actual transaction, or by the use of established estimation
techniques such as option pricing models and estimated
discounted values of cash flows.

2.4.6.2 Financial assets
Financial assets are recognized initially at fair value, normally
being the transaction price. In the case of financial assets not at
fair value through profit or loss, directly attributable transaction
costs are also included. The subsequent measurement of financial
assets depends on their classification, as set out below. The group
derecognizes financial assets when the contractual rights to the
cash flows expire or the financial asset is transferred to a third
party. This includes the derecognition of receivables for which
discounting arrangements are entered into. The classification
depends on the business model for managing the financial assets
and the contractual cash flow characteristics of the financial
asset.

Financial assets measured at amortized cost
Financial assets are classified as measured at amortized cost
when they are held in a business model the objective of which is
to collect contractual cash flows and the contractual cash flows
represent solely payments of principal and interest. Such assets
are carried at amortized cost using the effective interest method
if the time value of money is significant. Gains and losses are
recognized in profit or loss when the assets are derecognized or
impaired and when interest is recognized using the effective
interest method. This category of financial assets includes trade
and other receivables.

Financial assets measured at fair value
through profit or loss
Financial assets are classified as measured at fair value through
profit or loss when the asset does not meet the criteria to be
measured at amortized cost or fair value through other
comprehensive income. Such assets are carried on the balance
sheet at fair value with gains or losses recognized in the income
statement. Derivatives, other than those designated as effective
hedging instruments, are included in this category.

Other financial assets – Restricted cash
Restricted cash relates to resources or collateral held by the
Group which can only be accessed through fulfilment of
conditions imposed by third parties. Funds are only classified from
restricted cash status to cash equivalents when funds are
transferred to and under the control of the Group.

Loans and receivables
Trade receivables, loans and other receivables that have fixed or
determinable payments that are not quoted in an active market
are classified as loans and receivables. Loans and receivables are
measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method,
less any impairment. Interest income is recognised by applying
the effective interest rate, except for short-term receivables when
the recognition of interest would be immaterial.

Impairment of financial assets measured at amortized cost
The group assesses on a forward-looking basis the expected credit
losses associated with financial assets classified as measured at
amortized cost at each balance sheet date. Expected credit losses
are measured based on the maximum contractual period over
which the group is exposed to credit risk. Since this is typically less
than 12 months there is no significant difference between the
measurement of 12-month and lifetime expected credit losses for
the group's in-scope financial assets. The measurement of
expected credit losses is a function of the probability of default,
loss given default and exposure at default. The expected credit
loss is estimated as the difference between the asset’s carrying
amount and the present value of the future cash flows the group
expects to receive discounted at the financial asset’s original
effective interest rate. The carrying amount of the asset is
adjusted, with the amount of the impairment gain or loss
recognized in the income statement. A financial asset or group of
financial assets classified as measured at amortized cost is
considered to be credit-impaired if there is reasonable and
supportable evidence that one or more events that have a
detrimental impact on the estimated future cash flows of the
financial asset (or group of financial assets) have occurred.
Financial assets are written off where the group has no
reasonable expectation of recovering amounts due.

2.4.6.3 Financial liabilities
The measurement of financial liabilities depends on their
classification as follows:

Financial liabilities measured at fair value through profit
or loss
Financial liabilities that meet the definition of held for trading are
classified as measured at fair value through profit or loss. Such
liabilities are carried on the balance sheet at fair value with gains
or losses recognized in the income statement. Derivatives, other
than those designated as effective hedging instruments, are
included in this category.
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Financial liabilities measured at amortized cost
Other financial liabilities, including borrowings, are initially
measured at fair value, net of transaction costs. Other financial
liabilities are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the
effective interest method, with interest expense recognised on an
effective yield basis. This category of financial liabilities includes
trade and other payables and finance debt.

2.4.7 Fair value measurement and hierarchy
The Group measures derivatives at fair value at each balance
sheet date and, for the purposes of impairment testing, uses fair
value less costs of disposal to determine the recoverable amount
of some of its non-financial assets.
Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or
paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between
market participants at the measurement date. The fair value
measurement is based on the presumption that the transaction to
sell the asset or transfer the liability takes place either:
•
•

In the principal market for the asset or liability, or
In the absence of a principal market, in the most
advantageous market for the asset or liability

The principal or the most advantageous market must be
accessible by the Group.
The fair value of an asset or a liability is measured using the
assumptions that market participants would use when pricing the
asset or liability, assuming that market participants act in their
economic best interest.
A fair value measurement of a non-financial asset takes into
account a market participant's ability to generate economic
benefits by using the asset in its highest and best use or by selling
it to another market participant that would use the asset in its
highest and best use.
The Group uses valuation techniques that are appropriate in the
circumstances and for which sufficient data are available to
measure fair value, maximising the use of relevant observable
inputs and minimising the use of unobservable inputs.
All assets and liabilities for which fair value is measured or
disclosed in the financial statements are categorised within the
fair value hierarchy, described as follows, based on the lowestlevel input that is significant to the fair value measurement as a
whole:
•

•

•

Level 1: fair value measurements are those derived from
quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical
assets or liabilities;
Level 2: fair value measurements are those derived from
inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 which
are observable for the asset or liability, either directly or
indirectly; and
Level 3: fair value measurements are those derived from
valuation techniques which include inputs for the asset or
liability that are not based on observable market data.

For assets and liabilities that are recognised in the financial
statements on a recurring basis, the Group determines whether
transfers have occurred between levels in the hierarchy by
reassessing categorisation (based on the lowest-level input that is
significant to the fair value measurement as a whole) at the end
of each reporting period.
For the purpose of fair value disclosures, the Group has
determined classes of assets and liabilities based on the nature,

characteristics and risks of the asset or liability and the level of
the fair value hierarchy as explained above.

2.4.8 Provisions
General
Provisions are recognised when the Group has a present
obligation (legal or constructive) as a result of a past event, it is
probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic
benefits will be required to settle the obligation and a reliable
estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation. Where the
Group expects some or all of the provision to be reimbursed, for
example under an insurance contract, the reimbursement is
recognised as a separate asset but only when the reimbursement
is virtually certain. The expense relating to any provision is
recognised through profit and loss net of any reimbursement. If
the effect of the time value of money is material, provisions are
discounted using a current pre-tax rate that reflects, where
appropriate, the risks specific to the liability. Where discounting is
used, the increase in the provision due to the passage of time is
recognised as interest expense. The present obligation under
onerous contracts is recognised as a provision.

2.4.9 Asset retirement obligation
An asset retirement liability is recognised when the Group has a
present legal or constructive obligation as a result of past events,
and it is probable that an outflow of resources will be required to
settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate of the amount of
obligation can be made. A corresponding amount equivalent to
the obligation is also recognised as part of the cost of the related
production plant and equipment. The amount recognised in the
estimated cost of asset retirement, discounted to its present
value. Changes in the estimated timing of asset retirement or
asset retirement cost estimates are dealt with prospectively by
recording an adjustment to the provision, and a corresponding
adjustment to production plant and equipment. The unwinding of
the discount on the asset retirement provision is included as a
finance cost.

2.4.10 Income tax
Income tax expense represents the sum of the tax currently
payable and movement in deferred tax.

Current tax
Current income tax assets and liabilities for the current and prior
periods are measured at the amount expected to be recovered
from or paid to the taxation authorities. The tax rates and tax laws
used to compute the amount are those that are enacted or
substantively enacted by the reporting date, in the countries
where the Group operates and generates taxable income.
Current income tax relating to items recognised directly in equity
is recognised in equity and not in the income statement.
Management periodically evaluates positions taken in the tax
returns with respect to situations which applicable tax regulations
are subject to interpretation and established provisions where
appropriate.

Deferred tax
Deferred tax is provided using the liability method on temporary
differences at the reporting date between the tax bases of assets
and liabilities and their carrying amounts for financial reporting
purposes.
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Deferred income tax liabilities are recognised for all taxable
temporary differences, except:
•

•

Where the deferred tax liability arises from the initial
recognition of goodwill or of an asset or liability in a
transaction that is not a business combination and, at the time
of the transaction, affect neither the accounting profit nor
taxable profit or loss; and
In respect of taxable temporary differences associated with
investments in subsidiaries, associates and interest in joint
ventures, where the timing of the reversal of the temporary
differences can be controlled and it is probable that the
temporary differences will not reverse in the foreseeable
future.

Deferred tax assets are recognised for all deductible temporary
differences; carry forward to unused tax credits and unused tax
losses, to the extent that it is probable that future taxable profit
will be available against which the deductible temporary
differences and the carry forward of unused tax credits and
unused tax losses can be utilized except:
•

•

Where the deferred income tax asset relating to the
deductible temporary difference arises from the initial
recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction that is not a
business combination and, at the time of the transaction,
affects neither the accounting profit nor taxable profit or loss;
and
In respect of deductible temporary differences associate with
investments in subsidiaries, associate and interest in joint
ventures, deferred income tax assets are recognised only to
the extent that it is probable that the temporary differences
will reverse in the foreseeable future and taxable profit will be
available against which the temporary differences can be
utilized.

The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each
reporting date and reduced to the extent that it is no longer
probable that sufficient future taxable profit will be available to
allow all or part of the deferred tax asset to be utilized.
Unrecognized deferred tax assets are reassessed at each
reporting date and are recognized to the extent that it has
become probable that future taxable profit will allow the deferred
tax asset to be recovered.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates
that are expected to apply to the year when the asset is realized
or the liability is settled, based on tax rates (and tax laws) that
have been enacted or substantively enacted at the reporting date.
Deferred tax relating to items recognized directly in equity is
recognized in equity and not in the income statement.
Deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are offset, if a
legally enforceable right exists to set off current tax assets against
current tax liabilities and the deferred taxes relate to the same
taxable entity and the same taxation authority.
Tax benefits acquired as part of a business combination, but not
satisfying the criteria for separate recognition at that date, would
be recognised subsequently if new information about facts and
circumstances arose. The adjustment would either be treated as a
reduction to goodwill (as long as it does not exceed goodwill) if it
occurred during the measurement period or in profit or loss.

Production-sharing arrangements
According to the production-sharing arrangement (PSA) in certain
licenses, the share of the profit oil to which the government is
entitled in any calendar year in accordance with the PSA is
deemed to include a portion representing the corporate income
tax imposed upon and due by the Group. This amount will be paid
directly by the government on behalf of Group to the appropriate
tax authorities. This portion of income tax and revenue are
presented net in income statement.

Sales tax
Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount
of sales tax except:
Sales tax is recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of the
asset or as part of the expense item as applicable if the sales tax
incurred on a purchase of assets or services is not recoverable
from taxation authorities.
Receivables and payables that are stated with the amount of sales
tax included.
The net amount of sales tax recoverable from, or payable to,
taxation authorities is included as part of receivables or payables
in the statement of financial position.

2.4.11 Revenue recognition
Revenue from petroleum products
Revenue from the sale of crude oil is recognised when a customer
obtains control (“sales” or “lifting” method), normally this is when
title passes at point of delivery. Revenues from production of oil
properties are recognised based on actual volumes lifted and sold
to customers during the period. Where the Group has lifted and
sold more than the ownership interest, an accrual is recognised
for the cost of the overlift. Where the Group has lifted and sold
less than the ownership interest, costs are deferred for the
underlift. Overlift and underlift on the Consolidated statement of
financial position date are valued at production costs. Lifting
imbalances are a part of the operating cycle and as such classified
as other current liabilities/assets. Under a production sharing
contract, where the group is required to pay profit oil tax on
production of crude oil, such payment can either be settled (i) in
kind (where the government lift the crude it is entitled to); or (ii)
in cash (where the Group sells the crude and pays the taxes in
cash). The group presents a gross-up of the profit oil tax as an
income tax expense with a corresponding increase in oil and gas
revenues.
Revenue from test production is recognised as a direct off-set to
the capitalised cost of the exploration and evaluation asset.

Interest income and financial instruments measured at
amortised cost
Interest income is recognized on an accruals basis. For all financial
instruments measured at amortised cost and interest-bearing
financial assets classified as available for sale, interest income or
expense is recorded using the effective interest rate (EIR), which
is the rate that exactly discounts the estimated future cash
payments or receipts through the expected life of the financial
instrument or a shorter period, where appropriate, to the net
carrying amount of the financial asset or liability. Interest revenue
is included in finance income in income statement.
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2.4.12 Leases
Following the implementation of IFRS 16 Leases on 1 January
2019, the accounting policies for lease accounting for the Group
have changed. Relevant accounting policies applied throughout
2019, including policy choices made, are described in Note 21
Leases.

2.4.13 Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment not associated with exploration
and production activities are carried at cost less accumulated
depreciation. These assets are also evaluated for impairment.
Depreciation of other assets is calculated on a straight-line basis
as follows:
Computer equipment:

20-33.33%

Furniture, Fixtures & fittings: 10-33.33%

2.4.14 Inventories
Inventories, consisting of crude oil, and drilling and maintenance
materials, are stated at the lower of cost and net realisable value.
Costs comprise costs of purchase, costs of conversion and other
costs incurred in bringing the inventories to their present location
and condition. Weighted average cost is used to determine the
cost of ordinarily inter-changeable items.

2.4.15 Defined contribution pension plan
The Group pays contributions into a defined contribution plan.
Obligations for contributions to defined contribution pension
plans are recognised as an expense in the income statement in
the periods during which services are rendered by employees.

2.4.16 Share-based payment transactions
Employees (including senior executives) of the Group may receive
remuneration in the form of share-based payment transactions,
whereby employees render services as consideration for equity
instruments (equity-settled transactions).

Equity-settled transactions
The cost of equity-settled transactions is recognised, together
with a corresponding increase in additional paid in capital reserve
in equity, over the period in which the performance and/or
service conditions are fulfilled. The cumulative expense
recognised for equity-settled transactions at each reporting date
until the vesting date reflects the extent to which the vesting
period has expired and the Group’s best estimate of the number
of equity instruments that will ultimately vest. The income
statement expense or credit for a period represents the
movement in cumulative expense recognised as at the beginning
and end of that period and is recognised in share-based payments
expense.
No expense is recognised for awards that do not ultimately vest,
except for equity-settled transactions for which vesting are
conditional upon a market or non-vesting condition. These are
treated as vesting irrespective of whether or not the market or
non-vesting condition is satisfied, provided that all other
performance and/or service conditions are satisfied.
When the terms of an equity-settled transaction award are
modified, the minimum expense recognised is the expense as if
the terms had not been modified, if the original terms of the
award are met. An additional expense is recognised for any
modification that increases the total fair value of the share-based

payment transaction, or is otherwise beneficial to the employee
as measured at the date of modification.
When an equity-settled award is cancelled, it is treated as if it
vested on the date of cancellation, and any expense not yet
recognised for the award is recognised immediately. This includes
any award where non-vesting conditions within the control of
either the entity or the employee are not met. However, if a new
award is substituted for the cancelled award, and designated as a
replacement award on the date that it is granted, the cancelled
and new awards are treated as if they were a modification of the
original award, as described in the previous paragraph.
The dilutive effect of outstanding options is reflected as additional
share dilution in the computation of diluted earnings per share.

2.4.17 Impairment of non-oil and gas interests
Non-financial assets
Assets that are subject to amortisation or depreciation are
reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes in
circumstances indicate that the carrying amount may not be
recoverable. Goodwill is assessed for impairment on an annual
basis. An impairment loss is recognised for the amount by which
the asset’s carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount. The
recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs
to sell and value in use. In assessing value in use, the estimated
future cash flows are discounted to their present value using a
pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market assessments of
the time value of money and the risks specific to the asset. For
the purposes of assessing impairment, assets are grouped at the
lowest levels for which there are separately identifiable cash
inflows (cash-generating units). Non-financial assets that were
previously impaired are reviewed for possible reversal of the
impairment at each reporting date.
A previously recognised impairment loss is reversed only if there
has been a change in the estimates used to determine the asset’s
recoverable amount since the last impairment loss was
recognised. If that is the case, the carrying amount of the asset is
increased to its recoverable amount. That increased amount
cannot exceed the carrying amount that would have been
determined, net of depreciation, had no impairment loss been
recognised for the asset in prior years. Such a reversal is
recognised in the income statement. After such a reversal the
depreciation charge is adjusted in future periods to allocate the
asset’s revised carrying amount, less any residual value, on a
systematic basis over its remaining useful life.

Financial assets
Assets carried at amortised cost
If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss on assets
carried at amortised cost has been incurred, the amount of the
loss is measured as the difference between the assets’ carrying
amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows
(excluding future expected credit losses that have not been
incurred) discounted at the financial asset’s original effective
interest rate (i.e. the effective interest rate computed at initial
recognition). The carrying amount of the asset is reduced through
use of an allowance account. The amount of the loss shall be
recognised in the income statement.
If, in a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss
decreases and the decrease can be related objectively to an event
occurring after the impairment was recognised, the previously
recognised impairment loss is reversed, to the extent that the
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carrying value of the asset does not exceed its amortised cost at
the reversal date, any subsequent reversal of an impairment loss
is recognised in the income statement.

2.4.18 Current versus non-current classification
The Group presents assets and liabilities in the statement of
financial position based on current/non-current classification. An
asset is current when it is either:
•
•
•
•

Expected to be realised or intended to be sold or consumed in
the normal operating cycle
Held primarily for the purpose of trading
Expected to be realised within 12 months after the reporting
period
Cash or cash equivalent unless restricted from being
exchanged or used to settle a liability for at least 12 months
after the reporting period

All other assets are classified as non-current.
A liability is current when either:
•
•
•
•

It is expected to be settled in the normal operating cycle
It is held primarily for the purpose of trading
It is due to be settled within 12 months after the reporting
period
There is no unconditional right to defer the settlement of the
liability for at least 12 months after the reporting period

Other standards, amendments to standards and
interpretations of standards
Other standards, amendments to standards, and interpretations
of standards, issued but not yet effective, are either not expected
to materially impact Panoro’s Consolidated financial statements,
or are not expected to be relevant to Panoro's Consolidated
financial statements upon adoption.
The Group has not early adopted any other standard,
interpretation or amendment that was issued but is not yet
effective.

NOTE 3: OPERATING SEGMENTS
The Group operated predominantly in two business segments
being the exploration and production of oil and gas in North
Africa (Tunisia) and West Africa (Gabon).
As noted above, from December 2019, the business in Nigeria is
classified as a “Discontinued Operation” and as an "Asset held for
sale”. Segment information has therefore been re-arranged in line
with reporting requirements for such item.
The Group’s reportable segments, for both management and
financial reporting purposes, are as follows:
•

- Sfax Offshore Exploration Permit: Panoro Tunisia Exploration
AS (Operator, 52.5%* interest net to Panoro)
- The Hammamet Offshore Exploration Permit: Medco
(Operator), Panoro Tunisia Exploration AS (27.6%* interest net
to Panoro), under relinquishment
- TPS Assets: ETAP, 51% and Panoro TPS Production GmbH, 49%
(29.4%* interest net to Panoro).

The Group classifies all other liabilities as non-current. Deferred
tax assets and liabilities are classified as non-current assets and
liabilities.

Note 2.5: New and amended standards and
interpretations
As noted above, Panoro implemented IFRS 16 with effect from 1
January 2019. Refer to Note 21 for further information about
implementation of the standard, the policy and implementation
choices made and the IFRS 16 implementation impact.
Other standard amendments or interpretations of standards
effective as of 1 January 2019 and adopted by Panoro, were not
material to the Group’s Consolidated financial statements upon
adoption.

Note 2.6: Standards issued but not yet effective
At the date of these Consolidated financial statements, the
following standards, amendments to standards and
interpretations of standards applicable to Panoro have been
issued, but were not yet effective.

IFRS 3 Business combinations amendments
The amendments to IFRS 3, issued in October 2018 and effective
from 1 January 2020, introduce clarification to the definition of a
business. The amendments also establish an optional test to
identify a concentration of fair value that, if applied and met,
would lead to the conclusion that an acquired set of activities and
assets is not a business. The amendments are to be applied for
relevant transactions that occur on or after the implementation
date, and Panoro will implement the amendments accordingly

The North African segment holds the following assets:

* Figures only represent net participation interest in proportion to
Panoro’s equity holding in Sfax Petroleum Corporation AS.
•

The West African segment holds the following assets:
- The Dussafu licence representing the Group’s 7.4997% working
interest in the Dussafu Marin exploration licence in Gabon.**

** Tullow exercised their 10% back-in right in the licence on 17
December 2019, Panoro’s interest therefore reduced from
8.3333% to 7.4997%
•

•

The ‘Corporate and others’ category consists of head office
and service company operations that are not directly
attributable to the other segments. Further, it also includes
the residual corporate business in Brazil which is expected to
be dormant in the foreseeable future.
Discontinued Operations and Assets held for sale:
- OML113-Aje represents the Group’s 12.1913% revenue
interest, 16.255% paying interest and 6.502% participating
interest) in the OML113-Aje exploration licence in Nigeria.

Management monitors the operating results of business
segments separately for the purpose of making decisions about
resources to be allocated and of assessing performance. Segment
performance is evaluated based on capital and general
expenditure. Details of group segments are reported below.
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Details of Group segments are reported below:
2019
Corporate
(1,538)

Total continuing
operations
46,778
24,611

Aje-OML 113
discontinued
operations
8,046
377

Total
54,824
24,988

(3,574)

(344)

(6,979)

(3,011)

(9,990)

-

-

8,145

8,000

16,145

USD 000
Revenue (net) *
EBITDA

West
Africa
26,688
14,722

North
Africa
20,090
11,427

Depreciation

(3,061)
8,145

Impairment (charge)/reversal
Profit/(loss) before tax

19,669

2,791

(3,615)

18,845

4,822

23,667

Net Profit/(loss)

16,579

(6,830)

(4,381)

5,368

4,822

10,190

Segment assets **

49,175

69,844

12,572

131,591

20,925

152,516

9,691

2,042

-

11,733

-

11,733

USD 000

West
Africa

North
Africa

Corporate

Total continuing
operations

Aje-OML 113
discontinued
operations

Total

Revenue (net) *

3,493

-

-

3,493

9,474

12,967

EBITDA

(961)

(1,402)

(1,443)

(3,806)

1,897

(1,909)

Depreciation

(176)

(65)

(45)

(286)

(3,282)

(3,568)

-

-

-

-

-

-

Profit/(loss) before tax

(1,191)

(777)

(2,175)

(4,143)

(1,944)

(6,087)

Net Profit/(loss)

(2,068)

(777)

(2,318)

(5,163)

(1,944)

(7,107)

Segment assets **

47,418

65,481

12,158

125,057

-

125,057

Additions to licences, production, E&E and
development assets

17,708

49,098

-

66,806

-

66,806

Additions to licences, production, E&E and
development assets

2018

Impairment

*

Revenue excludes any intercompany revenue.

** Refer to Note 13 for segment assets related to discontinued operations (OML 113, Aje)

Revenue from major sources from continuing operations:
2019

2018

42,968

2,616

Other revenue

3,810

877

Total revenue

46,778

3,493

USD 000
Oil revenue (net)

There are no differences in the nature of measurement methods used on segment level compared with the consolidated financial
statements. The oil revenue from continuing operations in 2019 relates to sale of hydrocarbons from two assets, TPS in Tunisia and Dussafu
in Gabon. The Group has local obligations in Tunisia and 20% of produced volumes are sold to the Tunisian State Oil Company, Entreprise
Tunisienne D’ Activites Petrolieres (ETAP) in order to fulfil the Group’s domestic market obligations. All international sales of the Group
during 2019 were to a single customer, Mercuria Energy Trading SA, through a crude marketing agreement. All sales in 2019 from the
Group’s production from Dussafu in Gabon arose from two key customers.
The oil revenue from continuing operations in 2018 related to sale of hydrocarbons from one asset, Dussafu in Gabon. All sales in 2018
arose from one key customer.
Under the terms of the Dussafu PSC, State profit oil is estimated and shown as other revenue with a corresponding amount as income tax.
There are no other items included in other revenue for both periods presented.
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NOTE 4: OPERATING RESULT
Operating profit is stated after charging/ (crediting):
USD 000

2019

2018

3,140

1,718

9

6,979

3,568

9.4

(8,145)

-

-

236

1,106

965

Note

Employee benefits expense
Depreciation
Impairment and asset write-off/(reversal)
Operating lease payments
Non-recurring costs (i)
(i)

Non-recurring costs during 2019 include USD 0.5 million for organisational restructure in Tunisia. The remainder of the non-recurring
costs in 2019 relate to integration activities and costs incurred for an internal restructuring to streamline the group structure. Nonrecurring costs in 2018 were primarily related to the Tunisian asset acquisitions. Non-recurring costs are expensed as incurred and
reported separately from recurring G&A costs for comparative purposes.

Note 4.1: Employee benefit expenses
General and administrative expenses include wages, employers’ contribution and other compensation as detailed below:
USD 000

2019

2018

Salaries

2,495

1,330

Employers contribution

339

186

Pension costs

213

110

93

93

3,140

1,718

2019

2018

23

31

Other compensation
Total
The number of employees in the Group as at year end is detailed below:

Number of employees

The number of employees does not include temporary contract staff and personnel employed by joint ventures where the group is
participating as non-operated partner.

Note 4.2: Board of Directors statement on remuneration of executives
Statement for the current year (2019)
In accordance with the Norwegian Public Limited Liability Companies Act §6-16a, the Board of Directors must prepare a statement on
remuneration of executives. This statement can be referred to on page 81 of this report.
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Note 4.3: Management remuneration
Executive management consists of the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and two other Named Executives as
described below. Current Executive management remuneration is summarized below:
2019

Short term benefits

Total

Number of RSUs
awarded
in 2019

Fair value of
RSUs expensed

Salary

Bonus

Benefits

Pension
costs

John Hamilton, CEO

417

191

11

10

629

197,280

366

Qazi Qadeer, CFO

259

123

5

16

403

63,315

123

515

123

9

16

663

124,765

159

1,191

437

25

42

1,695

385,360

648

USD 000 (unless stated otherwise)

Other Named Executives (vi)
Total

2018

Short term benefits
Salary

Bonus

Benefits

Pension
costs

Total

Number of RSUs
awarded in 2018

Fair value of
RSUs expensed

John Hamilton, CEO

375

99

10

36

520

196,304

170

Qazi Qadeer, CFO

236

48

5

23

312

63,002

67

Other Named Executives (vi)

236

51

5

24

316

63,002

60

Total

847

198

20

83

1,148

322,308

297

USD 000 (unless stated otherwise)

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Under the terms of employment, the CEO and the CFO in general is required to give at least six month’s written notice prior to leaving
Panoro. Other Named Executives have notice periods between three and six months.
Per the respective terms of employment, the CEO is entitled to 12 months of base salary in the event of a change of control; whereby a
tender offer is made or consummated for the ownership of more than 50% or more of the outstanding voting securities of the
Company; or the Company is merged or consolidated with another corporation and as a result of such merger or consolidation less
than 50.1% of the outstanding voting securities of the surviving entity or resulting corporation are owned in the aggregate by the
persons, by the entities or persons who were shareholders of the Company immediately prior to such merger or consolidation; or the
Company sells substantially all of its assets to another corporation that is not a wholly owned subsidiary. The CFO is entitled to 6
months of base salary in the event of a change of control.
In July 2019, 497,437 Restricted Share Units were awarded under and in accordance with the Company’s RSU scheme to the employees
of the Company under the long-term incentive compensation plan approved by the shareholders. One Restricted Share Unit (“RSU”)
entitles the holder to receive one share of capital stock of the Company against payment in cash of the par value for the share. The par
value is currently NOK 0.05 per share. Vesting of the RSUs is time based. The standard vesting period is 3 years, where 1/3 of the RSUs
vest after one year, 1/3 vest after 2 years, and the final 1/3 vest after 3 years from grant. The Board of Directors, at its discretion can
grant a non-standard vesting period which was the case in 2018 grants where 1/3 units are vesting in June 2020 (the “First Tranche”),
1/3 vest after 1 year of the vesting of the First Tranche, and the final 1/3 vest after 2 years from vesting of the First Tranche. RSUs vest
automatically at the respective vesting dates and the holder will be issued the applicable number of shares as soon as possible
thereafter
All salaries, bonuses and benefit payments have been expensed as incurred.
All bonuses were approved by the Board of Directors.
Remuneration details for Other Named Executives include Mr. Richard Morton (Technical Director) and Mr. Nigel McKim (Projects
Director) for the year 2019 and only Mr. Richard Morton for the year 2018.

Refer to Note 17 for further information on the Restricted Share Units scheme.
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Note 4.4: Board of Directors remuneration
The remuneration of the members of the Board is determined on a yearly basis by the Company at its annual general meeting. The directors
may also be reimbursed for, inter alia, travelling, hotel and other expenses incurred by them in attending meetings of the directors or in
connection with the business of Panoro Energy ASA. A director who has been given a special assignment, besides his/her normal duties as a
director of the Board, in relation to the business of Panoro Energy ASA may be paid such extra remuneration as the directors may
determine.
Remuneration to members of the Board of Directors is summarized below:
2019

2018

Julien Balkany (Chairman of the Board of Directors)

64

69

Torstein Sanness (Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors)

43

42

Alexandra Herger

39

42

Garrett Soden

39

42

Hilde Ådland

39

42

224

236

USD 000

Total

The Chairman of the Board of Directors’ annual remuneration is NOK 460,000 and the annual remuneration for the Deputy Chairman of the
Board is NOK 300,000. The remaining Directors’ annual remuneration is NOK 240,000. All Board Members also form the Audit Committee
and Remuneration Committee for which they each receive NOK 50,000 annually per committee. No loans have been given to, or guarantees
given on the behalf of, any members of the Management Group, the Board or other elected corporate bodies.

Note 4.5: Pension plan
The Company is required to have an occupational pension scheme in accordance with the Norwegian law on required occupational pension
(“Lov om obligatorisk tjenestepensjon”). The Company contributes to an external defined contribution scheme and therefore no pension
liability is recognised in the statement of financial position. As of 31 December 2019, the Company had no employees at parent company
level and this pension plan is no longer in operation (31 December 2018: Nil).
In the UK, the Company’s subsidiary that employs staff, contributes a fixed amount per Company policy in an external defined contribution
scheme. As such, no pension liability is recognised in the statement of financial position in relation to the Company’s London based
employees. No occupational pension scheme is mandated in Tunisia. Companies are required to pay a fixed percentage of gross salary of
each employee as “social security” to the government authorities, in addition to a fixed deduction from gross monthly salary as employee
contribution. As such, no pension liability is recognised in the statement of financial position for these deductions.
Refer to Note 4.1 for the contributions made to the external defined scheme for 2019 and 2018.
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Note 4.6: Auditors’ remuneration
Fees, excluding VAT, to the auditors are included in general and administrative expense and are shown below:
2019

2018

Statutory Audit

170

160

Total Audit Services

170

160

Corporate financial services including pre-acquisition due diligence

-

358

Total non-audit services

-

358

170

518

USD 000

2019

2018

Unrealised (gain) / loss on commodity hedges (Note 18)

1,837

(756)

Realised (gain) / loss on commodity hedges (Note 18)

980

-

Interest income from placements and deposits

(38)

(49)

2,549

75

Interest expense - Bank guarantee

205

-

Other financial costs - Bank charges and ARO unwinding

559

46

6,092

(684)

USD 000
Ernst & Young

Non-audit Services

Total

NOTE 5: FINANCE INCOME, INTEREST EXPENSE AND OTHER CHARGES
Interest costs net of (income)/expense

Interest expense - Loans and borrowings

Total - Net (income) / expense

Note 5.1: Loans and borrowings
Note 5.1.1 Mercuria senior secured loan
On 13 December 2018, the Group entered into an agreement with Mercuria Assets Holdings (Hong Kong) Ltd (“Mercuria”), whereby
Mercuria provided PTP (60% owned by Panoro) an acquisition loan facility comprising: i) a Senior Secured Loan facility of USD 16.2 million
(USD 27 million gross), and ii) an additional Junior Loan facility for a further USD 4.8 million (USD 8 million gross). The Senior Secured Loan
facility was fully drawn in December 2018. The Junior Loan facility was available for up to six months from 17 December 2018. In May 2019,
the Group opted to cancel the Junior loan facility. The Senior Loan facility initially had term of 5 years with interest charged at USD 3-month
LIBOR plus 6% on quarterly amounts drawn, with repayments due each quarter. Interest of USD 0.4 million (USD 0.6 million gross) was
accrued up to 31 December 2019 (31 December 2018: USD 0.06 million).
On 25 June 2019, the Group and Mercuria mutually agreed to make minor adjustments to the Facility terms, resulting in the Facility amount
increasing by USD 2.5 million (USD 4.1 million gross) to USD 18.7 million (USD 30 million gross). As part of the security package for the
enhanced facility size, shares in Panoro Energy AS (holding company for Panoro Tunisia Exploration AS) have been pledged as collateral. The
amended Senior Loan facility has a term of 5 years from 30 June 2019 with interest charged at USD 3-month LIBOR plus 6% on the balance
outstanding, with repayments due each quarter.
Key financial covenants were unchanged as a result of the amendment and are required to be tested at the end of every 3-month period.
These covenants, applicable at levels of the borrower group as defined in the loan documentation, include the following:
(i) Field life coverage ratio (FLCR): 1.50x
(ii) Minimum cash balance of USD 2.1 million (USD 3.5 million gross) to be maintained at all times in the collection account of Panoro TPS
Production GmbH
(iii) Debt service coverage ratio (DSCR): between 1.15x and 1.25x subject to specifications in the loan agreement.
(iv) Liquidity Test: Customary to the loan instrument.
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With the exception of waivers obtained from the lender with respect to forward looking FLCR and DSCR covenants, the Group was not in
breach of any financial covenants as at any of the balance sheet dates presented. Un-amortised borrowing costs include structuring fees
and directly attributable third-party costs. These costs are expensed using an effective interest rate of 9.8% per annum over the term of the
remaining term of the facility (effective interest rate 31 December 2018: 10.2%).
Security package for the original Senior Secured loan comprised a Guarantee from Panoro Energy ASA, share pledge over shares in Panoro
TPS Production GmbH and from Sfax Petroleum Corporation AS, shareholder and intercompany loans (subordinated at all times), rights
under hedging agreements, and the Account Management Agreement (for the Collection Account), negative pledge over the assets. In an
event, the guarantee placed by Panoro Energy ASA is called upon, the shareholders’ agreement with Beender for the ownership on Sfax
Petroleum Corporation AS provides that Sfax Petroleum Corporation AS shall indemnify Panoro Energy ASA. If Sfax Petroleum Corporation
AS is unable to indemnify, Panoro Energy ASA, such indemnification, pro rata to its ownership, shall be made by Beender. As part of the
amendment in June 2019 as noted above, the security package for the enhanced facility size was amended to also include a pledge over the
shares in Panoro Energy AS (holding company for Panoro Tunisia Exploration AS).
Current and non-current portion of the outstanding balance of the Mercuria Senior Secured facility as of the date of the statement of
financial position attributable to Panoro’s 60% ownership is as follows:
31 December 2019

USD 000
Current

Non-current

3,600

13,380

31 December 2018
Total

Current

Non-Current

Total

Mercuria Senior Secured loan facility

Principal outstanding

16,980

2,640

13,560

16,200

Accumulated interest accrued

352

-

352

66

-

66

Unamortised borrowing costs

(155)

(289)

(444)

101

(369)

(268)

3,797

13,091

16,888

2,807

13,191

15,998

5.1.2. BW Energy non-recourse loan
The Group has in place a non-recourse loan from BW Energy in relation to the funding of the Dussafu development. The loan bears interest
at 7.5% per annum on outstanding balance, compounded annually. The balance outstanding at each balance sheet date presented is as
below:
31 December 2019

USD 000

31 December 2018

Current

Non-current

Total

Principal outstanding

3,368

3,380

6,748

3,108

9,392

12,500

Accumulated interest accrued

1,361

-

1,361

643

-

643

4,729

3,380

8,109

3,751

9,392

13,143

Current

Non-Current

Total

BW Energy Non-Recourse loan

The loan is repayable through Panoro’s allocation of the cost oil in accordance with the Dussafu PSC, after paying for the proportionate field
operating expenses and as such the loan is classified as current or non-current based on expected field production and lifting schedule at a
reasonable oil price assumption at the time of making such classification. During the repayment phase, Panoro is still entitled to its share of
profit oil, as defined in the PSC, from the Dussafu operations.
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NOTE 6: INCOME TAX
Income tax
The major components of income tax in the consolidated statement of comprehensive income related to continuing and discontinued
operations were:
2019

2018

Current income tax (i)

7,598

-

PSC based Profit Oil allocation – current (ii)

3,810

877

Deferred tax expense / (benefit) (iii)

2,024

-

45

-

13,477

877

USD 000
Income Taxes

Tax relating to prior years income
Tax charge / (benefit) for the period

(i) Current income tax primarily comprises of tax on income from Tunisian operation.
(ii) Under the terms of the Dussafu PSC, the estimated value of the State profit oil is reflected in other revenue (Note 3), with a
corresponding amount as income tax.
(iii) Deferred tax liability recognised has arisen on temporary differences between tax base and accounting base of the production assets in
Tunisia and have been calculated using the effective tax rate applicable to the concession.
(iv) All costs for Brazil including taxes, disclosed as discontinued operations in the 2018 annual report, being of low materiality, have been
reclassified in the prior year to general costs under continuing activities.
(v) Tax rates in Tunisia vary by permit and concession and ranges between 50% to 60% applicable to the respective concession’s taxable
income.
A reconciliation of the income tax expense applicable to the accounting profit before tax at the statutory income tax rate to the expense at
the Group’s effective income tax rate is as follows:
2019

2018

18,845

(4,286)

4,822

(1,944)

23,667

(6,230)

Tax calculated at domestic tax rates applicable to profits in the respective countries

8,798

(2,034)

Expenses not deductible

1,891

1,509

Expenses deductible for tax

(435)

(386)

Deferred tax arising on taxable temporary differences

2,024

-

PSC based Profit Oil allocation

3,810

877

(2,656)

930

Prior year adjustment

45

-

Tax charge / (benefit)

13,477

877

USD 000
Profit/ (loss) before taxation – continuing operations
Profit / (loss) before taxation – discontinued operations
Profit / (loss) before taxation - total

Tax effect of losses not utilised in the period

Tax Liabilities
Tax liabilities payable of USD 5 million as of 31 December 2019 comprised of taxes payable in Tunisia for 2019 production from various
concessions. As of 31 December 2018, tax liabilities due of USD 5.8 million includes taxes payable in Tunisia from 2018 production and
corporate activities in the business.

Deferred tax
Deferred tax liability recognised during the year is arising on taxable temporary differences between accounting and tax bases of property,
plant and equipment in Tunisia. Effective tax rate of the respective petroleum concessions has been used to calculate such liability. The
deferred tax liability of USD 2 million as of 31 December 2019 is classified as non-current based on the current expectation of timing of such
taxes. These are ring fenced against taxable income from the respective concessions in Tunisia.
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There are no recognised deferred tax assets in the Group financial statements as of 31 December 2019 (31 December 2018: Nil).
Deferred tax assets are recognised for tax losses carry-forwards to the extent that the realization of the related tax benefits through future
taxable profits is probable. The Group did not recognise deferred income tax assets of USD 9.2 million (2018: USD 12 million) in respect of
losses that can be carried forward against future taxable income.
The Group has provisional accumulated tax losses as of year-end that may be available to offset against future taxable income; all losses are
available indefinitely and have been included in the table below.
2019

2018

Panoro Energy ASA

30,166

41,439

Sfax Petroleum Corporation (at 60%)

11,430

4,588

Total

41,596

58,272

USD 000

The tax losses in Norway are currently provisional in nature and subject to assessment.

NOTE 7: BASIC AND DILUTED EARNINGS PER SHARE
Basic earnings or loss per ordinary share amounts are calculated using net profit or loss for the period attributable to ordinary equity
holders of the parent divided by the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding during the period.
Diluted earnings per share amounts are calculated using the net profit attributable to ordinary equity holders of the Company divided by the
weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding during the period plus the weighted average number of ordinary shares that
would be issued on the conversion of dilutive potential ordinary shares into ordinary shares.
2019

2018

10,190

(7,107)

5,368

(5,163)

Weighted average number of shares outstanding - in thousands

63,523

45,437

Diluted weighted average number of shares outstanding - in thousands

64,402

45,437

Basic earnings per share (USD) - Total

0.16

(0.16)

Diluted earnings per share (USD) - Total

0.16

(0.16)

Basic earnings per share (USD) - Continuing operations

0.08

(0.11)

Diluted earnings per share (USD) - Continuing operations

0.08

(0.11)

Amounts in USD 000, unless otherwise stated
Net profit/(loss) attributable to equity holders - Total
Net profit/(loss) attributable to equity holders - Continuing operations
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NOTE 8: LICENSES, EXPLORATION AND EVALUATION ASSETS, DEVELOPMENT ASSETS
2019
Licences, exploration
and evaluation assets

Development assets

61,039

27,942

3,622

5,895

Disposal (Tullow back-in)*

-

(612)

Transfer to Production Assets

-

-

(44,901)

-

-

-

At 31 December 2019

19,760

33,225

Accumulated impairment
At 1 January 2019

45,842

27,310

Impairment charge/(reversal) – Dussafu

(8,145)

-

(37,697)

-

-

27,310

19,760

5,915

Licences, exploration
and evaluation assets

Development assets

59,438

29,004

1,601

14,024

Transfer to Production Assets

-

(15,718)

Transfer to Assets Held for Sale

-

-

Additions through Acquisition (Note 12.3)

-

632

At 31 December 2018

61,039

27,942

Accumulated impairment
At 1 January 2018

45,842

27,310

USD 000
Historical cost
At 1 January 2019
Additions

Transfer to Assets Held for Sale
Additions through Acquisition (Note 12.3)

Transfer to Assets Held for Sale
At 31 December 2019
Net carrying value at 31 December 2019

2018
USD 000
Historical cost
At 1 January 2018
Additions

Impairment charge/(reversal)

-

-

At 31 December 2018

45,842

27,310

Net carrying value at 31 December 2018

15,197

632

* As noted earlier, Tullow Oil Gabon SA exercised their back-in to the Dussafu permit in December 2019, resulting in Panoro’s interest reducing
from 8.3333% to 7.4997%. Identifiable asset values were correspondingly reduced to reflect the disposal, resulting in a net loss on disposal of USD
0.3 million.
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Licence
area

Panoro’s
interest

OML 113

6.502%
participating
interest,
12.1913%
entitlement to
revenue stream
and 16.255%
paying interest
(Held for Sale)

Nigeria

Dussafu
Marin
permit*

7.4997%

Gabon

Sfax
Offshore
Exploration
Permit**

52.5% (Operator)
– excluding
Beender’s 40%

Hammamet
Offshore
Exploration
Permit

27.6% - excluding
Beender’s 40%

Country

Production rights represent the fair value of production rights
acquired in 2018 and determined by the Purchase Price
Allocation, determined as part of the OMV Transaction – see Note
12.3.

Expiry of
current phase

NOTE 9: TANGIBLE ASSETS
August 2038

Note 9.1: Production Assets and Equipment
USD 000

Tunisia

Tunisia

Ten years from
commencement
of production

December 2018

Under
relinquishment

TPS Assets:

Additions
Disposal (Tullow back-in)
Adjustments to asset retirement
estimates
Transfer to Assets Held for Sale
Transfer from Development
Assets
Additions through Acquisition
(Note 12.3)
At 31 December
Accumulated impairment
At 1 January

Cercina

February 2024

Cercina
South

November 2034

Gremda /
El Ain **

Historical cost
At 1 January

Transfer to Assets held for Sale
29.4% - excluding
Beender’s 40%

Tunisia

December 2018

(1,934)

-

587

-

(62,876)

-

-

15,718

-

17,385

35,266

97,273

48,241

48,241

(48,241)

48,241

7,420

3,962

(10,256)

-

Disposal (Tullow back-in)

(317)

-

Depreciation charge for the year

7,440

3,458

At 31 December

4,287

7,420

30,979

41,612

January 2023

Transfer to Assets held for Sale

Net carrying value at 31
December

* Production assets at 31 December 2019 include capitalised
borrowing costs of USD 309,000 (31 December 2018: USD 643,000)
relating to the BW Energy Non-Recourse loan for the Dussafu
development.

Note 9.2: Impairment in Oil and Gas Interests

Note 8.1: Production rights

Dussafu, Gabon
2019

2018

Acquisition cost
At 1 January

31,082

-

Depreciation charge for the year

(2,206)

-

-

31,082

28,876

31,082

At 31 December

2,065

-

Rhemoura

Additions through Acquisition (Note 12.3)

62,105

2,216

-

Accumulated depreciation
At 1 January

USD 000

97,273

At 31 December

June 2033

** In process of being renewed.

2018

Impairment charge/(reversal)

Guebiba

* The third Exploration Phase under the Dussafu Marin Production
Sharing Contract (“PSC”) expired on 27 May 2016. The Ruche area
Exclusive Exploitation Authorization (“EEA”) under the Dussafu
Marin PSC was granted on 14 July 2014 and is effective from that
date until ten years from the date of commencement of
production. If, at the end of this ten-year term commercial
exploitation is still possible from the Ruche area, the EEA shall be
renewed at the contractor’s request for a further period of five
years. Subsequent to this, the EEA may be renewed a second time
for a further period of five years.

2019

The Group has a 7.4997% interest in the Dussafu Permit, offshore
Gabon.
An impairment reversal of USD 8.1 million was recognized in 2019
in relation to the Group's interest in the Dussafu permit, offshore
Gabon. This resulted from a positive revision in economic
evaluations including an independent reserves upgrade, which
attribute higher recoverable amounts on both 1P and 2P profiles
and the sanction of Phase II of the development. The total
carrying value for Dussafu at 30 June 2019 (at the time such
assessment), after taking into account the impairment reversal
was USD 36.1 million. The net recoverable value was determined
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on a Value in Use ('VIU') basis using a discounted cash flow model,
which exceeded the carrying value at 30 June 2019, after taking
into account the reversal. The reversal represents the entire
eligible costs that had been impaired in previous years, adjusted
for changes in the Group’s ownership interest. Present value of
projected cash flows over the economic life of the asset were
adjusted to risks specific to the asset and discounted using a pretax discount rate of 13.5%. This post-tax discount rate was
derived from the Group’s estimate of discount rates that might be
applied by active market participants and adjusted, where
applicable, to take into account any specific risks relating to the
region where the asset is located.

Current production is stable at around 4,000 barrels of oil per day
gross.

In determining VIU it is necessary to make a series of assumptions
to estimate future cash flows including volumes, price assumption
and cost estimates. Economically recoverable reserves and
resources are based on NSAI and project plans based on Operator
sourced information, supported by the evaluation work
undertaken by appropriately qualified persons within the Joint
Venture. The impairment test is most sensitive to the following
assumptions; discount rates, oil and gas prices, reserve estimates
and project risk. As of the date of the financial statements there is
no expectation of possible changes in any of the above key
assumptions that would cause the carrying value of the Dussafu
asset to materially exceed its recoverable amount.

Therefore, management do not consider there to any impairment
indicators to indicate that the carrying value of the assets may be
impaired as at 31 December 2019.

Sfax Offshore Exploration Permit, Tunisia
The Group has an interest in Sfax Offshore Exploration Permit
(SOEP) in Tunisia since its acquisition in 2018.
Qualifying directly attributable costs have been capitalised as
licence and exploration assets during the year following the
Group’s firm plan to drill an exploration well at the Salloum West
prospect within SOEP to discharge the licence obligation.
Placement of a bank guarantee to cover the estimated cost of the
unfulfilled drilling obligation is seem by management as a
demonstration of the intent to drill the well.

TPS Assets, Tunisia
The Group completed the acquisition of its share of interest in
TPS Assets, comprising of Cercina, Cercina Sud, Rhemoura, El
Ain/Gremda and El Hajeb/Guebiba concessions in December
2018.

Production from the TPS assets during 2019 amounted to 1.35
MMbbls gross, which is approximately 0.34 MMbbls net to
Panoro.
In February 2020 GCA certified (3rd party) reserves and resources
from the fields as of end December 2019. These gross reserves
amount to 1P Proved Reserves of 10.8 MMbbls, 2P Proved plus
Probable Reserves of 17.0 MMbbls and 3P Proved plus Probable
plus Possible reserves of 22.8 MMbbls.

OML 113 (Aje), Nigeria (Discontinued)
On 21 October 2019, the Company entered into a sale and
purchase agreement with PetroNor E&P Limited (“PetroNor”), an
exploration & production oil and gas company listed on the Oslo
Axess, to divest all outstanding shares in its fully owned
subsidiaries Pan-Petroleum Services Holding BV and PanPetroleum Nigeria Holding BV (together referred to as “Divested
Subsidiaries”) for an upfront consideration consisting of the
allotment and issue of new PetroNor shares with a fixed value of
USD 10 million (the “Share Consideration”) plus a contingent
consideration of up to USD 25 million based on future gas
production volumes. PetroNor has an option to pay a portion of
the Share Consideration in cash.
Following agreement to sell the Divested Subsidiaries, the Group’s
interest in such subsidiaries have also been designated as Assets
held for sale as of 31 December 2019. See Note 13 below for
more details.
At the date of designation for held for sale during 2019, an
assessment was made to determine the fair value of the assets
and liabilities of the Divested Subsidiaries. As a result, based on
fair value less costs to sell principle, a reversal of historical
impairment charges of USD 8 million on account of Aje has been
made. The impairment reversal has been allocated in proportion
of pre- reversal carrying value of licence and exploration assets
and production assets and equipment.

Sensitivities to change in assumptions
In general, adverse changes in key assumptions could result in recognition of impairment charges. Since there are no charges during the
year, the sensitivities have not been presented in these financial statements. The Group will continue to test its assets for impairment
where indications are identified and may in future recognise impairment charges or reversals.
The breakdown of the net impairment (reversal)/expense for continuing operations is:
2019

2018

Tunisia

Gabon

Corporate

Total

Tunisia

Gabon

Corporate

Total

Capitalised licenses, exploration
and evaluation assets

-

(8,145)

-

(8,145)

-

-

-

-

Production assets and equipment

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total (reversal)/ charge for the year
ended 31 December

-

(8,145)

-

(8,145)

-

-

-

-

USD 000
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Note 9.3: Property, Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment

2019
Leasehold

Furniture, fixtures
and fittings

Computer
equipment

Right of use asset
- London office

Total

55

784

494

-

1,333

Additions

-

31

172

-

203

Additions: implementation of IFRS 16 (Note 21)

-

-

-

946

946

55

815

666

946

2,482

35

695

469

-

1,199

9

58

21

247

335

At 31 December 2019

44

753

490

247

1,534

Net carrying value at 31 December 2019

11

62

176

699

948

USD 000
Historical cost
At 1 January 2019

At 31 December 2019
Accumulated depreciation
At 1 January 2019
Depreciation charge for the year

2018
USD 000

Leasehold

Furniture, fixtures
and fittings

Computer
equipment

Right of use asset
- London office

Total

55

104

494

-

653

-

-

-

-

-

Historical cost
At 1 January 2018
Additions
Additions through Acquisition (Note 12.3)

680

-

-

680

55

784

494

-

1,333

At 1 January 2018

25

75

450

-

550

Depreciation charge for the year

10

80

19

-

109

-

540

-

-

540

At 31 December 2018

35

695

469

-

1,199

Net carrying value at 31 December 2018

20

89

25

-

134

At 31 December 2018
Accumulated depreciation

Acquired through acquisitions

Depreciation method and rates
Category

Straight-line depreciation

Useful life

Furniture, fixtures and fittings

10-33.33%

3 - 10 years

Computer equipment

20-33.33%

3 - 5 years
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NOTE 10: ACCOUNTS AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

NOTE 12: BUSINESS COMBINATIONS

USD 000

2019

2018

Trade receivables

7,202

3,790

Receivable from Tullow for back-in

1,695

-

475

1,558

-

229

9,372

5,577

Other receivables and prepayments
Underlift - Dussafu
At 31 December

Accounts receivables are non-interest bearing and generally on
30-120 days payment terms.
At 31 December 2019 and 2018, the allowance for impairment of
receivables was USD Nil.
Risk information for the receivable balances is disclosed in Note
19.
As at 31 December 2019, other non-current assets amount to
USD 0.1 million and relate to the tenancy deposit for the UK office
premises. At 31 December 2018, other non-current assets
amounted to USD 0.2 million; USD 0.1 million related to the
tenancy deposit for the UK office premises and USD 0.1 million
was acquired through acquisition of TPS assets in Tunisia from
OMV and related to advance income tax paid on the Gremda
concession which had not been producing for over a year. The
advance has now been moved to current.

NOTE 11: CASH AND BANK BALANCES
USD 000
Cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash
Cash held for Bank guarantee
Cash and bank balances at 31 December

The Group had no business combination transactions during the
year ended 31 December 2019. The details of the acquisitions in
Tunisia during the period to 31 December 2018 are summarised
below:

Note 12.1: Strategic joint agreement with Beender
Petroleum Tunisia Limited
On 11 December 2018, Panoro entered into a strategic
agreement with Beender Petroleum Limited (“Beender”), a
privately held oil and gas company focused on proven oil fields
with upside. The strategic agreement documents Panoro and
Beender’s participation in Tunisian growth opportunities on a
60/40 basis through a holding company, Sfax Petroleum
Corporation AS (hereafter referred to as “Sfax Corp”) with an
effective date of 1 July 2018. Panoro contributed all shares in PTE
to Sfax Corp and consequently, Panoro and Beender respectively
hold 60% and 40% of the shares in Sfax Corp. As a result, Panoro’s
effective participation in the acquired assets, liabilities and work
obligations in DNO Tunisia AS has reduced to 60% through
ownership in Sfax Corp. The details of the acquisition of DNO
Tunisia AS are covered in Note 12.2.
Similarly, the OMV transaction was completed on 21 December
2018 and shares in OMV Tunisia Upstream GmbH was acquired by
Panoro Tunisia Production AS, a fully owned subsidiary of Sfax
Corp. Details of this acquisition are included in Note 12.3.
As a result, all the assets, liabilities, work obligations and results
have been consolidated by Panoro Energy ASA at 60%, on a line
by line basis, from the respective dates for:

2019

2018

20,493

23,367

•

-

76

•

9,960

-

30,453

23,443

The majority of Panoro’s cash balance was denominated in NOK
and USD and was held in different jurisdictions including Norway,
Austria and Tunis.

Overdraft facilities
The Group had no bank overdraft facilities as at 31 December
2019 (31 December 2018: Nil).

Cash held for bank guarantee
During January 2019, the Tunisian Directorate General of
Hydrocarbons advised that the Tunisian Consultative
Hydrocarbons Committee had required Panoro Tunisia
Exploration (“PTE”, 60% owned by Panoro) to post a bank
guarantee in relation to the drilling operations on SOEP, which
will be released at successive operational stages commencing
with the spudding of the well. Accordingly, the Group procured a
bank guarantee of USD 16.6 million (USD 10 million net to
Panoro) through its group company, PTE. This amount is classified
under current assets as at 31 December 2019.

DNO Tunisia AS (renamed to Panoro Tunisia Exploration AS),
with effect from 30 July 2018 (Note 12.2); and
OMV Tunisia Upstream GmbH (renamed to Panoro TPS
Production GmbH) with effect from 21 December 2018 (Note
12.3)

Note 12.2: Acquisition of DNO Tunisia AS
Panoro Energy AS completed the acquisition of PTE on 30 July
2018 resulting in the acquisition of interests in two offshore
Production Sharing Contracts (PSCs) assets, Sfax Offshore
Exploration Permit (“SOEP”), and the Ras El Besh Concession,
which is within the SOEP area. The acquisition of shares of DNO
Tunisia AS was made at no cash consideration paid upon closing.
The table below identifies Panoro’s share at 60% of the
provisional fair values of the identifiable assets and liabilities of
DNO Tunisia AS (renamed to Panoro Tunisia Exploration AS) at the
date of acquisition of 30 July 2018:
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Gross at
100%
USD 000

Panoro's
share at 60%
USD 000

8,735

5,241

72

43

234

140

Inventories

1,470

882

Total Assets

10,511

6,306

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Financial assets
Tangible and intangibles
assets

LIABILITIES
Trade and other liabilities

691

414

License obligations and
deferred consideration (i)

9,820

5,892

10,511

6,306

-

-

(1,454)

(872)

Total liabilities
Net assets acquired with the
company
Net loss since acquisition
Cash inflow on acquisition
Net cash acquired with the
transaction
(i)

addition, Panoro TPS holds 50% of the issued share capital in an
operational company, Thyna Petroleum Services S.A. (TPS) which
is a joint operating company managing the operations for these
concessions. The remaining stake in TPS is owned by the Tunisian
National Oil Company (ETAP) which also holds 51% of the
ownership of the five oil field concessions.
The consideration for this acquisition was USD 39 million (USD 65
million gross), paid in cash and adjusted for permitted
distributions and other working capital adjustments.
Gross
USD 000

Panoro’s
share at 60%
USD 000

Cash consideration

65,000

39,000

Less: working capital and
completion adjustments

(7,998)

(4,799)

Cost of business combination /
Consideration Paid

57,002

34,201

Net assets acquired

57,002

34,201

(i)

Purchase Price Allocation of the purchase consideration had
been determined based on the values as at 31 December 2018.
There were no material changes between closing and the
valuation date.

(ii) USD 0.6 million (USD 1 million gross) of the consideration
8,735

5,241

License obligations and estimated contingent consideration
included remaining work obligations upto a maximum of USD 1.2
million (net to Panoro) in relation to the Hammamet Permit
which is under relinquishment. The remaining balance, amongst
others, includes an estimate of the fair value of the deferred
consideration due to DNO ASA. A deferred consideration of up
to a maximum of USD 7.9 million (net to Panoro) will be paid to
DNO ASA, subject to achieving operational milestones on Sfax
Offshore Exploration Permit. Due to uncertainty of achievement
of such milestones on the acquisition date, the deferred
consideration was not recognised as an acquisition liability to its
maximum value.

(ii) In 2018, no revenue from PTE was included in the consolidated
statement of comprehensive income of Panoro since the
effective date of 30 July 2018. However, a net loss of USD 0.9
million has been contributed to the Group’s results by PTE for
the period ended 31 December 2018.

(iii) Had PTE been consolidated from 1 January 2018, the

consolidated statement of comprehensive income would not
have included any revenue from the operations. In a similar
manner, PTE would have contributed to a cumulative loss of USD
2.0 million, net to Panoro for the year ended 31 December 2018.
However, it is cautioned that limited reliance be placed on these
estimates due to lack of information and the high degree of
judgements involved in preparing these estimates, which in
essence are not consolidated in the results.

payable was withheld at completion date pending certain
conditions subsequent. This was classified as a “other current
liabilities” in the Group statement of comprehensive income as
at 31 December 2018. A final amount of USD 0.5 million for the
remaining consideration was paid in the year 2019.

Details of assets acquired and liabilities assumed
The fair values of the identifiable assets and liabilities of Panoro
TPS as at the date of acquisition were as follows:
Gross
USD 000

Panoro’s
share at 60%
USD 000

Production rights

51,803

31,082

Production assets and equipment

28,975

7,385

Materials inventory

4,400

2,640

Development assets

1,053

632

Trade receivables

1,957

1,173

898

539

1,485

891

194

116

63

38

6,376

3,826

97,204

58,322

Purchase price allocation
Assets

Crude oil inventory
Other short-term receivables
Other non-recurrent assets
Investment in associates

Note 12.3: Acquisition of OMV Tunisia
Upstream GmbH
On 21 December 2018 Panoro Energy ASA’s 60% owned
subsidiary PTP, acquired 100% of the shares of OMV Tunisia
GmbH (renamed to Panoro TPS Production GmbH “Panoro TPS”
following acquisition). Panoro TPS owns 49% interest in five oil
producing concessions located near the city of Sfax in Tunisia. In

Cash and cash equivalents
Total Assets
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(v) Had Panoro TPS been consolidated from 1 January 2018, the

Liabilities
Decommissioning liability

28,415

17,049

Corporation tax liability

9,605

5,763

Other non-current liabilities

1,716

1,030

Trade payables

465

279

Total liabilities

40,202

24,121

Net assets acquired

57,002

34,201

Cash flow on acquisition
Net cash acquired with the
transaction
(i)

consolidated statement of comprehensive income would have
included revenue of approximately USD 22.3 million and a net
income after tax of USD 4.4 million, both net to Panoro at 60%.
However, it is cautioned that limited reliance be placed on these
estimates due to lack of information and the high degree of
judgements involved in preparing these estimates, which in
essence are not consolidated in the results for the year.

NOTE 13: DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS AND
ASSETS HELD FOR SALE
Discontinued operations

6,376

3,826

Acquisition related costs included advisory fees which were
recognised in the Company’s statement of comprehensive
income amounted to USD 0.7 million.

(ii) The completion date was 21 December 2018, results post

acquisition have not been included as there was no material
activity in the intervening period to 31 December 2018.

(iii) The current corporation tax liability USD 5.8 million related to
tax on income in Tunisia during the year ended 31 December
2018.

(iv) No revenue from Panoro TPS was included in the Group

statement of comprehensive income for the year to 31
December 2018 since the date of acquisition of 21 December
2018 and neither had there been any contribution to the Group
results for the same period.

On 21 October 2019, the Company entered into a sale and
purchase agreement with PetroNor E&P Limited (“PetroNor”), an
exploration & production oil and gas company listed on the Oslo
Axess, to divest all outstanding shares in its fully owned
subsidiaries Pan-Petroleum Services Holding BV and PanPetroleum Nigeria Holding BV (together referred to as “Divested
Subsidiaries”) for an upfront consideration consisting of the
allotment and issue of new PetroNor shares with a fixed value of
USD 10 million (the “Share Consideration”) plus a contingent
consideration of up to USD 25 million based on future gas
production volumes. PetroNor has an option to pay a portion of
the Share Consideration in cash. The sale transaction is
conditional upon execution and completion of the agreements
between PetroNor and YFP, the authorisation of the Nigerian
Department of Petroleum Resources and the consent of the
Nigerian Minister of Petroleum Resources. As a result, the
operations of the Group’s Divested Subsidiaries have been
classified as discontinued operations under IFRS 5.

The results of the Nigerian segment for the comparative periods presented have also been carved out of the operating results and
presented below as discontinued operations:
2019

2018

Oil revenue

8,046

9,474

Total revenues

8,046

9,474

Operating costs

(7,525)

(7,577)

(143)

(143)

(3,011)

(3,282)

(Impairment) / reversal of impairment for Oil and gas assets

8,000

-

EBIT - Operating income/(loss)

5,367

(1,528)

Interest costs net of income

(444)

(296)

Other financial costs net of income

(101)

(120)

Net income/(loss) before tax

4,822

(1,944)

Income tax benefit/(expense)

-

-

4,822

(1,944)

Basic EPS on profit for the period attributable to equity holders of the parent (USD) from
discontinued operations

0.08

(0.04)

Diluted EPS on profit for the period attributable to equity holders of the parent (USD) from
discontinued operations

0.07

(0.04)

Amounts in USD 000, unless otherwise stated

DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS

General and administrative costs
Depreciation, depletion and amortisation

Net income/(loss) for the period from discontinued operations
EARNINGS PER SHARE
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Assets held for sale:

Following agreement to sell the Divested Subsidiaries, the Group’s interest in such subsidiaries have also been designated as Assets held for
sale as of 31 December 2019 which are summarised below:
USD 000

Carrying amount after allocation of
impairment reversal

Assets held for sale
Licence and exploration assets

12,179

Production assets and equipment

7,405

Crude oil inventory

1,294

Cash and cash equivalents

47

Total assets held for sale

20,925

Liabilities held for sale
Decommissioning liability

(3,237)

Other non-current liabilities

(7,830)

Accounts payable, accruals and other liabilities
Other current liabilities
Total liabilities directly associated with assets classified as held for sale

(99)
(5,209)
(16,375)

Current Liabilities
Since the settlement of the Aje dispute at the beginning of 2018, the Company performed a review of historical costs incurred and
recognised the liabilities associated with such expenditures in the balance sheet. The proportionate joint venture liabilities resulting from
the workover and side-tracks at Aje-5 had been higher than anticipated and in combination with the operation accruals and the inclusion of
the cost of the OML 113 20-year licence renewal have resulted in proportional liabilities of USD 5.2 million as of 31 December 2019 (31
December 2018: USD 5.8 million).
Despite the year-on-year decrease of only USD 0.6 million, the underlying liabilities continue to reduce through the allocation of excess
funds from Aje liftings. Such liabilities continue to be current in nature and are expected to be repaid within 12 months through the 2019
Aje lifting schedule.

Non-Current Liabilities
In addition to these, USD 7.8 million is classified as long-term liabilities. As per the terms agreed between OML 113 Joint Venture partners,
certain transitional arrangements were introduced whereby unpaid cash calls will not be immediately payable. During the transition period,
any excess funds from Panoro’s entitlement of crude liftings after paying for its share of operating expenditure shall be used to repay unpaid
cash calls. We do not currently anticipate any use of Panoro’s cash resources and expect it to be funded from the sale of our share of Aje
crude.
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NOTE 14: ASSET RETIREMENT OBLIGATION
In accordance with the agreements and legislation, the wellheads, production assets, pipelines and other installations may have to be
dismantled and removed from oil and natural gas fields when the production ceases. The following table presents amounts of the estimated
obligations associated with the retirement of oil and natural gas properties:
USD 000
At 1 January 2019
Recognised during the period
Unwinding of discount
Change in inflation and discount rate (estimate)

Tunisia
17,049

Gabon
1,531

Nigeria
2,159

Total
20,739

-

-

-

-

479

89

102

670

(830)

440

976

586

Disposal (Tullow back-in)

-

(246)

-

(246)

Change in cost estimate

-

399

-

399

Transferred to held for sale (Note 13)

-

-

(3,237)

(3,237)

16,698

2,213

-

18,911

Balance at 31 December 2019
At 1 January 2018

-

-

2,039

2,039

Recognised during the period

-

1,509

-

1,509

Unwinding of discount

-

22

120

142

Acquired during the year through business combination

17,049

-

-

17,049

Balance at 31 December 2018

17,049

1,531

2,159

20,739

All amounts are classified as Non-Current. The exact timing of the
obligations is uncertain and depends on the rate the reserves of
the field are depleted. However, based on the existing production
profile of the assets, the following assumptions have been applied
in order to calculate the liability:

Nigeria and Gabon:
It is expected that expenditure on retirement is likely to be after
more than ten years. The current bases for the provision at 31
December 2019 are a discount rate of 3% and an inflation rate of
2% (31 December 2018: 5.9% and 1.5% respectively). As disclosed
in Note 13, the Nigerian asset for the Group is now designated as
Discontinued operation and an asset held for sale.

Tunisia:
A total decommissioning liability of USD 17 million (USD 28 million
gross) was acquired as part of the OMV transaction in December
2018. The liability was stated at fair value on the balance sheet as
at 31 December 2018. The current bases for the provision at 31
December 2019 assumes a discount rate of 3% and an inflation
rate of 2%.

NOTE 15: SHARE CAPITAL
Share capital
Amounts in USD 000 unless
otherwise stated

Number of
shares

Nominal
Share Capital

As at 1 January 2019

62,387,600

423

6,238,760

34

173,498

1

68,799,858

458

Issue of shares – Private
Placement October 2019 (Note
15.2)
Share issue under RSU Plan
(Note 15.3)
As at 31 December 2019

Note 15.1:
Panoro Energy was formed through the merger of Norse Energy’s
former Brazilian business and Pan-Petroleum on 29 June 2010.
The Company is incorporated in Norway and the share capital is
denominated in NOK. The share capital given above is translated
to USD at the foreign exchange rate in effect at the time of each
share issue. All shares are fully paid-up and carry equal voting
rights.

Note 15.2:
In October 2019, the Company has successfully completed a
Private Placement resolving to issue 6,238,760 new shares each
at NOK 23.90 per share to subscribers; this Private Placement
raised USD 16.0 million (NOK 149 million) in net proceeds.

Note 15.3:
In connection with the Company's Restricted Share Units Plan,
announced on 19 July 2019, the Company issued 173,498 new
shares to employees.
As of 31 December 2019, the Company had a registered share
capital of NOK 3,439,993 divided into 68,799,858 shares, each
with a nominal value of NOK 0.05 (31 December 2018: NOK
3,119,380 divided into 62,387,600 shares, each with a nominal
value of NOK 0.05).
The Company’s twenty largest shareholders and the shares
owned by the CEO, Board Members and key management are
referenced in the Parent Company Accounts below, please refer
to Note 9.
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Reserves
Share premium
Share premium reserve represents excess of subscription value of
the shares over the nominal amount.

Other reserves
Other reserves represent an item arising on accounting for the
historical merger with Company’s subsidiary Panoro Energy do
Brasil Ltda.

Currency translation reserve
The translation reserve comprises all foreign exchange differences
arising from the translation of the financial statements of foreign
operations.

NOTE 16: ACCOUNTS PAYABLE, ACCRUALS
AND OTHER LIABILITIES
USD 000

2019

2018

Additional paid-in capital

Accounts payable

1,555

7,551

Additional paid-in capital represents reserves created under the
continuity principle on demerger. Share-based payments credit is
also recorded under this reserve and so is the credit from
reduction of share capital by reducing the par value of shares.

Accrued and other liabilities

2,292

2,009

Other non-current liabilities

1,708

7,877

At 31 December

5,555

17,437

NOTE 17: SHARE BASED PAYMENTS
Restricted Share Unit (“RSU”) scheme
At the annual general meeting held on 24 May 2018, the existing RSU scheme (as presented and approved in the 27 May 2015 annual
general meeting), was approved for another three years up to the general meeting to be held in the year 2021. Under this approved
employee incentive scheme, the Company may issue RSUs to executive and key employees. Awards under the RSU scheme will normally be
considered one time per year and grant of share-based incentives will, in value (calculated at the time of grant), be capped to 100% of the
annual base salary for the CEO and 50% of the annual base salary for other members of the executive management. One RSU will entitle the
holder to receive one share of capital stock of the Company against payment in cash of the par value for the share. The total number of
RSUs available for grant under the RSU program during the period from the 2018 annual general meeting and up to the annual general
meeting in 2021 shall not exceed 5% of the number of shares outstanding as per the date of the 2018 annual general meeting (at which
point in time the total number of shares in issue were 42,502,196). Grant of RSUs will be subject to a set of performance metrics with
threshold and factors reviewed annually by the Board of Directors. Such metrics will be set as objectives based on sustained performance
results including mostly share price increases and achievement of specific financial performance measures related to a group of oil and gas
exploration and production peers that has been defined and adopted by a committee established by the Board.
The movement of RSUs during the year are tabled below:
2019
All amounts in Number of units, unless stated otherwise

2018

Number of Units

Outstanding RSUs as of 1 January

708,723

553,334

Add: Grants during the year

497,437

376,333

- Settled in cash to cover taxes / settlement through purchase of shares
from the market

(153,854)

(151,482)

- Settled through issue of new shares

(173,498)

(55,185)

-

(14,277)

878,808

708,723

Less: Vested during the year

Less: Terminated without vesting
Outstanding RSUs as of 31 December

The cash settlement of RSUs is the Board of Directors’ unilateral decision and such settlement is only to cover employee withholding taxes
originating from vesting of RSUs. The Company, at its discretion, may also elect to settle the RSUs by delivering equity shares purchased
from the market.
In July 2019, 497,437 Restricted Share Units (RSU) were awarded under the Company’s RSU scheme to key employees of the Company
under the long-term incentive plan approved by the shareholders. One RSU entitles the holder to receive one share of capital stock of the
Company against payment in cash of the par value of the share. The par value is currently NOK 0.05 per share. Vesting of the RSUs is time
based. The standard vesting period is 3 years, where 1/3 of the RSUs vest after one year, 1/3 vest after 2 years and the final 1/3 vest after 3
years from grant. The Board of Directors, at its discretion can grant a non-standard vesting period which was the case in July 2019 where
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1/3 units are vesting in June 2020 (the “First Tranche”), 1/3 vest after 1 year of the vesting of the First Tranche, and the final 1/3 vest after 2
years from vesting of the First Tranche.
RSUs vest automatically at the respective vesting dates, provided the unit holder continues to be an employee throughout the vesting
period. The holder will be issued the applicable number of shares as soon as possible thereafter
The Company calculates the value of share-based compensation using a Black-Scholes option pricing model to estimate the fair value of the
RSUs at the date of grant. The estimated fair value of RSUs is amortised to expense over the respective vesting period. USD 0.8 million
(2018: USD 0.3 million) has been charged to the statement of comprehensive income for the proportion of vesting during the respective
years and the same amount credited to additional paid-in capital. Upon vesting, the settlement value is reversed from the additional paid-in
capital.
The assumptions made for the valuation of the RSUs granted during the year is as follows:
Key assumptions

2019

2018

Weighted average risk-free interest rate

1.5%

1.5%

Nil

Nil

1-3 years

1-3 years

57%

63%

1.2 years

1.2 years

NOK 16.03

NOK 15.80

Dividend yield
Weighted average expected life of RSUs (vesting in Tranches)
Volatility range based on Company's historical share performance
Weighted average remaining contractual life of RSUs at year end
Share price at grant date – per share

The weighted average fair value of RSUs granted during the period was NOK 16.03 per unit (2018: NOK 15.80 per unit) based on 497,437
units granted (2018: 376,333 units granted).
The following table illustrates the maturity profile and Weighted Average Exercise Price ("WAEP") of the RSUs outstanding as of 31
December and vesting:
2019

2018

Number of Units

2019

WAEP
NOK/share

2018

Exercise value in NOK

Within 1 year

426,497

327,352

0.05

21,325

16,368

Between 1 and 2 years

286,500

260,684

0.05

14,325

13,034

Between 2 and 3 years

165,811

120,687

0.05

8,291

6,034

Total

878,808

708,723

43,941

35,436

As of the year ended 2019 the unvested RSUs were outstanding for 9 employees including key management personnel (2018: 4 employees).
The distribution of outstanding RSUs as of 31 December 2019 amongst the employees is as follows:

No of Units

Exercise price
NOK/share

Fair value expensed
USD 000

Exercise period

John Hamilton, CEO

394,816

0.05

June 2020 to June 2022

366

Qazi Qadeer, CFO

139,649

0.05

June 2020 to June 2022

123

Other Named Executives (i)

345,343

0.05

June 2020 to June 2022

278

Total

878,808

767

(i) Other Named Executives include Richard Morton (Technical Director) and Nigel McKim (Projects Director).
Under the RSU scheme in an event where there is a change of control, all outstanding RSUs will vest immediately and the Company will cash
settle by compensating the difference between the fair market value of the RSUs and the exercise value.
A change of control is defined in the RSU scheme terms and means (i) a change of control in the ownership of the Company which gives a
person (individual or corporate) the right and the obligation to make a mandatory offer for all the shares in the Company pursuant to the
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Norwegian Securities Trading Act of 2007, (ii) if (i) is not applicable; a change of control in the ownership of the Company which gives a
person (individual or corporate) ownership to or control over more than 50% of the votes in the Company, (iii) a merger in which the
Company is not the surviving entity or (iv) a sale of all or substantially all of the Company’s assets to another corporation, partnership or
other entity that is not a wholly owned Subsidiary of the Company. In the case of (i) and (ii) above, the change of control is deemed to occur
at the time when the relevant ownership or control occurs and in the case of (iii) and (iv) above at completion of the merger or the sale.
market-based transactions, or using standard valuation
techniques for the applicable instruments and commodities
involved.

NOTE 18: FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
Fair values of financial assets and liabilities

During December 2018, the Group initiated a commodity hedging
program to strategically hedge a portion of its 2P oil reserves to
protect against a fall in oil prices and consequently, to protect the
Group’s ability to service its debt obligations and to fund
operations including planned capital expenditure. The hedge
instruments used include “zero cost collars” and “commodity
swap” contracts to protect the downside in ‘Dated Brent’ oil
price. These hedge contracts are initially recognised at Nil fair
value and then revalued at each balance sheet date, with changes
in fair value recognised as finance income or expense in the
Statement of Comprehensive Income. The hedging program
continues to be closely monitored and adjusted according to the
Group’s risk management policies and cashflow requirements.
The Group continues to monitor and optimise its hedging
programme on an on-going basis. The outstanding commodity
hedge contracts as at the respective balance sheet dates
presented were as follows:

The Group considers the carrying value of all its financial assets
and liabilities to be materially the same as their fair value. The
Group has no material financial assets that are past due. No
material financial assets are impaired at the balance sheet date.
All financial assets and liabilities with the exception of derivatives
are measured at amortised cost.

Fair value of derivative instruments
All derivatives are recognised at fair value on the balance sheet
with valuation changes recognised immediately in the income
statement, unless the derivatives have been designated as a cash
flow hedge. Fair value is the amount for which the asset or
liability could be exchanged in an arm’s length transaction at the
relevant date. Where available, fair values are determined using
quoted prices in active markets. To the extent that market prices
are not available, fair values are estimated by reference to

Zero cost collar instruments

Remaining
term

Remaining
contract
amount

Average
contract
price

Average
contract
price

Fair value
Asset /
(Liability)

Fair value
Asset /
(Liability)

Bbls

Buy Put
(USD/Bbl)

Sell Call
(USD/Bbl)

Current
(USD '000)

Non-Current
(USD '000)

At 31 December 2018

Feb 19 - Dec 21

360,007

55

60.65

364

392

At 31 December 2019

Jan 20 - Dec 21

510,864

55

61.32

(888)

(106)

Commodity Swaps instruments

Maturity

At 31 December 2018
At 31 December 2019

Remaining
contract
amount

Average
contract
price

Fair value
Asset /
(Liability)

Bbls

Settlement
price ceiling
(USD/Bbl)

Current
(USD '000)

-

-

-

24,000

61.01

(86)

March 2020

The fair values of the commodity price contracts were provided
by the counterparty with whom the trades have been entered
into. These consist of put and call options to sell/buy crude oil.
The options are valued using a Black-Scholes based methodology.
The inputs to these valuations include the price of oil, its volatility.
The following provides an analysis of the Group’s financial
instruments measured at fair value, grouped into Levels 1 to 3
based on the degree to which the fair value is observable:
•

Level 1: fair value measurements are those derived from
quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical
assets or liabilities;

•

•

Level 2: fair value measurements are those derived from
inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 which
are observable for the asset or liability, either directly or
indirectly; and
Level 3: fair value measurements are those derived from
valuation techniques which include inputs for the asset or
liability that are not based on observable market data.

All the Group’s derivatives are Level 2 (2018: Level 2). There were
no transfers between fair value levels during the year. For
financial instruments which are recognised on a recurring basis,
the Group determines whether transfers have occurred between
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levels by re-assessing categorisation (based on the lowest-level
input which is significant to the fair value measurement as a
whole) at the end of each reporting period.

Increase /(decrease) in
profit before tax and equity

2019

2018

15% increase in the price of oil

162

(113)

15% decrease in the price of oil

(162)

113

USD 000

NOTE 19: FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT
Financial risk management objectives
The Group’s principal financial liabilities comprise of loans and
borrowings and trade and other financial liabilities. The main
purpose of these financial instruments is to finance the Group’s
operations, including the Group’s capital expenditure programme.
The Group has various financial assets such as accounts receivable
and cash.
The Group manages its exposure to key financial risks in
accordance with its financial risk management policy. The
objective of the policy is to support the Group’s financial targets
while protecting future financial security. The Group is exposed to
the following risks:
•
•
•

Market risk, including commodity price, foreign currency
exchange and interest rate risks
Credit risk
Liquidity risk

Management reviews and agrees policies for managing each of
these risks which are summarised below. The Group’s policy is
that all transactions involving derivatives must be directly related
to the underlying business of the Group and does not use
derivative financial instruments for speculative purposes.

Market risk
Market risk is the risk or uncertainty arising from possible market
price movements and their impact on the future performance of a
business. The primary commodity price risks that the Group is
exposed to include oil prices that could adversely affect the value
of the group’s financial assets, liabilities or expected future cash
flows. In accordance with the Group’s financial risk management
framework, the Group enters into various transactions using
derivatives for risk management purposes. The major
components of market risk are commodity price risk, foreign
currency exchange risk and interest rate risk, each of which is
discussed below.

Commodity price risk
The Group is exposed to the risk of fluctuations in prevailing
market commodity prices (primarily crude oil) on the oil and gas it
produces. The Group’s policy is to manage these risks through the
use of derivative financial instruments. The following table
summarises the impact on profit before tax for changes in
commodity prices on the fair value of derivative financial
instruments. The impact on equity is the same as the impact on
profit before tax as these derivative financial instruments have
not been designated as hedges and are classified as held-fortrading. The analysis is based on derivative contracts existing at
the balance sheet date, the assumption that crude oil price moves
15% over all future periods, with all other variables held constant.
Management believe that 15% is a reasonable sensitivity based
on forward forecasts of estimated oil price volatility.

Foreign currency exchange risk
The Company operates internationally and is exposed to risk
arising from various currency exposures, primarily with respect to
the Norwegian Kroner (NOK), the Tunisian Dinar (TND), and the
Pound Sterling (GBP).
The Group has transactional currency exposures. Such exposure
arises from sales or purchases in currencies other than the
respective functional currency.
The Group reports its consolidated results in USD, any change in
exchange rates between its operating subsidiaries’ functional
currencies and the USD affects its consolidated income statement
and balance sheet when the results of those operating
subsidiaries are translated into USD for reporting purposes.
Group companies are required to manage their foreign exchange
risk against their functional currency.
The Group evaluates on a continuous basis to use cross currency
swaps if deemed appropriate by management in order to hedge
the forward foreign currency risk. The group used no currency
derivatives/swaps during 2019 or 2018.
A 20% strengthening or weakening of the USD against the
following currencies at the balance sheet dates presented would
have increased / (decreased) equity and profit or loss by the
amounts shown below.
The Group’s assessment of what a reasonable potential change in
foreign currencies that it is currently exposed to have been
changed as a result of the changes observed in the world financial
markets. This hypothetical analysis assumes that all other
variables, including interest rates and commodity prices, remain
constant.
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2019

USD 000
USD vs NOK

2018

+ 20%

-20%

+ 20%

-20%

(68)

102

(1,789)

1,789

-

-

(94)

94

20

(30)

142

(142)

(48)

72

(1,741)

1,741

+ 20%

-20%

+ 20%

-20%

Cash

57

(86)

(139)

139

Receivables

428

(610)

(313)

313

Corporation taxes payable

(846)

1,269

-

-

Payables

(83)

125

1,123

(1,123)

Net effect

(444)

698

671

(671)

USD vs GBP

+ 20%

-20%

+ 20%

-20%

Cash

(19)

28

(320)

320

Receivables

(24)

36

(8)

8

Payables

101

(152)

62

(62)

Net effect

58

(88)

(266)

266

Cash
Receivables
Payables
Net effect
USD vs TND

Interest rate risk
The Group’s exposure to the risk of changes in market interest
rates relates primarily to the Group’s loans and borrowings and
cash balances.

USD 000

The following table demonstrates the sensitivity of finance
revenue and finance costs to a reasonably possible change in
interest rates, with all other variables held constant, of the
Group’s profit before tax through the impact on fixed rate shortterm deposits and applicable floating rate bank loans.
2019

2018

+100bps

-100bps

+100bps

-100bps

(170)

170

(162)

162

Cash equivalents

110

(110)

101

(101)

Net effect

(60)

60

(61)

61

Loans and borrowings (Senior secured facility)

Credit risk
The Group is exposed to credit risk that arises from cash and cash
equivalents, derivative financial instruments and deposits with
banks and financial institutions, as well as credit exposures to
customers, including outstanding receivables and committed
transactions.
For banks and financial institutions, only independently rated
parties with a minimum rating of “A” are accepted. Any change of
financial institutions (except minor issues) are approved by the
Group CFO. The Company may engage with counterparties of a
lower rating, for commercial reason, or by taking lower exposures
in such counterparties to mitigate the risks following necessary
approvals.

If the Group’s customers are independently rated, these ratings
are used. Otherwise, if there is no independent rating, risk control
in the operating units assesses the credit quality of the customer,
taking into account its financial position, past experience and
other factors. The utilization of credit limits is regularly monitored
and kept within approved budgets.

Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Group will not be able to meet its
obligations as they fall due. Prudent liquidity risk management
includes maintaining sufficient cash and marketable securities,
the availability of funding from an adequate amount of
committed credit facilities and the ability to close out market
positions.
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The table below summarises the maturity profile of the Group’s financial liabilities at 31 December 2019 based on contractual undiscounted
payments.
2019
On
demand

Less than
1 year

Between
2 to 5 years

Over
5 years

Total

Loans and borrowings (Senior secured facility)

-

3,952

13,380

-

17,332

Loans and borrowings (Non-recourse loan)

-

4,729

3,380

-

8,109

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities

-

1,555

-

-

1,555

Non-current liabilities

-

-

-

654

654

Corporation tax liabilities

-

4,991

-

-

4,991

Total

-

15,227

16,760

654

32,641

On
demand

Less than
1 year

Between
2 to 5 years

Over
5 years

Total

Loans and borrowings (Senior secured facility)

-

2,640

13,560

-

16,200

Loans and borrowings (Non-recourse loan)

-

3,751

9,392

-

13,143

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities

-

7,551

6,847

-

15,428

Non-current liabilities

-

-

-

1,030

1,030

Corporation tax liabilities

-

5,804

-

-

5,804

Total

-

19,746

29,799

1,030

50,575

USD 000

2018
USD 000

Management considers that the Group has adequate current
assets and forecast cash from operations to manage liquidity risks
arising from current and non-current liabilities.

cash equivalents and restricted cash in net debt. Capital includes
share capital, share premium, other reserves and accumulated
profits/losses.

As of 31 December 2019, the Group’s total debt was USD 25.4
million. The Group closed the year with a cash position of USD
30.4 million, including USD 10 million held for the SOEP
guarantee.

The Group is continuously evaluating the capital structure with
the aim of having an optimal mix of equity and debt capital to
reduce the Group’s cost of capital and looking at avenues to
procure that in the forthcoming year.

In addition to Dussafu capex, the Company is committed to a
drilling obligation of one well on SOEP in Tunisia. In support of this
obligation, in January 2019, Panoro Tunisia Exploration AS issued
a bank guarantee of USD 16.6 million (Panoro’s net share is USD
10 million). Although the Company is well funded to undertake
upcoming work programme, there is risk that additional funding
may be required to conclude such activities.

Capital Management
The Group manages its capital structure to ensure that it remains
sufficiently funded to support its business strategy and maximise
shareholder value. In order to maintain or change the capital
structure, the Group may adjust the amount of dividend
payments to shareholders, return capital to shareholders or issue
new shares.
The Group’s funding requirements are met through a
combination of debt and equity and adjustments are made in light
of changes in economic conditions. The Group’s strategy is to
maintain ratios in line with covenants associated with its Senior
Secured loan. The Group includes interest bearing loans less cash,

NOTE 20: GUARANTEES, PLEDGES AND
CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
Brazil
The Company has provided a performance guarantee to the ANP,
in terms of which the Company is liable for the commitments of
Coral and Cavalo Marinho licenses in accordance with concession
agreements. The guarantee is unlimited.
Further, in Brazil, termination agreements for the surrender of
Coral and Cavalho Marinho licences have been signed between
the JV partners and Brazilian Regulator ANP. The next steps
involve various regulatory clearances before dissolution of JV
operations. The Company’s formal exit from its historical Brazilian
business is still ongoing with slow progress towards the approval
of abandonment by the Brazilian regulators. Management is
working actively with the operator Petrobras to bring matters to a
close and to ensure that the ongoing costs are kept to a
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minimum. However, the timing and eventual costs of such
conclusion is uncertain at this stage.

UK
Under section 479A of the UK Companies Act 2006; three of the
Company’s indirect subsidiaries Panoro Energy Limited
(Registration number: 6386242), African Energy Equity Resources
Limited (Registration number: 5724928) and Panoro TPS (UK)
Production Limited (Registration number: 11790067) have availed
exemption for audit of their statutory financial statements
pursuant to guarantees issued by the Company to indemnify the
subsidiaries of any losses towards third parties that may arise in
the financial year ended 31 December 2019 in such Companies.
The Company can make an annual election to support such
guarantee for each financial year.

•
•

IFRS 16 policy application choices
•

Gabon
The Company has a guarantee issued to the State of Gabon to
fulfil all obligations under the Dussafu Production Sharing
Contract.
There is no potential claim against these performance guarantee
and all license obligations are already accounted for in the
statement of financial position.

NOTE 21: LEASES
IFRS 16 Leases implementation
This disclosure note presents the implementation impact of the
new accounting standard IFRS 16 Leases, which was implemented
by Panoro on 1 January 2019.
The new standard defines a lease as a contract that conveys the
right to control the use of an identified asset for a period of time
in exchange for consideration. In the financial statement of
lessees, IFRS 16 requires recognition in the balance sheet for each
contract that meets its definition of a lease as right-of-use (RoU)
asset and a lease liability, while lease payments are reflected as
interest expense and a reduction of lease liabilities. The RoU
assets are depreciated over the shorter of each contract’s term
and the assets useful life. IFRS 16 has replaced IAS 17 Leases,
under which only leases considered to be financing were
capitalized while operating leases were expensed as incurred and
reported as off-balance commitments.
Following a detailed review of Panoro’s contractual commitments
across its portfolio, the only contract identified for the Group as
requiring accounting under IFRS 16 was the lease of the Panoro’s
offices in London.
Upon implementation of IFRS 16, the following main
implementation and application policy choices were made by
Panoro:

IFRS 16 transition choices
•

•

Panoro adopted the modified retrospective approach, which
requires no restatement of comparative information. As
permitted under this modified retrospective implementation
approach, the Group also applied a single discount rate to a
portfolio of leases with reasonably similar characteristics. The
Group applied these practical expedients.
Panoro applied the standard to contracts that were previously
identified as leases applying IAS 17 and IFRIC 4 and therefore
did not apply the standard to contracts that were not

previously identified as containing a lease under IAS 17 and
IFRIC 4. For leases previously classified as operating leases
under IAS 17, the lease liabilities at the date of initial
application were measured as the present value of the
reasonably certain remaining lease payments. The discount
rate applied was the incremental borrowing rate at that date.
The right-of-use assets were measured at an amount equal to
the lease liability.
Leases for which the lease term ended within 12 months of 1
January 2019 were not be reflected as leases under IFRS 16.
Right-of-use assets were initially be reflected at an amount
equal to the corresponding lease liability.

•

Short term leases (12 months or less) and leases of low value
assets are not reflected in the balance sheet but expensed or
(if appropriate) capitalized as incurred, depending on the
activity in which the leased asset is used. The Group has leases
of certain office equipment (i.e., personal computers, printingand photocopying machines, coffee machines) that are
considered of low value.
Non-lease components within lease contracts are accounted
for separately for all underlying classes of assets and reflected
in the relevant cost category or (if appropriate) capitalized as
incurred, depending on the activity involved.

Impact of IFRS 16 on the consolidated balance sheet
With the transition and application choices above, the noncancellable period for the London office lease contract was
deemed to be 18 months to June 2018. Therefore, initial
implementation of IFRS 16 on 1 January 2019 increased the
Consolidated balance sheet by adding lease liabilities of USD 315
thousand (under non-current assets) and right of use assets
(under property, furniture, fixtures and fittings) of USD 315
thousand. Panoro’s equity was not impacted by the
implementation of IFRS 16.

Impact of IFRS 16 on the consolidated statement of income
Under IFRS 16, lease costs consist of interest expense on the lease
liability, presented within Interest expense and other financial
expenses, and depreciation of right of use assets, presented
within Depreciation, amortisation and net impairment losses.
Under IAS 17, these were treated as operating leases and the
related payments were expensed.

Impact of IFRS 16 on the Consolidated statement of
cash flows
In the cash flow statement, down-payment of lease liabilities are
presented as a cash flow used in financing activities under IFRS
16, while interests are presented within cash flow used in
operating activities. Under IAS 17, operating lease costs were
presented within cash flows from operations or investing cash
flows respectively, depending on whether the leased asset is used
in operating activities or activities being capitalised.
Consequently, cash flows from operating activities will increase,
cash flow used in investing activities will decrease and cash flow
used in financing activities will increase due to the
implementation of IFRS 16.

Determining the incremental borrowing rate to be used as
discount factor
In establishing Panoro’s lease liabilities, the incremental
borrowing rates used as discount factors in discounting payments
have been established based on a consistent approach reflecting
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The right of use assets are included within the line item Property,
plant and equipment in the Consolidated balance sheet. Refer to
note 9 Property, plant and equipment

the Group’s borrowing rate, the currency of the obligation, the
duration of the lease term, and the credit spread for the legal
entity entering into the lease contract. The London office lease
contract was extended in December 2019 and the reasonably
certain non-cancellable period was extended to June 2023.
The liability and the right of use asset was reassessed and an
incremental rate of return of 8.5% per annum was deemed
appropriate.

NOTE 22: RELATED PARTIES TRANSACTIONS
Refer to Note 8 of the parent stand alone financial statements
below for details of related party transactions.

The table below presents a reconciliation between operating
lease commitments at 31 December 2018 under IAS 17 and the
lease liability under IFRS 16 leases:

NOTE 23: SUBSIDIARIES
Details of the Group’s subsidiaries as of 31 December 2019 are as
follows:

USD 000
Operating lease commitments
at 31 December 2018 (IAS 17)

378

of which:
252

Non-current portion (between 2 to 5 years)

126

Lease liability recognised under IFRS 16
at 1 January 2019

315

As noted above, Panoro leases certain assets, notably office
facilities for operational activities. Panoro is mostly a lessee and
the use of leases serves operational purposes rather than as a
tool for financing. These lease liabilities are recognized on a gross
basis in the balance sheet, income statement and statement of
cash flows when Panoro is considered to have the primary
responsibility for the full lease payments.

Information related to lease payments and lease liabilities
USD 000
Lease liability recognised at 1 January 2019

315

Add: new leases, including remeasurements and
cancellations

611
5

Less: Gross lease payments

(252
)

Lease liability at 31 December 2019

679

Lease liability is classified as current or non-current depending on
maturity profile at balance sheet date. At 31 December 2019, USD
133 thousand was current and USD 546 thousand was noncurrent.

Information related to right of use assets
USD 000
Right of use asset recognised at 1 January 2019

315

Add: new leases, including remeasurements
and cancellations

631

Less: depreciation and impairment
Net book value of right of use asset
at 31 December 2019

Ownership
interest &
voting power

Brazil

100%

Panoro Energy Limited

UK

100%

African Energy Equity
Resources Limited

UK

100%

Cyprus

100%

Pan-Petroleum Holding B.V.

Netherlands

100%

Pan-Petroleum Gabon B.V.

Netherlands

100%

Pan-Petroleum Gabon Holding
B.V.

Netherlands

100%

Pan-Petroleum Nigeria Holding
B.V.

Netherlands

100%

Pan-Petroleum Services
Holding B.V.

Netherlands

100%

Pan-Petroleum AJE Limited

Nigeria

100%

Energy Equity Resources AJE
Limited

Nigeria

100%

Energy Equity Resources Oil
and Gas Limited

Nigeria

100%

Syntroleum Nigeria Limited

Nigeria

100%

PPN Services Limited

Nigeria

100%

Energy Equity Resources
(Cayman Islands) Limited

Cayman Islands

100%

Energy Equity Resources
(Nominees) Limited

Cayman Islands

100%

Panoro Energy Gabon
Production SA

Gabon

100%

Sfax Petroleum Corporation AS

Norway

60%

Panoro Energy AS

Norway

60%

Subsidiary

Current portion of leases expiring in 2019

Add: lease interest

Place of
incorporation
and ownership

(247)
699

Panoro Energy do Brasil Ltda

Pan-Petroleum (Holding)
Cyprus Limited
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Place of
incorporation
and ownership

Ownership
interest &
voting power

Panoro Tunisia Exploration AS

Norway

60%

Panoro Tunisia Production AS

Norway

60%

Panoro TPS Production GmbH

Austria

60%

UK

60%

Subsidiary

Panoro TPS (UK) Production
Limited

NOTE 24: EVENTS SUBSEQUENT TO
REPORTING DATE
The coronavirus (Covid-19) pandemic has been declared a global
emergency by the World Health Organisation (WHO), and has
made countries and organisations, including the Group, to take
measures to mitigate risk for communities, employees and
business operations. The pandemic continues to progress and
evolve, and at this juncture it is challenging to predict the full
extent and duration of resulting operational and economic impact
for the Company and the Group. Continued development of the
pandemic and mitigating actions enforced by health authorities
create uncertainty related to key assumptions applied in the
valuation of our assets and measurement of our liabilities. These
key assumptions include commodity prices, changes to demand
for and supply of oil and gas, and the discount rate to be applied.
On 25 February 2020, Panoro Energy ASA signed a Farm Out
Agreement (“FOA”) with a subsidiary of Africa Energy Corp.
(“AEC”), part of the Lundin Group of Companies, which entails a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Panoro acquiring a 12.5% interest in
Block 2B located in the Orange Basin, offshore the west coast of

South Africa. Completion of the FOA is subject to consent of the
Minister of Minerals and Energy of South Africa and the Azinam
farm-out becoming effective; the approval process is anticipated
to take approximately 6 months. The Block 2B Exploration Right is
in the second exploration period, and an application has been
filed for entry into the third two-year period, which includes a
proposed commitment to drill one well. Under the terms of the
FOA, Panoro will acquire a 12.5% interest and carry the AEC
subsidiary for up to USD 2.5 million of the well cost. The well is
expected to be spud as early as Q4 2020 depending on regulatory
approvals and rig availability. Panoro’s total share of drilling costs
including the AEC carry is estimated at approximately USD 5
million, which will be funded from existing financial resources.
Separately, AEC has announced a farm-out whereby Azinam
Limited will take a 50% share and operatorship in Block 2B.

NOTE 25: RESERVES (UNAUDITED)
The Group has adopted a policy of regional reserve reporting
using external third-party companies to audit its work and certify
reserves and resources according to the guidelines established by
the Oslo Stock Exchange (“OSE”). Reserve and contingent
resource estimates comply with the definitions set by the
Petroleum Resources Management System (“PRMS”) issued by
the Society of Petroleum Engineers (“SPE”), the American
Association of Petroleum Geologists (“AAPG”), the World
Petroleum Council (“WPC”) and the Society of Petroleum
Evaluation Engineers (“SPEE”) in June 2018. Panoro uses the
services of Gaffney, Cline & Associates (“GCA”), Netherland Sewell
& Associates (“NSAI”) and AGR TRACS International Limited for 3rd
party verifications of its reserves.
Please refer to the Annual Statement of Reserves on page 20 for
details.
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PANORO ENERGY ASA
PARENT COMPANY INCOME STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER

2019

2018

Operating revenues

-

-

Total operating income

-

-

(720)

(1,203)

(190)

(100)

-

(11,520)

(910)

(12,823)

USD 000

Note

Operating income

Operating expenses
General and administrative expense
Impairment of investments in subsidiary
Impairment of loan to subsidiaries

2,6
2,7,8

Total operating expenses
Operating result

2

(910)

(12,823)

Financial income

3

10,234

9,738

Interest and other finance expense

3

(112)

(151)

253

(550)

9,465

(3,786)

-

-

9,465

(3,786)

0.15

(0.08)

Currency gain / (loss)
Result before income taxes
Income tax

5

Result for the year
Earnings per share (basic and diluted) - USD

The annexed notes form an integral part of these financial statements.

4
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PANORO ENERGY ASA
PARENT COMPANY BALANCE SHEET
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER

2019

2018

18,003

18,003

18,003

18,003

63,023

38,818

1

12

Cash and cash equivalent

11,414

10,549

Total current assets

74,438

49,379

TOTAL ASSETS

92,441

67,382

USD 000

Note

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Investment in subsidiaries

6

Total non-current assets
Current assets
Loans to subsidiaries

8

Other current assets

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
EQUITY
Paid-in capital
Share capital

9

458

423

Share premium reserve

9

349,192

333,090

-

-

9

122,055

122,055

471,705

455,568

Treasury Shares
Additional paid-in capital
Total paid-in capital
Other equity
Other reserves

9

Total other equity
TOTAL EQUITY

(384,400)

(393,865)

(384,400)

(393,865)

87,305

61,703

58

144

LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Intercompany payables

8

4,677

4,787

Other current liabilities

10

401

748

Total current liabilities

5,136

5,679

TOTAL LIABILITIES

5,136

5,679

92,441

67,382

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
The annexed notes form an integral part of these financial statements
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PANORO ENERGY ASA
PARENT COMPANY STATEMENT OF CASH FLOW
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER
USD 000

Note

2019

2018

9,465

(3,786)

190

100

-

11,520

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net income / (loss) for the year
Adjusted for:
Impairment of investment in subsidiary
Provision for Doubtful Receivables

6
7,8

Financial Income

3

(10,234)

(9,738)

Financial Expenses

3

113

151

(253)

550

11

(12)

Increase/(decrease) in trade and other payables

(433)

431

(Increase)/decrease in intercompany receivables

-

-

(110)

(957)

(1,251)

(1,741)

-

(18,000)

(19,321)

(12,753)

5,140

1,000

(14,181)

(29,753)

16,138

36,490

(113)

(151)

19

49

-

1,500

16,044

37,888

Effect of foreign currency translation adjustment on cash balances

253

16

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents

865

5,844

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year

10,549

4,705

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of financial year

11,414

10,549

Foreign exchange gains/losses
(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables

Increase/(decrease) in intercompany payables
Net cash flows from operating activities

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Cash outflow relating to acquisitions
Loans to subsidiaries
Net proceeds from loans to subsidiaries
Net cash flows from investing activities

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Net proceeds from Equity Private Placement and Treasury Shares
Interests paid
Interests received
Movement in restricted cash
Net cash flows from financing activities

The annexed notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
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PANORO ENERGY ASA
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
NOTE 1: ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
The annual accounts for the parent company Panoro Energy ASA
(the “Company”) are prepared in accordance with the Norwegian
Accounting Act and accounting standards and practices generally
accepted in Norway. The consolidated financial statements have
been prepared under International Financial Reporting Standards
(“IFRS”) as adopted by the European Union (“EU”) and are
presented separately from the parent company.
The accounting policies under IFRS are described in Note 2 of the
consolidated financial statements. The accounting principles
applied under NGAAP are in conformity with IFRS unless

otherwise stated in the notes below. The joint agreement with
Beender Petroleum Tunisia Limited as part of the Group’s
acquisitions in Tunisia during 2018 represented a significant
transaction for the parent company. Details of the joint
agreement and the Tunisian acquisitions are noted in Note 12 of
the Consolidated financial statements above.
The Company’s annual financial statements are presented in US
Dollars (USD) and rounded to the nearest thousand, unless
otherwise stated. USD is the currency used for accounting
purposes and is the functional currency. Shares in subsidiaries and
other shares are recorded in Panoro Energy ASA’s accounts using
the cost method of accounting and reduced by impairment, if any.

NOTE 2: GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
Operating result
Operating result is stated after charging / (crediting):
USD 000

2019

2018

29

13

190

100

-

11,520

Employee benefits expense (Note 2.1)
Impairment of investment in subsidiary (Note 6)
Impairment of Intercompany Loans (Note 7)

2.1: Employee benefits expense
a) Salaries
The Company had no employees at 31 December 2019 and 2018. As such, there are no wages and salaries included in general and
administrative expenses.
Employee related expenses:
2019

2018

Employer's contribution

29

13

Total

29

13

USD 000

For details relating to remuneration of CEO and CFO, refer to note 4.3 in the consolidated financial statements. Employer’s contribution
relates to the employer’s tax payable on the Company’s Board of Directors’ fees.
b) Directors’ remuneration
Please refer to note 4.2 of the Group financial statements for details on how directors’ remuneration is determined.
Remuneration to members of the Board of Directors is summarized below:
2019

2018

Julien Balkany (Chairman of the Board)

64

69

Torstein Sanness (Deputy Chairman)

43

42

Alexandra Herger

39

42

Garrett Soden

39

42

Hilde Adland

39

42

224

237

USD 000

Total
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No loans have been given to, or guarantees given on the behalf of, any members of the Management Group, the Board or other elected
corporate bodies.
No pension benefits were received by the Directors during 2019 and 2018.
There are no severance payment arrangements in place for the Directors.
c) Pensions
The Company is required to have an occupational pension scheme in accordance with the Norwegian law on required occupational pension
(“Lov om obligatorisk tjenestepensjon”). The Company contributes to an external defined contribution scheme and therefore no pension
liability is recognized in the balance sheet.
d) Auditor
Fees (excluding VAT) to the Company’s auditors are included in general and administrative expenses and are shown below.
2019

2018

Statutory audit

-

-

Tax services

-

-

Total

-

-

USD 000
Ernst & Young

Refer to Note 4.6 of the consolidated Financial Statements for the fees paid to the Group’s auditors. All fees for 2019 have been billed to a
wholly owned subsidiary based in the UK, Panoro Energy Limited and recharged to the Parent Company and respective group companies.
e) Restricted Share Unit (“RSU”) scheme
Refer to note 17 of the consolidated financial statement above for details of the RSU scheme.

NOTE 3: FINANCIAL ITEMS
The financial expense breakdown is below:
USD 000
Interest income from subsidiaries
Other interest income
Total

2019

2018

10,215

9,689

19

49

10,234

9,738

Interest income from subsidiaries represents an interest on the intercompany loans. Refer to Note 8 for further information on these
balances.
The financial expense breakdown is below:
2019

2018

Bank and other financial charges

112

151

Total

112

151

USD 000
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NOTE 4: EARNINGS PER SHARE
Basic earnings per share
USD 000 unless otherwise stated

2019

2018

Net result for the period

9,465

(3,786)

63,523

45,437

0.15

(0.08)

Weighted average number of shares outstanding - in thousands
Basic and diluted earnings per share – (USD)

Diluted earnings per share
When calculating the diluted earnings per share, the weighted average number of shares outstanding is normally adjusted for all dilutive
effects relating to the Company’s options.

NOTE 5: INCOME TAX
USD 000

2019

2018

Tax payable

-

-

Change in deferred tax

-

-

Income tax expense

-

-

USD 000

2019

2018

Result before income tax

9,465

(3,786)

Effect of permanent differences

(23)

10,507

Tax losses (not utilised) / utilised

(9,442)

(6,721)

SPECIFICATION OF THE BASIS FOR TAX PAYABLE:

Basis for tax payable

-

SPECIFICATION OF DEFERRED TAX:
USD 000
Losses carried forward
Taxable temporary differences
Basis for tax payable
Calculated deferred tax asset (22% for 2019, 22% for 2018)
Unrecognised deferred tax asset
Deferred tax recognised on balance sheet

2019

2018

30,611

40,467

-

-

30,611

40,467

6,734

8,903

(6,734)

(8,903)
-

The tax losses carried forward are available indefinitely to offset against future taxable profits. The tax losses per return for the year ended
31 December 2018 was NOK 348 million (USD 40.0 million at 2019 closing exchange rate) whereas the provisional accumulated tax loss as of
the end of 2019 is calculated at NOK 269 million.
The deferred tax asset is not recognized on the balance sheet due to uncertainty of income.
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NOTE 6: INVESTMENT IN SUBSIDIARIES
Investments in subsidiaries are carried at the lower of cost and fair market value. As at 31 December 2019, the carrying value of the
investment in subsidiaries was USD 18.0 million (31 December 2018: USD 18 million) the holdings in subsidiaries consist of the following:
Headquarters

Ownership interest and voting rights

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

100%

Pan-Petroleum (Holding) Cyprus Ltd (PPHCL)

Limassol, Cyprus

100%

Pan-Petroleum Gabon Holding B.V. (PPGHBV)

Amsterdam, Netherlands

100%

Pan-Petroleum Nigeria Holding B.V. (PPNHBV)

Amsterdam, Netherlands

100%

Pan-Petroleum Services Holding B.V. (PPSHBV)

Amsterdam, Netherlands

100%

Oslo, Norway

60%

Panoro Energy do Brasil Ltda (PEdB)

Sfax Petroleum Corporation AS

PEdB

PPHCL

PPGHBV

PPNHBV

PPSHBV

SFAX
Petroleum

Total

95,412

129,106

-

-

-

18,003

242,521

190

-

-

-

-

-

190

95,602

129,106

-

-

-

18,003

242,711

(95,412)

(129,106)

-

-

-

-

(224,518)

(190)

-

-

-

-

-

(190)

(95,602)

(129,106)

-

-

-

-

(224,708)

Total investment in subsidiaries
at 31 December 2019

-

-

-

-

-

18,003

18,003

Total investment in subsidiaries
at
31 December 2018

-

-

-

-

-

18,003

18,003

USD 000

INVESTMENT AT COST
At 1 January 2019
Investments during the year
(Note 6.1)
At 31 December 2019

PROVISION FOR IMPAIRMENT
At 1 January 2019
Charge for the year
(Note 6.1)
At 31 December 2019

Note 6.1
Impairment of the Investment represents loss in value of the Company’s investment in shares of Panoro Energy do Brasil Ltda of USD 0.2
million for 2019 (2018: USD 0.1 million). The impairment has been determined by comparing estimated recoverable value of the underlying
investment with the carrying amount.
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NOTE 7: PROVISION FOR DOUBTFUL RECEIVABLES
Provision for doubtful receivables owed from loans provided to subsidiaries, is USD Nil (2018: USD 11.5 million). The provision is
represented by the following:
•
•

Uncollectible loan provision of USD Nil (2018: USD 6.9 million) reflective of the underlying book value of the Aje Asset.
Uncollectible loan provision of USD Nil (2018: USD 4.6 million) reflective of the underlying book value of the Dussafu Asset.

NOTE 8: RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS AND BALANCES
As the ultimate parent company, the Company routinely provides funding to companies within the Group to support operations. The
Company also receives technical and management services from its indirect subsidiary, Panoro Energy Limited. The cost of these services is
then recharged to the relevant subsidiaries. In addition, the Company also has routine trading accounts and balances with other Companies
in the Group.
The Company had the following loans receivable from its subsidiaries at 31 December 2019:
•

•

•

USD 34.3 million due from its Dutch subsidiary, Pan-Petroleum Gabon B.V, classified as current (31 December 2018: USD 23.9 million).
This loan carries an interest rate of 10% and is repayable on demand. Included in these balances are recharges receivable for technical
and management services provided during the year amounting to USD 2 million (2018: USD 1.2 million) which are non-interest bearing
with no set maturity.
USD 17.8 million due from its Nigerian subsidiary Pan-Petroleum Aje Limited, classified as current (31 December 2018: USD 13.6 million).
This loan carries an interest rate of 10% and is repayable on demand. Included in these balances are recharges receivable for technical
and management services provided during the year amounting to USD 1 million (2018: USD 1.9 million) which are non-interest bearing
with no set maturity.
USD 7.2 million due from its Norwegian jointly controlled entity, Sfax Petroleum Corporation AS (60% owned). In January 2019, the
Tunisian Directorate General of Hydrocarbons advised that the Tunisian Consultative Hydrocarbons Committee had required PTE to post
a bank guarantee in relation to the drilling operations on SOEP, which will be released at successive operational stages commencing with
the spudding of the well. Accordingly, PTE was required a procure a bank guarantee of USD 16.6 million. To fund this, the shareholders
of the Company, Panoro Energy ASA (60%) and Beender Petroleum Corporation (40%) provided a loan amounting to USD 12 million to
the Company in proportion of their respective shareholding (Panoro Energy ASA: USD 7.2 million, Beender Petroleum: USD 4.8 million).
The loan is non-interest bearing with no set maturity date.

The Company had the following non-interest bearing payable balances to companies within the Group at 31 December 2019:
•
•

Payable balances on account of intercompany recharges was USD 3.6 million (2018: USD 3.6 million) owed to Company’s indirect
subsidiary Panoro Energy Limited, which provides technical services to the Group
Payable balance to the Company’s subsidiary, Pan-Petroleum (Holding) Cyprus Limited was USD 1.1 million (2018: USD 1.2 million).

Panoro Energy ASA also provides management services to the other companies in the Group under service agreements. The total balances
receivable from Group companies for services provided under service agreement and for normal operational purposes at 31 December
2019 were:
•
•
•
•
•

Sfax Petroleum Corporation AS (60% owned); total USD 1.2 million, of which USD 0.2 million related to management and technical
services provided during the year
USD 0.3 million from Panoro Energy AS (60% owned), of which USD Nil related to management and technical services provided during
the year
USD 0.6 million from Panoro Tunisia Exploration AS (60% owned), of which 0.3 million related to the management and technical services
provided during the year
USD 97 thousand from Panoro Tunisia Production AS (60% owned), of which USD 79 thousand related to the management and technical
services provided during the year
USD 0.3 million from Panoro TPS Production GmbH (60% owned), of which 0.4 million related to the management and technical services
provided during the year

Further, the Company provides funding to its Group companies to fund normal operational activity. The intercompany balances receivable
from the companies within the Group at 31 December 2019 were:
•
•
•
•

USD 0.9 million receivable from Pan-Petroleum Gabon Holding B.V. The balance bears interest at 10% and is repayable on demand.
USD 93 thousand receivable from Pan-Petroleum Holding B.V. The balance is non-interest bearing and has no set maturity.
USD 0.1 million from Pan-Petroleum Nigeria Holding B.V. The balance bears interest at 10% and is repayable on demand.
USD 93 thousand from Pan-Petroleum Services Holding B.V. The balance bears interest at 10% and is repayable on demand.
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NOTE 9: SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY AND SHAREHOLDER INFORMATION
As of 31 December 2019, the Company had a registered share capital of NOK 3,439,993 divided into 68,799,858 shares, each with a nominal
value of NOK 0.05 (31 December 2018: NOK 3,119,380 divided into 62,387,600 shares, each with a nominal value of NOK 0.05).
All shares in issue are fully paid-up and carry equal voting rights.
The Board may be given a power of attorney by the General Meeting to issue new shares for specific purposes.
The table below shows the changes in equity in the Company during 2019 and 2018:
Issued
capital

Share
premium

Treasury
shares

Additional
paid-in capital

Other
equity

Total

423

333,090

-

122,055

(393,866)

61,702

-

-

-

-

9,465

9,465

35

16,538

-

-

-

16,573

-

(435)

-

-

-

(435)

At 31 December 2019

458

349,193

-

122,055

(384,401)

87,305

At 1 January 2018

299

297,490

(503)

122,055

(390,080)

29,261

Net income/(loss) for the year

-

-

-

-

(3,786)

(3,786)

Sale of own shares
Share issue for cash (including shares issued
RSU plan)
Transaction costs on share issue

-

(503)

503

-

-

-

124

37,783

-

-

-

37,907

-

(1,680)

-

-

-

(1,680)

At 31 December 2018

423

333,090

-

122,055

(393,866)

61,702

USD 000
At 1 January 2019
Net income/(loss) for the year
Share issue for cash - private placement
(including shares issued under RSU plan)
Transaction costs on share issue

On 22 October 2019, the Company completed a private placement through issuing 6,238,760 new shares at NOK 23.90 per share to
subscribers.
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Ownership structure
The Company had 4,369 shareholders per 31 December 2019 (31 December 2018: 4,667). The twenty largest shareholders were:
No.

Shareholder

Number of shares

Holding in %

1

SUNDT AS

6,000,000

8.72%

2

F2 FUNDS AS

3,784,991

5.50%

3

SKANDINAVISKA ENSKILDA BANKEN AB

3,753,472

5.46%

4

DNB MARKETS AKSJEHANDEL/ANALYSE

3,605,982

5.24%

5

J.P. MORGAN SECURITIES LLC

3,085,226

4.48%

6

ALDEN AS

2,300,000

3.34%

7

DANSKE INVEST NORGE VEKST

2,127,334

3.09%

8

HORTULAN AS

1,990,360

2.89%

9

VERDIPAPIRFONDET DNB SMB

1,522,888

2.21%

10

TVENGE TORSTEIN INGVALD

1,000,000

1.45%

11

VERDIPAPIRFONDET STOREBRAND VEKST

883,784

1.28%

12

PREDATOR CAPITAL MANAGEMENT AS

880,000

1.28%

13

VERDIPAPIRFONDET DELPHI NORGE

857,582

1.25%

14

SONGA TRADING INC

750,000

1.09%

15

SPAREBANK 1 MARKETS AS MARKET-MAKING

661,668

0.96%

16

PESCARA INVEST AS

630,000

0.92%

17

SVOREN STEINAR

605,000

0.88%

18

NORDNET LIVSFORSIKRING AS

564,837

0.82%

19

GUTTIS AS

530,000

0.77%

20

TIGERSTADEN AS

500,000

0.73%

20

TIGERSTADEN INVEST AS

500,000

0.73%

20

KING KONG INVEST AS

500,000

0.73%

Top 20 shareholders

37,033,124

53.83%

Other shareholders

31,766,734

46.17%

Total shares

68,799,858

100.00%

Shares owned by the CEO, Board Members and key management, directly and indirectly, at 31 December 2019:
Shareholder

Position

Number of shares

% of total

Julien Balkany(i)

Chairman of the Board of Directors

3,166,244

4.60%

Torstein Sanness

Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors

153,031

0.22%

Garrett Soden (ii)

Director

10,008

0.01%

Alexandra Herger

Director

5,950

0.01%

Hilde Ådland

Director

9,097

0.01%

John Hamilton

Chief Executive Officer

263,962

0.38%

Qazi Qadeer

Chief Financial Officer

118,877

0.17%

Richard Morton

Technical Director

158,939

0.23%

(i)

Mr. Balkany has beneficial interest in Nanes Balkany Partners I LP which owns 600,106 shares in the Company, and Balkany Investments LLC
which owns 2,485,120 shares in the Company. In addition, Mr. Balkany directly holds 81,018 shares in the Company.

(ii) Mr. Soden holds directly or indirectly 10,008 shares in the Company
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Shareholder distribution per 31 December 2019:
Amount of shares

# of shareholders

% of total

# of shares

Holding in %

2,961

67.77%

609,470

0.89%

1,001 - 5,000

722

16.53%

1,865,199

2.71%

5,001 - 10,000

220

5.03%

1,721,510

2.50%

10,001 - 100,000

373

8.54%

12,013,375

17.46%

100,001 - 1,000,000

84

1.92%

24,420,051

35.49%

1,000,001 +

9

0.21%

28,170,253

40.95%

4,369

100.00%

68,799,858

100.00%

1 - 1,000

Total

NOTE 10: OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIES
The breakdown of other current liabilities is below:
USD 000

2019

2018

Accruals

381

725

20

23

401

748

Employee related costs payable (including taxes)
At December 31

NOTE 11: COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES
There were no commitments and contingencies at 31 December
2019 (31 December 2018: Nil).

NOTE 12: FINANCIAL MARKET RISK AND
BUSINESS RISK
See details in Note 19 in the consolidated financial statements.

NOTE 13: GUARANTEES AND PLEDGES
The Company has provided a performance guarantee to the ANP,
in terms of which the Company is liable for the commitments of
Coral and Cavalo Marinho licenses in accordance with the given
concessions of the licenses. The guarantee is unlimited.
Under section 479A of the UK Companies Act 2006; three of the
Company’s indirect subsidiaries Panoro Energy Limited
(Registration number: 6386242), African Energy Equity Resources
Limited (Registration number: 5724928) and Panoro TPS (UK)
Production Limited (Registration number: 11790067) have availed
exemption for audit of their statutory financial statements
pursuant to guarantees issued by the Company to indemnify the

subsidiaries of any losses towards third parties that may arise in
the financial year ended 31 December 2019 in such Companies.
The Company can make an annual election to support such
guarantee for each financial year.

NOTE 14: EVENTS SUBSEQUENT TO
REPORTING DATE
Subsequent events can be referred to in Note 24 in the
consolidated financial statements.
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DECLARATION FROM THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OF PANORO ENERGY ASA ON EXECUTIVE
REMUNERATION POLICIES
(REF. SECTION 6-16a OF THE NORWEGIAN PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANIES ACT
PART 1: SALARIES, BONUSES AND OTHER REMUNERATION PRINCIPLES
Panoro Energy ASA has established a compensation program for executive management that reflects the responsibility and duties as
management of an international oil and gas company and at the same time contributes to add value for the Company’s shareholders. The
goal for the Board of Directors has been to establish a level of remuneration that is competitive both in domestic and international terms to
ensure that the Group is an attractive employer that can obtain a qualified and experienced workforce. The compensation structure can be
summarized as follows:
Compensation
Element

Objective and Rational

Form

What the Element Rewards

Base Salary

A competitive level of compensation is provided
for fulfilling position responsibilities

Cash

Knowledge, expertise, experience,
scope of responsibilities and retention

Short-term Incentives

To align annual performance with Panoro’s
business objectives and shareholder interests.
Short-term incentive pools increase or decrease
based on business performance

Cash

Achievement of specific performance
benchmarks and individual
performance goals

Long-term Incentives

To promote commitment to achieving long-term
exceptional performance and business objectives
as well as aligning interests with the shareholders
through ownership levels comprised of share
options and share based awards

Restricted Share
Units

Sustained performance results, share
price increases and achievement of
specific performance measures based
on quantified factors and metrics

The Remuneration Committee oversees our compensation
programs and is charged with the review and approval of the
Company's general compensation strategies and objectives and
the annual compensation decisions relating to our executives and
to the broad base of Company employees. Its responsibilities also
include reviewing management succession plans; making
recommendations to the Board of Directors regarding all
employment agreements, severance agreements, change in
control agreements and any special supplemental benefits
applicable to executives; assuring that the Company's incentive
compensation program, including the annual, short term
incentives and long- term incentive plans, is administered in a
manner consistent with the Company's strategy; approving
and/or recommending to the Board of Directors new incentive
compensation plans and equity-based compensation plans;
reviewing the Company's employee benefit programs; and
recommending for approval all administrative changes to
compensation plans that may be subject to the approval of the
shareholders or the Board of Directors.
The Remuneration Committee seeks to structure compensation
packages and performance goals for compensation in a manner
that does not incentivize employees to take risks that are
reasonably likely to have a material adverse effect on the
Company. The Remuneration Committee designs long-term

incentive compensation, including restricted share units,
performance units and share options in such a manner that
employees will forfeit their awards if their employment is
terminated for cause. The Committee also retains the
discretionary authority to reduce bonuses to reflect factors
regarding individual performance that are not otherwise taken
into account.
The Board of Directors, upon the Remuneration Committee’s
recommendation, has also renewed the previously adopted Share
Ownership Guidelines (SOG) Policy for members of the executive
management to ensure that they have meaningful economic
stake in the Company. This policy was introduced in 2015. The
SOG policy is designed to satisfy an individual senior executive’s
need for portfolio diversification, while maintaining management
share ownership at levels high enough to assure the Company’s
shareholders of managements’ full commitment to value
creation. Officers of the Company are required to invest in a
number of shares valued at a multiple of their base salary in the
amounts ranging from 3 times base salary for the CEO and 1 times
the base salary of any other member of the executive
management team. Under the current policy, the share
ownership level is to be achieved by the time of the year 2021
Annual General Meeting.
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Remuneration in 2019:
Remuneration for executive management for 2019 consisted of both fixed and variable elements. The fixed elements consisted of salaries
and other benefits (health and pension), while the variable elements consisted of a performance-based bonus arrangement and a restricted
share unit scheme that was approved by the Board of Directors and the shareholders in the Annual General Meeting in 2018.
For 2019, the following was paid/incurred to the key executives:
2019
Amounts in USD 000 unless
stated otherwise

Short term benefits and pension costs

Long term benefits

Salary

Bonus

Benefits

Pension
costs

Total

Number of RSUs
awarded in 2019

Fair value of RSUs
expensed

John Hamilton, CEO

417

191

11

10

629

197,280

366

Qazi Qadeer, CFO

259

123

5

16

403

63,315

123

Total

676

314

16

26

1,032

260,595

489

Any bonuses that were incurred and paid in 2019 were approved
by the Board of Directors during 2019. The bonus paid in 2019
related to the achievement of performance standards set by the
Board of Directors for the financial year 2018.

all of its assets to another corporation that is not a wholly owned
subsidiary. The CFO and Technical Director are entitled to 6
months of base salary in the event of a change of control as
described above.

Evaluation, award and payment of cash bonuses is generally
performed in the year subsequent to financial year end, unless
stated otherwise. Any bonuses for 2019 performance will be
awarded in the year 2020 and determined based on the criteria
set by the remuneration committee that includes meeting
milestones of measurable strategic value drivers, progress on
portfolio of assets, and certain corporate objectives including
reduction of administrative overhead costs and HSE performance.

Pensions:

Remuneration principles for 2020:

In the UK, the Company’s subsidiary that employs the staff,
contributes a fixed amount per Company policy in an external
defined contribution scheme. As such, no pension liability is
recognised in the statement of financial position in relation to
Company’s subsidiaries either.

For 2020, remuneration for executive management consists of
both fixed and variable elements. The fixed elements consist of
salaries and other benefits (health and pension), while the
variable elements consist of a performance-based bonus
arrangement and a restricted share unit scheme that was
approved by the Board of Directors and the Company’s
shareholders in 2018.
Any cash bonuses to members of the executive management for
2019 will be capped at 50% of annual base salary. Evaluation,
award and payment of cash bonuses is generally performed in the
year subsequent to the financial year under review. The annual
bonus for 2019 performance will be awarded in the year 2020
and determined based on the criteria proposed by the
Remuneration Committee and approved by the Board of
Directors. Such criteria may include meeting milestones of
measurable strategic value drivers, progress on portfolio of
assets, and certain corporate objectives including reduction of
administrative overhead costs and HSE performance. These
criteria will be individually tailored for each member of the
executive team and will be determined by the Board of Directors
as soon as is practicable after the reporting period.

Severance payments etc:
Per the respective terms of employment, the CEO is entitled to 12
months of base salary in the event of a change of control;
whereby a tender offer is made or consummated for the
ownership of more than 50% or more of the outstanding voting
securities of the Company; or the Company is merged or
consolidated with another corporation and as a result of such
merger or consolidation less than 50.1% of the outstanding voting
securities of the surviving entity or resulting corporation are
owned in the aggregate by the persons by the entities or persons
who were shareholders of the Company immediately prior to
such merger or consolidation; or the Company sells substantially

The Company is required to have an occupational pension
scheme in accordance with the Norwegian law on required
occupational pension (“Lov om obligatorisk tjenestepensjon”).
The Company contributes to an external defined contribution
scheme and therefore no pension liability is recognized in the
statement of financial position. Since the Company no longer
employs any staff in Norway, this scheme is effectively redundant.

2019 – Compliance:
In 2019, the executives received base salaries and cash incentive
bonuses in line with the executive remuneration policies as
presented to the 2019 Annual General Meeting.

PART 2: SHARE BASED INCENTIVES
In July 2019, 497,437 Restricted Share Units were awarded under
and in accordance with the Company’s RSU scheme to the
employees of the Company under the long-term incentive
compensation plan approved by the shareholders. One Restricted
Share Unit (“RSU”) entitles the holder to receive one share of
capital stock of the Company against payment in cash of the par
value for the share. The par value is currently NOK 0.05 per share.
Vesting of the RSUs is time based. The standard vesting period is 3
years, where 1/3 of the RSUs vest after one year, 1/3 vest after 2
years, and the final 1/3 vest after 3 years from grant. The Board of
Directors, at its discretion can grant a non-standard vesting
period.
RSUs vest automatically at the respective vesting dates and the
holder will be issued the applicable number of shares as soon as
possible thereafter.
For 2020 the Board of Directors will only award share based
incentives in line with any shareholder approved program. Awards
of share based incentives will in value (calculated at the time of
grant) be capped to 100% of the annual base salary for the CEO
and 50% of the annual base salary for other members of the
executive management.
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STATEMENT OF DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITY
Pursuant to the Norwegian Securities Trading Act section 5-5 with
pertaining regulations we hereby confirm that, to the best of our
knowledge, the company's financial statements for 2019 have
been prepared in accordance with IFRS, as provided for by the EU,
and in accordance with the requirements for additional
information provided for by the Norwegian Accounting Act. The
information presented in the financial statements gives a true and
fair picture of the company's liabilities, financial position and
results viewed in their entirety.
To the best of our knowledge, the Board of Directors' Report gives
a true and fair picture of the development, performance and
financial position of the company, and includes a description of
the principal risk and uncertainty factors facing the company.
Additionally, we confirm to the best of our knowledge that the
report "Payments to governments" as provided in a separate
section in this annual report has been prepared in accordance
with the requirements in the Norwegian Securities Trading Act
Section 5-5a with pertaining regulations.
30 April 2020
The Board of Directors
Panoro Energy ASA

JULIEN
BALKANY

TORSTEIN
SANNESS

GARRETT
SODEN

Chairman of the
Board

Deputy
Chairman of the
Board

Non-Executive
Director

ALEXANDRA
HERGER

HILDE
ÅDLAND

JOHN HAMILTON

Non-Executive
Director

Non-Executive
Director

Chief Executive
Officer
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AUDITOR’S REPORT
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STATEMENT ON CORPORATE GOVERNANCE IN
PANORO ENERGY ASA
Panoro Energy ASA (“Panoro”, "Panoro Energy" or “the
Company”, and with its subsidiaries; the “Group”) aspires to
ensure confidence in the Company and the greatest possible
value creation over time through efficient decision making, clear
division of roles between shareholders, management and the
Board of Directors (“the Board”) as well as adequate
communication.
Panoro Energy seeks to comply with all the requirements covered
in The Norwegian Code of Practice for Corporate Governance (the
“Code”). The latest version of the Code of 17 October 2018 is
available on the website of the Norwegian Corporate Governance
Board, www.nues.no. The Code is based on the “comply or
explain” principle, in that companies should explain alternative
approaches to any specific recommendation. The Company also
seeks to comply with the Oslo Børs Code of Practice for Investor
Relation (IR) of 1 July 2019.

1: IMPLEMENTATION AND REPORTING ON
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
The main objective for Panoro’s Corporate Governance is to
develop a strong, sustainable and competitive company in the
best interest of the shareholders, employees and society at large,
within the laws and regulations of the respective country. The
Board of Directors (the Board) and management aim for a
controlled and profitable development and long-term creation of
growth through well-founded governance principles and risk
management.
The Board will give high priority to finding the most appropriate
working procedures to achieve, inter alia, the aims covered by
these Corporate Governance guidelines and principles.
The Code comprises 15 points. The Corporate Governance report
is available on the Company’s website www.panoroenergy.com

2: BUSINESS
Panoro Energy ASA is an independent exploration and production
(E&P) company headquartered in London and listed on the Oslo
Stock Exchange with ticker PEN. The Company holds production,
development, and exploration assets in North and West Africa.
The North African portfolio comprises a participating interest in
five producing oil field concessions, the Sfax Offshore Exploration
Permit (SOEP), and the Ras El Besh concession, all in the region of
the city of Sfax, Tunisia. The operations in West Africa include the
Dussafu License offshore southern Gabon and OML 113 offshore
western Nigeria, which is classified as held for sale.
The Company’s business is defined in the Articles of Association
§2, which states:
“The Company’s business shall consist of exploration, production,
transportation and marketing of oil and natural gas and
exploration and/or development of other energy forms, sale of
energy as well as other related activities. The business might also

involve participation in other similar activities through
contribution of equity, loans and/or guarantees".
Panoro Energy currently has two reportable segments with
exploration and production of oil and gas, by geographic locations
being West Africa and North Africa. In West Africa, the Company
participates in a number of licenses in and Gabon and Nigeria
whereas the North African business is concentrated in Tunisia.

Vision statement
Our vision is to use our experience and competence in enhancing
value in projects in Africa to the benefit of the countries we
operate in and the shareholders of the Company.

3: EQUITY AND DIVIDENDS
Panoro Energy’s Board of Directors will ensure that the Company
at all times has an equity capital at a level appropriate to its
objectives, strategy and risk profile. The oil and gas E&P business
is highly capital dependent, requiring Panoro Energy to be
sufficiently capitalized. The Board needs to be proactive in order
for Panoro Energy to be prepared for changes in the market.
Mandates granted to the Board to increase the Company’s share
capital or to purchase own shares will normally be restricted to
defined purposes, and are normally limited in time to the
following year’s Annual General Meeting. Any acquisition of our
shares will be carried out through a regulated marketplace at
market price, and the Company will not deviate from the principle
of equal treatment of all shareholders. If there is limited liquidity
in the Company’s shares at the time of such transaction, the
Company will consider other ways to ensure equal treatment of
all shareholders.
Mandates granted to the Board for issue of shares for different
purposes will each be considered separately by the General
Meeting. Any decision to deviate from the principle of equal
treatment by waiving the pre-emption rights of existing
shareholders to subscribe for shares in the event of an increase in
share capital will be justified and disclosed in the stock exchange
announcement of the increase in share capital. Such deviation will
be made only in the common interest of the shareholders of the
Company.
Payment of dividends will be considered in the future, based on
the Company’s capital structure and dividend capacity as well as
the availability of alternative investments.

4: EQUAL TREATMENT OF SHAREHOLDERS AND
TRANSACTIONS WITH CLOSE ASSOCIATES
Panoro Energy has one class of shares representing one vote at
the Annual General Meeting. The Articles of Association contains
no restriction regarding the right to vote.
All Board members, employees of the Company and close
associates must internally clear potential transactions in the
Company’s shares or other financial instruments related to the
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Company prior to any transaction. All transactions between the
Company and shareholders, shareholder’s parent company,
members of the Board of Directors, executive personnel or close
associates of any such parties, are governed by the Code and the
rules of the Oslo Stock Exchange, in addition to statutory law. Any
transaction with close associates will be evaluated by an
independent third party, unless the transaction requires the
approval of the General Meeting pursuant to the requirements of
the Norwegian Public Limited Liabilities Companies Act.
Independent valuations will also be arranged in respect of
transactions between companies in the Group where any of the
companies involved have minority shareholders. Any transactions
with related parties, primary insiders or employees shall be made
in accordance with Panoro Energy’s own instructions for Insider
Trading. The Company has guidelines to ensure that members of
the Board and executive personnel notify the Board if they have
any material direct or indirect interest in any transaction entered
into by the Company.

5: SHARES AND NEGOTIABILITY
Shares of Panoro Energy are listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange.
There are no restrictions on ownership, trading or voting of
shares in Panoro Energy’s Articles of Association.

6: GENERAL MEETINGS
Panoro Energy’s Annual General Meeting is to be held by the end
of June each year. The Board will take necessary steps to ensure
that as many shareholders as possible may exercise their rights by
participating in General Meetings of the Company, and to ensure
that General Meetings are an effective forum for the views of
shareholders and the Board. An invitation and agenda (including
proxy) will be sent out no later than 21 days prior to the meeting
to all shareholders in the Company. The invitation will also be
distributed as a stock exchange notification. The invitation and
support information on the resolutions to be considered at the
General Meeting will furthermore normally be posted on the
Company’s website www.panoroenergy.com no later than 21
days prior to the date of the General Meeting.
The recommendation of the Nomination Committee will normally
be available on the Company’s website at the same time as the
notice.
Panoro Energy will ensure that the resolutions and supporting
information distributed are sufficiently detailed and
comprehensive to allow shareholders to form a view on all
matters to be considered at the meeting.
According to Article 7 of the Company’s Articles of Association,
registrations for the Company’s General Meetings must be
received at least five calendar days before the meeting is held.
The Chairman of the Board and the CEO of the Company are
normally present at the General Meetings. Other Board members
and the Company’s auditor will aim to be present at the General
Meetings. Members of the Nomination Committee are requested
to be present at the AGM of the Company. An independent
person to chair the General Meeting will, to the extent possible,
be appointed. Normally the General Meetings will be chaired by
the Company’s external corporate lawyer.
Shareholders who are unable to attend in person will be given the
opportunity to vote by proxy. The Company will nominate a

person who will be available to vote on behalf of shareholders as
their proxy. Information on the procedure for representation at
the meeting through proxy will be set out in the notice for the
General Meeting. A form for the appointment of a proxy, which
allows separate voting instructions for each matter to be
considered by the meeting and for each of the candidates
nominated for elections will be prepared. Dividend, remuneration
to the Board and the election of the auditor, among the matters
that will be decided at the AGM. After the meeting, the minutes
are released on the Company’s website.

7: NOMINATION COMMITTEE
The Company shall have a Nomination Committee consisting of 2
to 3 members to be elected by the Annual General Meeting for a
two year period. The Annual General Meeting elects the members
and the Chairperson of the Nomination Committee and
determines the committee’s remuneration. The Company will
provide information on the member of the Nomination
Committee on its website. The Company will further give notice
on its website, in good time, of any deadlines for submitting
proposals for candidates for election to the Board of Directors
and the Nomination Committee.
The Company aims at selecting the members of the Nomination
Committee taking into account the interests of shareholders in
general. The majority of the Nomination Committee shall as a rule
be independent of the Board and the executive management. The
Nomination Committee currently consists of three members,
whereof all members are independent of the Board and the
executive management.
The Nomination Committee’s duties are to propose to the
General Meeting shareholder elected candidates for election to
the Board, and to propose remuneration to the Board. The
Nomination Committee justifies its recommendations and the
recommendations take into account the interests of shareholders
in general and the Company’s requirements in respect of
independence, expertise, gender, capacity and diversity.
The Nomination Committee is described in the Company's Articles
of Association and the General Meeting may stipulate guidelines
for the duties of the Nomination Committee.

8: BOARD OF DIRECTORS – COMPOSITION AND
INDEPENDENCE
The composition of the Board ensures that the Board represents
the common interests of all shareholders and meets the
Company’s need for expertise, capacity and diversity. The
members of the Board represent a wide range of experience
including shipping, offshore, energy, banking and investment. The
composition of the Board ensures that it can operate
independently of any special interests. Members of the Board are
elected for a period of two years. Recruitment of members of the
Board may be phased so that the entire Board is not replaced at
the same time. The General Meeting elects the Chairman and any
Deputy Chairman. The Company’s website and annual report
provides detailed information about the Board members
expertise and independence. The Company has a policy whereby
the members of the Board are encouraged to own shares in the
Company, but to dissuade from a short-term approach which is
not in the best interests of the Company and its shareholders over
the longer term.
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Management” described in relevant note in the consolidated
financial statements in the Annual Report.

9: THE WORK OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Board has the overall responsibility for the management and
supervision of the activities in general. The Board decides the
strategy of the Company and has the final say in new projects
and/or investments. The Board’s instructions for its own work as
well as for the executive management have particular emphasis
on clear internal allocation of responsibilities and duties. The
Chairman of the Board ensures that the Board’s duties are
undertaken in efficient and correct manner. The Board shall stay
informed of the Company’s financial position and ensure
adequate control of activities, accounts and asset management.
The Board member’s experience and skills are crucial to the
Company both from a financial as well as an operational
perspective. The Board evaluates its performance and expertise
annually. The CEO is responsible for the Company’s daily
operations and ensures that all necessary information is
presented to the Board.
An annual schedule for the Board meetings is prepared and
discussed together with a yearly plan for the work of the Board.
The Company has guidelines to ensure that members of the
Board and executive personnel notify the Board if they have any
material direct or indirect interest in any transaction entered into
by the Company. Should the Board need to address matters of a
material character in which the Chairman is or has been
personally involved, the matter will be chaired by the Deputy
Chairman of the Board to ensure a more independent
consideration.
In addition to the Nomination Committee elected by the General
Meeting, the Board has an Audit Committee and a Remuneration
Committee as sub-committees of the Board. The members are
independent of the executive management.
Currently the Audit Committee and the Remuneration Committee
both consist of the complete Board. The reason for this is the
rather low number of directors in the Company, which has led the
Board to conclude that it is currently more efficient for the Board
function that all directors also are members of committees. This
practice will be further assessed in the future.

10: RISK MANAGEMENT AND INTERNAL CONTROL
Financial and internal control, as well as short- and long-term
strategic planning and business development, all according to
Panoro Energy’s business idea and vision and applicable laws and
regulations, are the Board’s responsibilities and the essence of its
work. This emphasizes the focus on ensuring proper financial and
internal control, including risk control systems.
The Board approves the Company’s strategy and level of
acceptable risk, as documented in the guiding tool “Risk
Management” described in the relevant note in the consolidated
financial statements in the Annual Report.
The Board carries out an annual review of the Company’s most
important areas of exposure to risk and its internal control
arrangements.
For further details on the use of financial instruments, refer to
relevant note in the consolidated financial statements in the
Annual Report and the Company’s guiding tool “Financial Risk

11: REMUNERATION OF THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
The remuneration to the Board will be decided by the Annual
General Meeting each year.
Panoro Energy is a diversified company, and the remuneration
will reflect the Board’s responsibility, expertise, the complexity
and scope of work as well as time commitment.
The remuneration to the Board is not linked to the Company’s
performance, and share options will normally not be granted to
Board members. Remuneration in addition to normal director’s
fee will be specifically identified in the Annual Report.
Members of the Board normally do not take on specific
assignments for the Company in addition to their appointment as
a member of the Board.

12: REMUNERATION OF THE EXECUTIVE
PERSONNEL
The Board has established guidelines for the remuneration of the
executive personnel. The guidelines set out the main principles
applied in determining the salary and other remuneration of the
executive personnel. The guidelines ensure convergence of the
financial interests of the executive personnel and the
shareholders.
Panoro Energy has appointed a Remuneration Committee (RC)
which meets regularly. The objective of the committee is to
determine the compensation structure and remuneration level of
the Company’s CEO. Remuneration to the CEO shall be at market
terms and decided by the Board and made official at the AGM
every year. Remuneration to other key executives shall be
proposed by the CEO to the RC.
The remuneration shall, both with respect to the chosen kind of
remuneration and the amount, encourage addition of values to
the Company and contribute to the Company’s common interests
– both for management as well as the owners.
Detailed information about options and remuneration for
executive personnel and Board members is provided in the
Annual Report pursuant to and in accordance with section 6-16a
of the Norwegian Public Limited Companies Act. The guidelines
are normally presented to the Annual General Meeting also as a
separate attachment to the Annual General Meeting notice.

13: INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS
The Company has established guidelines for the Company’s
reporting of financial and other information.
The Company publishes an annual financial calendar including the
dates the Company plans to publish the quarterly results and the
date for the Annual General Meeting. The calendar can be found
on the Company’s website, and will also be distributed as a stock
exchange notification and updated on Oslo Stock Exchange’s
website. The calendar is published at the end of a fiscal year,
according to the continuing obligations for companies listed on
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the Oslo Stock Exchange. The calendar is also included in the
Company’s quarterly financial reports.
All shareholders information is published simultaneously on the
Company’s web site and to appropriate financial news media.
Panoro Energy normally makes four quarterly presentations a
year to shareholders, potential investors and analysts in
connection with quarterly earnings reports. The quarterly
presentations are held through audio conference calls to facilitate
participation by all interested shareholders, analysts, potential
investors and members of the financial community. A question
and answer session is held at the end of each presentation to
allow management to answer the questions of attendees. A
recording of the conference call presentation is retained on the
Company's website www.panoroenergy.com for a limited number
of days.
The Company also makes investor presentations at conferences in
and out of Norway. The information packages presented at such
meetings are published simultaneously on the Company’s web
site.
The Chairman, CEO and CFO of Panoro Energy are the only people
who are authorized to speak to, or be in contact with the press,
unless otherwise described or approved by the Chairman, CEO
and/or CFO.

14: TAKE-OVERS
Panoro Energy has established the following guiding principles for
how the Board will act in the event of a take-over bid.
As of today the Board does not hold any authorizations as set
forth in Section 6-17 of the Securities Trading Act, to effectuate
defence measures if a takeover bid is launched on Panoro Energy.
The Board may be authorized by the General Meeting to acquire
its own shares, but will not be able to utilize this in order to
obstruct a takeover bid, unless approved by the General Meeting
following the announcement of a takeover bid.
The Board of Directors will generally not hinder or obstruct takeover bids for the Company’s activities or shares.
As a rule the Company will not enter into agreements with the
purpose to limit the Company’s ability to arrange other bids for
the Company’s shares unless it is clear that such an agreement is
in the common interest of the Company and its shareholders. As a
starting point the same applies to any agreement on the payment
of financial compensation to the bidder if the bid does not
proceed. Any financial compensation will as a rule be limited to
the costs the bidder has incurred in making the bid. The Company
will generally seek to disclose agreements entered into with the
bidder that are material to the market’s evaluation of the bid no
later than at the same time as the announcement that the bid will
be made is published.
In the event of a take-over bid for the Company’s shares, the
Board of Directors will not exercise mandates or pass any
resolutions with the intention of obstructing the take-over bid
unless this is approved by the General Meeting following
announcement of the bid.
If an offer is made for the Company’s shares, the Board will issue
a statement evaluating the offer and making a recommendation
as to whether shareholders should or should not accept the offer.

The Board will also arrange a valuation with an explanation from
an independent expert. The valuation will be made public no later
than at the time of the public disclosure of the Board’s statement.
Any transactions that are in effect a disposal of the Company’s
activities will be decided by a General Meeting.

15: AUDITOR
The auditor will be appointed by the General Meeting.
The Board has appointed an Audit Committee as a sub-committee
of the Board, which will meet with the auditor regularly. The
objective of the committee is to focus on internal control,
independence of the auditor, risk management and the
Company’s financial standing.
The auditors will send a complete Management Letter/Report to
the Board – which is a summary report of risks faced by the
business. The auditor participates in meetings of the Board that
deal with the annual accounts, where the auditor reviews any
material changes in the Company’s accounting principles,
comments on any material estimated accounting figures and
reports all material matters on which there has been
disagreement between the auditor and the executive
management of the Company.
In view of the auditor’s independence of the Company’s executive
management, the auditor is also present in at least one Board
meeting each year at which neither the CEO nor other members
of the executive management are present.
Panoro Energy places importance on independence and has
established guidelines in respect of retaining the Company’s
external auditor by the Company’s executive management for
services other than the audit.
The Board reports the remuneration paid to the auditor at the
Annual General Meeting, including details of the fee paid for audit
work and any fees paid for other specific assignments.

16: REPORTING OF PAYMENTS TO
GOVERNMENTS
This report is prepared in accordance with the Norwegian
Accounting Act § 3-3d and Securities Trading Act § 5-5a. It states
that the companies engaged in the activities within the extractive
industries shall annually prepare and publish a report containing
information about their payments to governments at country and
project level. The Ministry of Finance has issued a regulation
(F20.12.2013 nr 1682 - "the regulation") stipulating that the
reporting obligation only apply to reporting entities above a
certain size and to payments above certain threshold amounts. In
addition, the regulation stipulates that the report shall include
other information than payments to governments, and provides
more detailed rules applicable to definitions, publication and
group reporting.
This report contains information for the activity in the financial
year 2019 for Panoro Energy ASA (hereafter referred to as the
“Company” or “Panoro” throughout this section).
The management of Panoro has applied judgement in
interpretation of the wording in the regulation with regard to the
specific type of payments to be included in this report, and on
what level it should be reported. When payments are required to
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be reported on a project-by-project basis, it is reported on a fieldby-field basis. Per management’s interpretation of the regulation,
reporting requirements only stipulate disclosure of gross amounts
on operated licences as all payments within the license
performed by Non-operators, normally will be cash calls
transferred to the operator and will as such not be payments to
governments. Panoro’s activities within the extractive industries
as an Operator are located in Tunisia.

Reporting of payments
The regulation’s Section 2 no. 5 defines the different types of
payments subject to reporting. In the following sections, only
those applicable to the Company will be described.

Tunisia - Operated
Panoro Group acquired interest in the Sfax Offshore Exploration
Permit (SOEP) in Tunisia during 2018 and assumed Operatorship.
No payments were made to the government of Tunisia in respect
of these assets and no area fees was paid for these assets during
the year ended 31 December 2019 (2018: from acquisition date
of 30 July 2018 to 31 December 2018: Nil).

Tunisia – Non-operated
Panoro Group acquired an interest in five oil producing
concessions in Tunisia on 21 December 2018. The operations on
these concessions are managed by Thyna Petroleum Services S.A.
(TPS), which is a joint operating company. During the year ended
31 December 2019, the Group made direct payments to the
Government in the form of taxes through its jointly controlled
company, Panoro TPS Production GmbH amounting to USD 7.4
million (representing Panoro’s share at 60%). Of this amount, USD
5.3 million related to taxes on income from prior year and USD
2.1 million for taxes on income of current year. Further, as at 31
December 2019, the Group had corporation tax liability of USD 5
million which is due for payment in 2020.
For the period ended 31 December 2018, no taxes or other fees
were paid to the government of Tunisia by the Group from
acquisition date of 21 December 2018. As at 31 December 2018,
the Group had current corporation tax liability of USD 5.8 million
payable to the government of Tunisia which was paid in 2019

West Africa (Nigeria and Gabon) – Non-operated
Although Panoro Energy, through its subsidiaries, has extractive
activities and ownership interest in two licences in West Africa,
namely Dussafu license offshore Gabon and OML-113 offshore
Nigeria; both of the licenses are non-operated and as such only
cash calls are disbursed to operating partners and therefore none
of the payments during 2019 and 2018 can be construed as
payments direct to governments under the regulation. As such,
no payment will be disclosed in these cases, unless the operator is
a state-owned entity and it is possible to distinguish the payment.
In Gabon, the Group is party to a Production Sharing Contract
(PSC) under which tax is paid in kind by virtue of the contractual
Profit Oil allocation for the State’s participation in the license. In
2019, an estimate of the value of the State Profit Oil portion was
USD 3.8 million (2018: USD 0.9 million).
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY/
ETHICAL CODE OF CONDUCT
1: ABOUT PANORO
Panoro Energy ASA is an independent exploration and production
(E&P) company headquartered in London and listed on the Oslo
Stock Exchange with ticker PEN. The Company holds production,
development, and exploration assets in North and West Africa.
The North African portfolio comprises a participating interest in
five producing oil field concessions, the Sfax Offshore Exploration
Permit (SOEP), and the Ras El Besh concession, all in the region of
the city of Sfax, Tunisia. The operations in West Africa include the
Dussafu License offshore southern Gabon and OML 113 offshore
western Nigeria, which is classified as held for sale.
Panoro’s main purpose is to capitalize on the value of its assets.
However, the Company acknowledges its responsibility for the
methods by which this is achieved. The principles set out below
seek to ensure that Panoro operates in a socially and
environmentally responsible manner, encouraging a positive
impact through its activities and those of its partners and other
stakeholders.

2: MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
Being a commercial entity, Panoro is focused on creating
shareholder value. Nevertheless, we are mindful of the impact of
our activities to achieve this goal; we are firmly committed to
embracing our social and environmental responsibility, and to
honouring the letter and the spirit of the UN Global Compact
principles. We believe that this is the right approach for all our
stakeholders, including but not limited to the host countries, the
local communities, our shareholders and business partners.
We are committed to ensuring that our presence has a positive
impact wherever we work and invest. We have therefore adopted
this Ethical Code of Conduct (“ECOC”).

4: THE UN GLOBAL COMPACT PRINCIPLES
The UN Global Compact’s ten principles in the areas of human
rights, labour, the environment and anti-corruption enjoy
universal consensus and are derived from:
•
•
•
•

The UN Global Compact asks companies to embrace, support and
enact, within their sphere of influence, a set of core values in the
areas of human rights, labour standards, the environment and
anti-corruption:

Human Rights
•
•

3.1
Panoro as a company, as well as its individual employees, will
commit to follow this ECOC.

3.2
Equally, we will work through our stakeholders and partners to
ensure that we adhere to the values expressed in the ECOC.

3.3
Finally, the ECOC is based on the ten principles expressed in the
UN Global Compact.

Principle 1: Businesses should support and respect the
protection of internationally proclaimed human rights; and
Principle 2: make sure that they are not complicit in human
rights abuses

Labour
•

•
•
•

Principle 3: Businesses should uphold the freedom of
association and the effective recognition of the right to
collective bargaining;
Principle 4: the elimination of all forms of forced and
compulsory labour;
Principle 5: the effective abolition of child labour; and
Principle 6: the elimination of discrimination in respect of
employment and occupation

Environment
•

3: FRAMEWORK AND SCOPE OF THE ETHICAL
CODE OF CONDUCT OF PANORO

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
The International Labour Organization’s Declaration on
Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work
The Rio Declaration on Environment and Development
The United Nations Convention Against Corruption

•
•

Principle 7: Businesses should support a precautionary
approach to environmental challenges;
Principle 8: undertake initiatives to promote greater
environmental responsibility; and
Principle 9: encourage the development and diffusion of
environmentally friendly technologies

Anti-Corruption
•

Principle 10: Businesses should work against corruption in all
its forms, including extortion and bribery
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5: HOST COUNTRIES AND LOCAL COMMUNITIES
In addition to these principles, Panoro is concerned with the
responsibility of the Company and its operations to the host
country and the local community. Wherever Panoro operates, the
Company will be committed to:
•
•
•
•

observe local laws and rules
respect the sovereignty of the state
observe and, through our example and that of our
stakeholders, promote the rule of law
encourage the employment of local staff

•
•
•
•
•
•

engage in capacity building, through the transfer of skills and
technologies
work with local communities by contributing to improve their
health, education and welfare
respect indigenous people and their traditions
minimize disturbances that may be caused by our operations
be mindful of the impact of our security arrangements on
local communities
refrain from any involvement in tribal or internal armed
conflicts or acts of violence

6: STAKEHOLDERS
The stakeholders of Panoro are defined as entities that are influenced by, or have influence on, the development of Panoro’s assets. Panoro
aims to commit to its ethical principles by working through its stakeholders, as well as monitoring how those stakeholders view Panoro’s
implementation of its ECOC.
Stakeholders

Influence

Implementation of ECOC

Employees

Panoro recognizes its influence and its
responsibility to its employees, as well as to
their close surroundings. Equally, the Company
recognizes the importance of attracting and
retaining talent in order to fulfil its business
and ethical goals.

Panoro will consistently train its employees to adhere to
company standards and procedures. Each employee is
expected to learn about and to undertake training on the
ECOC on a regular basis.

Partners

Panoro operates and maximizes the value of its
assets mainly in partnership with other entities.

Through partnership agreements, as well as through formal
and informal communication, Panoro will seek to use its
influence to implement its ECOC throughout its joint
operations.

The operators are the entities that conduct the
actual operation of the assets.

Through joint operation agreements, as well as through
formal and informal communication, Panoro will seek to
maintain the highest ethical standards in all operations;
focusing on HS&Q, environment and all other principles listed
above in section 4 and 5.

Shareholders

The Panoro shareholders, including potential
shareholders.

Panoro will seek to minimize shareholder risk and maximize
value creation by adhering to the highest ethical standards in
terms of environmental, legal and other risks based on the
above principles. Panoro follows a strict code of governance
based on international law and business practices.

Local Community

The communities in which Panoro assets are
placed include national authorities and
different government bodies, as well as local
unions, tribes and other community members.

Each asset has formal meeting points and communication
lines setup within its operational structure. Panoro will seek to
use these to address issues of interests based on the ECOC,
including corruption, HS&Q and any other issues listed above.

Operators
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GLOSSARY AND DEFINITION
Bbl

One barrel of oil, equal to 42 US gallons or 159 liters

Bm3

Billion cubic meters

BOE

Barrel of oil equivalent

bopd

Barrels of oil per day

Btu

British Thermal Units, the energy content needed to heat one pint of water by one degree Fahrenheit

M3

Cubic meters

MMbbls

Million barrels of oil

MMBOE

Million barrels of oil equivalents

MMBtu

Million British thermal units

MMm3

Million cubic meters

TRIR

Total Recordable Incident Rate

CONVERSION FACTORS

Natural gas and LNG

To billion cubic
meters NG

Billion cubic
meters NG

Million
tonnes LNG

Trillion British
thermal units

Million barrels
oil equivalent

Multiply by

From
1 billion cubic meters NG

Million tonnes
oil equivalent

1.00

35.30

0.90

0.73

36.00

6.29

1 billion cubic feet NG

0.028

1.00

0.026

0.021

1.03

0.18

1 million tonnes oil equivalent

1.111

39.20

1.00

0.805

40.40

7.33

1.38

48.70

1.23

1.00

52.00

8.68

1 trillion British thermal units

0.028

0.98

0.025

0.02

1.00

0.17

1 million barrels oil equivalent

0.16

5.61

0.14

0.12

5.80

1.00

1 million tonnes LNG
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COMPANY ADDRESSES
Panoro Energy ASA
c/o Advokatfirma Schjødt,
Ruseløkkveien 14,
P.O. box 1444 Solli, 0201 Oslo,
Norway
Panoro Energy Ltd
78 Brook Street London
W1K 5EF United Kingdom
Tel:
Fax:

+44 (0) 20 3405 1060
+44 (0) 20 3004 1130

www.panoroenergy.com
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